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Abstract
Resonances of Land: Silence, Noise, and Extractivism in the Brazilian Amazon
Maria Fantinato Géo de Siqueira

This dissertation investigates the role of listening and sounding in the geopolitics of
extractivism, in which the Brazilian Amazon is deeply immersed, by weaving a storytelling of
transformation and destruction of places in the region through the tropes of noise and silence.
Extractivism here means a process of accumulation by dispossession tied to the tearing apart of
places to become resources. The storytelling of this dissertation builds on ethnographic fieldwork
in the state of Pará, in the Brazilian Amazon, and the geopolitical testimonies of small farmers,
inhabitants of riverine communities, and a social educator, as they articulate relations between
the sonic and what they perceive around them, what they are losing, and what they value. I
elaborate on a dialogue with and critique of acoustemology as tied to place making by attending
to noise and silence as acoustic assemblages tied to modes of making, destroying, sensing, and
neglecting place. In the context of radically unequal land distribution, finite land becomes a
major contested ontological ground. As places clash, unequal needs of sensing reality as a shared
ecosystem come to the fore.
Chapter one delves into the way an educator in the Xingu region talks about the silence of
the water and the loss of forest and river spirits to neoliberal megaprojects. In dialogue with her
words, I explore how silence participates in an economy of extraction in which incompatible

notions of nature clash while crystallized sensorial machinations of neoliberalism destroy place
from a safe distance. Chapter two debates how soy monoculture farming, in the Low Amazonas
Region, fabricates multiple silences as it displaces people, desertifies place, and fills the land
with pesticides and mechanisms of surveillance for private property. In dialogue with the
testimonies of small rural farmers, and building on my visits to the region, this chapter discusses
silences in relation to the desertification and animation of place as part of the cycles of the
monoculture extractive chain. The third chapter focuses on the trope of noise as tied to present
and potentially changing infrastructures in a riverine community in a conservation unit in the
same region. I build on what four inhabitants of this community express about the noise of
motors and generators in relation to singing birds and roosters, noting how the storytelling of the
relation between these sounding presences is also the storytelling of development as a threat and
a promise, in a context where belonging is complexly situated in relation to state tutelage,
notions of environmental protection, and NGO projects. Altogether, the storytelling of noise and
silence presented in these chapters points to the complicated entanglement between modes of
listening and modes of tying being, belonging, and land together, in territories of a region
constantly positioned as a resource for extraction.
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Introduction: Sensing Place and Devastation
0.1 Once there was a river stream
"In the corner where I live, there was once an igarapé1 / In the corner where I live, there
was once an igarapé / The City Hall filled it with concrete and now wants to take over the
Çairé," sang a woman who was about 30 years old during the Çairé festivity,2 a folkloricreligious celebration for the Holy Spirit, which attracts thousands of tourists to Alter do Chão, a
village of around 7,000 inhabitants, located on the bank of the Tapajós River, in the Brazilian
Amazon. It was September 2018, and she was singing at the “desfeiteira,” a traditional moment
in the closing afternoon of the festivity, when inhabitants and tourists in Alter do Chão
accompany musicians while making improvised verses in a challenging style (Carvalho 2016).
Alter do Chão is an administrative district of Santarém, Pará, in the Brazilian Amazon.
This village epitomizes the ways in which gentrification, development, and devastation have
been shaping Amazonian places over the past decades. Located near the expanding agricultural
frontier of the Santareno plateau, and in the bank of a river highly impacted by mining since the
1970s, Alter do Chão has also become a major touristic destination as a river balneary, where the
experience of “nature” is promoted to tourists coming both from Brazil and abroad. The village
is known as the “Caribbean of the Amazon,” due to its freshwater beaches formed during the dry

1

Small river stream.
The history of the Çairé is not the topic of this work. For more on the festival, from different perspectives, see: Braga
(2007), Costa (2013), Dulcet (1999), Ferreira (2008), Loureiro (2015), and Nogueira (2008), among others.
2

1

season in the Tapajós River. Alter do Chão is also an indigenous territory of the Borari people,3
who are still struggling for the demarcation of their land.4
Right after hearing that woman singing about the corner where “there was once an
igarapé” I reached out to her housemate, whom I knew and was standing next to me. She
explained: “We are outraged. From one day to the next, the municipal government destroyed a
stream that passed by our house. Before, when I was coming home, I could hear the sound of the
river from afar ... now I don't hear it anymore.” The igarapé was destroyed by the construction
work on a road, the PA-457, connecting communities in the Eixo-Forte region and the village of
Alter do Chão to the urban center of Santarem, of 300,000 inhabitants. Construction work in
2017 was denounced as having filled with cement and stones an igarapé in the Cucurunã
community (Ritielle 2017). The widening of the paving of this road in 2018 also covered up
more igarapés along the way (G1 – Santarém 2018).
Improvised verse in a song, and the history of listening narrated above by the woman who
was no longer able to hear the sound of the river stream pointed to histories of transformation of
that place which caught my attention. This event was fundamental in helping me shape my
research, as I began long-term fieldwork in the region. It drove me to a central question: how are

3

Since 1998, the Low Tapajos region, of which Santarem is also part, has become the stage of central political and
identitarian struggles of indigenous peoples. “Dozens of communities in the region, previously classified as
‘riverine’ or ‘caboclas’, began to publicly affirm the identity of indigenous peoples, fighting for the recognition of
differentiated rights, especially the demarcation of their territories. In this process, people considered extinct entered
the scene again, changing their relations with State institutions (Vaz Filho, 2010). According to information from the
Tapajós and Arapiuns Indigenous Council (CITA), today there are 13 indigenous peoples in the Lower Tapajós
(Arapium, Apiaká, Macaw, Borari, Jaraqui, Kumaruara, Maytapu, Munduruku, Munduruku-Cara Preta, Tapajó,
Tupaiú, Tapuia, and Tupinambá), which are distributed among 65 villages / communities in the municipalities of
Santarém, Belterra, and Aveiro” (Tapajos and Neto 2019:15).
4
The Tapajós Surara Indigenous Women Association (Associação de Mulheres Indígenas Suraras do Tapajós), a
collective of indigenous women from different peoples in the region, which emerged in Alter do Chão, has been
bringing visibility to the struggles in the region in the past years. Their all-women Carimbo musical group, Suraras
do Tapajós, has been central in that process. https://www.facebook.com/SurarasDoTapajos/.

2

listening and sounding enmeshed in the making and destroying of place in the Brazilian
Amazon? I will explain this research in more detail in the following section.

0.2 Listening, storytelling, and extractivism in the Amazon
This dissertation is broadly concerned with listening as an entry point for understanding
violent and transformative processes that take place in Amazonian territories in the name of
development. It asks about how listening and sounding are entwined in the processes of
deformation, destruction, and transformation of Brazilian Amazonian territories, having in mind
the multiple wars between worlds that take place there, especially through the mega-projects of
development, mining, cattle farming, that have been ravaging the region since the 1970s, and
more recently agribusiness.
This work weaves a storytelling of transformation of the Amazon, through histories about
places where sound and listening are deeply entangled. I focus on the way small farmers,
dwellers of riverine and indigenous communities, and popular educators tell histories about their
territories. How people differentially affected by crop monoculture, mega-dam construction and
infrastructure projects articulate relations between the sonic and what they perceive around them;
what they are losing, and what they value.
The research is based on eighteen months of multi-sited fieldwork in the states of
Amazonas and Pará. The portion of research that appears more evidently in the chapters of this
dissertation, however, focus on the state of Pará. Chapter one starts with a dialogue with the
words of a popular social educator who has been acting in the southwest of the state, in an area
near the Xingu river. This dialogue is a point of departure for shaping a broad frame for debates
regarding listening, land, and extractivism, which I will carry to the following two chapters. In
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these chapters, I focus specifically in the area of the state which is known as the Low Amazonas
mesoregion. This is a region where mining, construction, and agribusiness corporations have
been transforming places in the past decades.
Throughout these three chapters, I focus on the tropes of noise and silence as ways of
narrating a geopolitics of extractivism in which the Amazon is immersed. I utilize a broad
concept of “extractivism” in this dissertation as a way to address a specific understanding of
nature as a nest of resources that are controlled and manipulated to fuel economic growth based
on a notion of development as “continuous and linear material progress” (Gudynas 2016: 176).
Throughout the twentieth century up to today, right- and left-wing oriented governments in
Brazil have followed such a plan, and relied on the Amazon as a natural resource for extraction
(of rubber, wood, minerals) and for development of infrastructure projects (dams), generating
layered histories of migration and displacement.
The short anecdote narrated above presented me with a type of question I would learn to
carry throughout my fieldwork in cities and communities in Pará. But my encounter of this
moment came from a history of previous research. I would now like to take a step back, and
narrate my research trajectory up until that afternoon, when I listened to an improvised verse
about an igarapé that was destroyed.

0.3 The many paths, detours, and help received along the way
In many ways this work began to germinate when I left Brazil in 2014—a year when it
would have been impossible to know what was yet to come in terms of crisis, coups, and
paradigmatic changes in the country, and when what is happening right now with the COVID-19
pandemic, the deep socioeconomic crisis and the intensification of hunger and devastation in

4

Brazil, was beyond the imaginable. In the past seven years, since I started this Ph.D., we have
moved from a democratically elected center-left developmentalist government that was in crisis,
to an impeachment-coup architected by the neoliberal-right, which then made way for the farright militarized genocidal government of Jair Bolsonaro to become the ruling form in the
country in 2018. In many ways, throughout this time and in the decades before, issues affecting
the Amazon region and the multiple peoples living there have remained. In fact, despite its
notable project of poverty reduction, the Brazilian left-wing oriented federal government of the
Workers Party (PT) (2003-2016), tied to (and by) the agribusiness and construction company
lobbies in congress, did not divest from a neocolonial pattern of managing “natural resources”
through extraction activities and large-scale infrastructure projects, ignoring the multiple
territorial struggles and existing modes of living of multiple peoples and communities (Dilger et.
al 2016).5 However, today we are living another level of destruction in the region, in what can
be called a brutal project of destruction of lives, territories, senses of the common, and
ecosystems. The Amazon region, specifically today, during Jair Bolsonaro’s presidency, is going
through record levels of devastation and attacks to the multiple indigenous territories and
traditional communities in the region. Among a series of other destructive measures,
environmental policies are being radically dismantled, the Minister of the Environment is
involved in illegal logging schemes, and the president and his allies in the Senate and Congress
are pushing law projects that legalize mining activities in indigenous lands and motivate the

This can be seen, for example, in a very pedagogical way, in Vincent Carelli’s documentary Martírio: a
insurgencia pacífica e obstinada dos povos Guarani-Kaiowá (2016), for example. In the film, we witness the
multiple, absurd discourses of an agribusiness lobby in congress, challenging the lives and modes of dwelling of the
Guarani-Kaiowá in Mato Grosso do Sul for decades, traversing right- and left-wing oriented governments in Brazil
after the re-democratization period.
5
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invasion of indigenous and traditional territories6 – also fueling the spread coronavirus in these
areas7.
Since I left Brazil, and more specifically Rio de Janeiro, a big city in the highly unequal
southeast region of the country, where I was born and raised for most of my life, there have been
many different beginnings of what this dissertation could be. These beginnings were always
propelled by the preliminary fieldtrips I was able to do during the summers in the academic
calendar in the United States. Throughout this time, there were a few things that I always knew:
the Ph.D. here in the US would probably have funding opportunities for me to do research in
Brazil and travel to places that I would not have access to had I stayed in Rio; And this
possibility of circulation back and forth between New York, Rio de Janeiro, and other parts of
Brazil would lead me to ask questions tied to the specificity of that kind of circulation as well. I
also had the idea, still quite abstract, of wanting to understand ways of thinking about the
popular, and political dimensions of listening, in contemporary Brazil, while displacing what I
believed to be an epistemological centrality of the urban axis of the southeast of the country in
the academic narrative of the Brazilian musical popular.8 As is well known, since the first
decades of the twentieth century, music has been a central object in the debate about Brazilian

Such as the bills PL2633/2020, PL191/2020 and PL 510/2021. If approved, these bills would “give land grabbers
amnesty, create loopholes for mining on Indigenous land, and legalize thousands of claims to recently deforested
land.” (Hanbury 2021)
7
By the time of this dissertation deposit, in June 3 rd 2021, Brazil registered 465,612 deaths of COVID-19, the
second-highest toll in the world after the US. From the outset of the pandemic, Bolsonaro has adopted a radically
anti-scientific response to the virus, dismissing COVID-19 as 'a little flu', promoting ineffective medications,
refusing offers of vaccines, and opposing social distancing measures and masks. In May 29th 2021 nation-wide
protests took the streets of Brazil, demanding his impeachment and denouncing his genocidal management of the
Covid-19 pandemic in the country.
8
I am in no way questioning the quality of these works, just pointing to their radical regionality. For some excellent
readings on these topics, refer to: Wisnik (2004), Sandroni (2012), Vianna (1999), Machado (2007), Travassos
(2005), and Diniz (2010). For works on Tropicalia, which was a movement shaped by artists from the northeast of
the country, who became more amplified while moving to the southeast, see Dunn (2001) and Sovik (1994, 2002,
2020), among many others. For an excellent debate on whiteness in relation to some of the Brazilian popular music
cannon, refer to Sovik (2007).
6
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popular culture and Brazilian identity (Travassos 2005, Diniz 2010, Vianna 1999, Wisnik 1983).
However, there has also been very unequal inclusion of the country’s regions in this project of
shaping a “Brazilian” musical imaginary: with the North region of Brazil and the Brazilian
Amazon barely present in it. This is a disjunction already noted by authors investigating socalled “peripheral music genres” and the new markets of music making and circulation in Brazil
in the past ten to fifteen years. I considered initially doing a critique of that historical frame and
find ways of critically dialoguing with the scholars working on these peripheral genres (Lemos
and Castro 2008, Vianna 2011, Trotta 2013). I imaged that I could try to build a critique of this
national popular debate in two ways: one, by going to a region that was outside of the
constitution of this canon, and two, by thinking outside the ‘properly musical’ itself. I was
incited by Samuel Araújo and the research group Musicultura’s critique of music studies’
idealization of poor, peripheral areas of Brazil as places of communal gathering—especially with
regard to samba—and their affirmation that music may not always be the best category to
address articulations between sound and the social in violence-ridden areas in the first place
(2006).
The “Amazon” first became the place where I understood I could carry these overarching
ethical concerns and questions in the summer of 2016. At the time, I had met Professor Deise
Lucy Montardo, who teaches in the department of anthropology of the Federal University of
Amazonas (UFMA), and was a visiting scholar at Columbia. The encounter with her in NYC,
and conversations with my advisor, Ana Maria Ochoa, allowed me to first imagine doing
research in the state of Amazonas. I thus went to Manaus, the capital of that state, in the summer
of 2016, where I attended a conference at UFMA and was introduced to many of Professor
Montardo’s students and friends, who were doing different kinds of very instigating work in the
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region. The encounters and conversations I had during that event, especially with Socorro
Batalha and Silvana Teixeira, both Ph.D. students at the time, who were originally from the city
of Parintins in Amazonas, the place of the famous yearly Folklore Festival of the Boi-Bumbás,
encouraged me to travel by boat from Manaus to Parintins that year.9 The festival happens every
month of June, during summer in the US calendar.
Impacted by the number of speakers on the boats that took hundreds of passengers
between Manaus and Parintins during the festival period, as well as with the sound walls that
coexisted on the streets of the city of Parintins during the festival, I organized a return to the
Parintins, to delve deeper into these questions in the two consecutive summers of 2017 and 2018.
I was always kindly hosted by Darclê Teixeira who lived a few blocks away from the central
area of the festival.10
In the fall of 2018, when the time came for doing long-term field work, with funding
from the GSAS international travel scholarship, I had already been to Parintins three consecutive
summers, and had decided that the popular religious festivals in the region would be a central
guiding point for my research. I thought my research would deal with the relationship between
sonic infrastructures and layers of musical and non-musical volumes that occupy public spaces

The Boi-Bumbá Festival, or Folklore Festival of Parintins, is one of many forms that the “Brincadeira do boi” (the
merrymaking of the ox) has taken in Brazil. In all its variations, the merrymaking always addresses a traditional
form of popular theater: an artefact-ox, animated by people inside it, dances, dies, resurrects, and is surrounded by a
group of players (who in Portuguese are called brincantes). The festivity always involves music, dance, and drama
and is built around rivalry (Cavalcanti 2006). In the case of Parintins, this popular tradition has turned into three
nights of spectacular competition between two groups: Boi Caprichoso, represented by a black artefact-ox and the
color blue, and Boi Garantido, represented by a white artefact-ox and the color red. The festival was created in 1965,
as a way of institutionalizing merriments that had been taking place in the streets of the city since the early twentieth
century. Though it began in 1965 as a feast for the community, by the end of the twentieth century, it had reached
massive proportions and attracted private sponsors, becoming, in the words of Cavalcanti, “a major expression of
popular culture in North Brazil, drawing thousands of people not only from the state capital of Manaus and nearby
cities but also from all over the country” (2000:1019). For more on the festival, see, among others, Cavalcanti (2000,
2001, 2006), Batalha and Montardo (2015), Batalha (2015).
10
I wrote a preliminary reflection about these trips here: https://ethnomusicologyreview.ucla.edu/content/soundingrepetition-and-change-loudspeakers-and-folklore-festival-parintins-brazil.
9
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and means of water transportation in the region (Fantinato 2018). I organized a project related to
loudness and the circulation of loudspeakers between music festivals in the Amazon, between the
states of Amazonas and Pará. I would pay attention to the amplification of contrasting songs and
sonic messages in these spaces. At the time, I was also trying to dialogue with sound studies
through a queer and feminist theory critique of the normativity of the sensorial (Ahmed 2006). I
wanted to think of ‘the popular’ as a sensorial question of the relation between bodies, sonic
objects, and multiple sonorities; and also ask what constituted a sonic “excess” in contained
environments. I thought this related to ways in which the popular was formed in relation to the
fabrication of limits of the bearable in times of rising political polarization in the country. My
scripted itinerary included the following events: the Parintins Festival, the feast of the patron
saint of the same city, the Çairé in Alter do Chão, tournaments and small parties in communities
of the Resex Tapajós-Arapiuns, and the Círio de Nazaré in Belém. I believed these festivals, as
moments of intensification of sonic flows, clashes and encounters, would trigger the research in
directions that were still unforeseen, and which then, with a year of fieldwork, I would have time
to follow.

0.4 The many birds and Marias
I arrived in Alter do Chão in September 2018, a few weeks before the start of the Çairé
festival, with the above ideas in mind. However, beyond any of these questions, I was always
haunted by the more visceral questions that follow: how could I, as a native of Rio de Janeiro,
living the past years in New York, reach the north of the country with the purpose of doing such
wide-ranging research? What kind of more specific questions would make sense for me to ask,
given that I could never access the territorialized density of questions that people living in that
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region might ask? How could I deal with the multiple distances between my modes of listening
and the realities I was getting in touch with as part of the research? These persistent questions of
positionality made me listen to the verses about the igarapé filled with concrete, during the
desfeiteira, as a gigantic question mark to the work I was doing until then. This was not an
isolated event. Since I had arrived in Alter do Chão, I realized I needed to ground my work in
some aspect of that multilayered sacred-secular festival that mobilized so many different people
and economic flows. I needed to ground and limit the work better. This is when Professor
Jackson Rego, who teaches at the Federal University of West Pará and also lives in Alter do
Chão, introduced me to the group of local organizers of the religious portion of the Çairé festival.
The Çairé is a celebration of the Holy Spirit “which occupies a prominent place in the
regional cultural scene” (Carvalho 2016: 23). Çairé dates back three hundred years, and emerged,
according to researcher Wilson Nogueira, “from the clash of the visions of the invaders /
colonizers and cosmovisions of indigenous Amazonians” (2016: 13). That year, 2018, the
festival brought to Alter do Chão ninety-two thousand people from different parts of the state
and the country. What makes the event such a tourist attraction today, however, is not only its
religious aspect, but to a great extent the addition of a secular, spectacular side to it: the
Competitive Festival of Botos, added to the official planning of the festival in 1997. The Botos
Competition in Alter do Chão is an allegorical celebration resembling a smaller version of the
Folklore Festival of Parintins.11 This addition to the Çairé festival was inspired by the success of
the Folklore Festival of Parintins in attracting tourists to that Amazonian city. The latter has
become “a major expression of popular culture in North Brazil” (Cavalcanti 2000).

11

As in the Parintins festival, there are two competing teams, but while in Parintins, these the teams are two bois
(oxes), in the Çairé they are two botos (dolphins): Boto Tucuxi, and Boto Cor-de-Rosa.
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As a five-day sacred and secular event, the Çairé today is organized in two central spaces:
the barracão (shed), dedicated to religious rites,12 and the Lago dos Botos, a spectacle arena
where the so-called ‘profane’ part of the event is concentrated (Carvalho 2016). Though they
shared physical proximity to each other—the barracão was constructed in a square next to the
stage where the Botos competition takes place—the official program of the festival divided these
two different parts of the festival across time. In 2018, as in the years before, the mornings and
afternoons were dedicated to its sacred side, and the nights, to the profane.
Professor Jackson Rego presented me to the religious organizers of the festival by taking
me to a rehearsal for the festival, taking place in the house of Maria Benvinda, an old inhabitant
of the village. When I arrived at the rehearsal and met this group of around 20 people, many of
them women of an older age, singing and praying, I suddenly felt very welcomed in that space. I
was later presented to many of the people there, including Maria Benvinda, the owner of the
house. Her last name, in Portuguese, closely translates as “welcome.” Maria welcome.
From then on, it was with this group of older women and men, and some young people,
that I spent every day of the month of intense work in the village. The religious portion of the
festival had a very organized structure, based on the volunteer work of inhabitants of the village.
Maria’s house played a central role to the religious portion of the festival, because she had the
position of “procuradeira:” meaning she was responsible for the decoration of the party, and for
helping in the construction of the shed that would centralize the religious celebrations (Carvalho
2016: 80). Maria was also the widow of an important musician of Espanta Cão, the local musical
group responsible for the musical portion of the religious celebration. I returned to Maria’s home many

The religious rites here refer to “the set of ceremonial acts performed in praise of the Divine Holy Spirit inside
and around the shed (barracão), specifically around the masts. This rite is composed of songs, prayers and litanies,
in addition to the blessing to the masts” (Gonçalves 2016:108).
12
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days after this, to rehearsals and events before and after the festival. On the days of the festival I
spent the mornings and afternoons at the back of the shed constructed to host the religious rites
(where the kitchen was located), and helped clean the dishes of the meals served three times a
day—first to the members of the “court,” 13 then to the community in general.
I share this story here because while this research is not about the Çairé, since it does not
investigate specific aspects of this festivity, the Çairé configured part of my methodology. Most
importantly, it was through contact with these native residents of the village, and especially with
Osmar Vieira Borari, a young leader of the Çairé, and Maria Benvinda, that I came to understand
broader issues about that region. This popular Catholic festival I was following showed me how
performing and living that tradition every year was also a mode of claiming the presence of these
people there, a mode of resisting in a territory taken over by tourism and gentrification, and
surrounded by areas of advancing agribusiness (Santareno Plateau), mining (middle Tapajós),
and failed industrial projects (Fordlândia).

The celebration itself has a “court,” composed of a set of characters that are part of the festive hierarchy: the
captain, the saraipoira, judges, and stewards, among others. This cast of characters "occurs in most holy
celebrations in the Amazon and in other celebrations of the Divine Holy Spirit in Brazil" and allude to "situations of
contact that local societies maintained with Europeans from the 16th century onwards” (Gonçalves 2016:72).
13

12

Figure 1: Çairé barracão (shed) in Alter do Chão during religious rite, in 2018.

Among one of the most important conversations I had in that period, which changed in
the direction of my research, was one that I had with the daughter of Maria Benvinda, who I met
and befriended, and who was also named Maria. She was born and raised in Alter do Chão, and
now lived with her husband and children in Manaus, the capital of Amazonas. She would,
however, come to the village to visit her mother every year during the time of the festival, and
stayed for some months there. In an afternoon of late September, right after the end of the
festival, I was having an informal conversation with Maria at her mother’s house, and she told
me: “I’ve been hearing all these birds, it is so weird…. I think it is because of the current
devastation.” I was shocked to hear Maria’s testimony, because at that point I realized how I had
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been listening to the presence of these multiple birds sounding around us in a very different way:
“You know, Maria,” I said, “I have been listening to birds here all the time and simply thinking
how much closer I feel to nature when I hear them.” Maria slightly laughed, in an amicable tone,
and we continued our informal conversation from there. But this moment made me realize not
only that the region was being transformed: as in the song about the igarapé cited at the
beginning of this introduction. But also that as it was transformed, multiple listening histories
were being shaped by it, telling different stories of what was happening as well.
Listening, states David Novak, is a historical relationship of exchange (2008). And ways
of listening carry with them stories of the relationship with the places that the sound-producing
entities go through. While there was, in Maria's statement, a clear perception of the birds'
displacement in the region surrounding Alter do Chão, mine reflected an idealized perception of
these same sounds. The proximity and distance Maria had from that place—where she grew up,
no longer lived, but visited every year, enabled her to have that perception of change. I, on the
other hand, coming from my fieldwork in variously sized cities in the states of Pará and
Amazonas, and having been raised in an urban center in another corner of the country, was still
listening to the birds pretty much like a tourist visiting that place—as the “Caribbean of the
Amazon” that brings one close to nature.
Listening is always shaped by listening histories that are relational, contingent, and
central as ways of making sense of world experiences (Feld 1996; 2005). Based on his research
with the Bosavi in Papua New Guinea, Steven Feld coined the term "acoustemology," which
combines the terms acoustics and epistemology, to emphasize how sounding is both social and
material. Acoustemology takes into account "sonic presence and awareness as potent shaping
forces in how people make sense of experiences.” It means an exploration into how “sound is
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central to making sense, to knowing, to experiential truth” (Feld 1996: 97). Though during my
time taking classes and attending events at Columbia I had been in touch with and read Feld’s
work, my first concrete realization of the contemporaneous pertinence of that concept sprang
from this conversation I had with Maria in September 2018. Thinking about our interaction
through an acoustemological standpoint meant that the difference between what the singing birds
can indicate to different listeners is not merely a difference of opinion or a difference between
opinions of “equal validity.” These are, instead, distinctive histories of listening, shaped by
histories of arrival at that place, and distinct modes of shaping what place is. Both Maria and I
were “right,” in the sense that the way we each listened to the birds showed that we knew of very
different things through their sounds. I knew of a stereotypical notion of the Amazon as
proximity to “nature” that was motivating the rising tourism (and gentrification) of that village.
Maria knew of the devastation that was happening in the area, in a village that is close to the
advancing agribusiness soy monocultures of the Santareno Plateau.
The image below, showing the borders of a unit of conservation in the region (Floresta
Nacional do Tapajós), shows us in a vivid way what has been happening: beyond the borders of
the reservation, we see the devastated fields for crop monoculture. Beyond the borders of this
reservation, which is also visited by tourists interested in experiencing nature and hugging a
centennial Samauma tree, lies a zone of devastation that has been directly impacting the lives of
the indigenous, small rural communities, and villages in the area.
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Figure 2: Terra Rica Santarém/PA, 2017. Source: Marcos Colón & Beyond Fordlândia

The conversation with Maria, as well as the verses about the igarapé improvised at the
Çairé, made me realize that I could not talk about sounds, listening, or the popular in the Amazon
without thinking about devastation. I had then to change the questions I was asking. At that point
I was getting in touch with place on a different level than I had been before; and I felt
summoned, and not simply impelled to ask questions – even if not yet sure summoned by what.
This is when my research took a turn, and continued in the direction that I explore in this
dissertation. From then on, I decided I had to bring forth the violent materiality of listening. I had
to focus on the way people tell stories about their territories, and how these stories are histories
of what has changed, and what they sensed coming. I started to ask myself about how to combine
an acoustemological approach to listening and place with the storytelling of loss which is
frequent in contexts of radical devastation.
Critical approaches to “soundscapes” seek to go beyond its treatment of sonic
environments as things in the world, as surfaces separated from people. Alternatively, some
16

scholars have proposed the keys of immersion (Ingold 2007) or transduction (Helmreich 2010)
or emphasized the agentive and relational aspects of listening (Feld 2015) as ways to theorize the
modes in which listening, environment, and place are entangled with one another. Feld’s
acoustemological emphasis on the relational dimensions of listening has been a crucial and
inspiring guide to my research. However, as I encountered a series of situations like the ones
cited above, I noticed that, beyond relationality, we often need to admit the radical extinction and
destruction of place as a concrete, material fact. As my conversation with Maria, seen through
the lens of the image above, shows, different listening histories may tell different histories of
place, tied to the making of different places. However, there is also a brutal need to recognize
something concrete and common that traverses these histories—how these different places are
also part of a common ground being deformed.
The formation and transformation of the Amazon region in Brazil is greatly tied to the
conflicts between different actors and groups in different positions, in relation to the possession
and use of the rich “natural resources of the region” (Schmink 2015:9). There is a sense in which
a question of land, in a country marked by radical land distribution inequality such as Brazil,
transverses places and modes of making. And there is also a sense in which the question is tied to
a transnational insertion of the Amazon in the global market as provider of natural resources and
quintessential “Nature.” As sociologist Maristella Svampa has affirmed, the multiple conflicts
“related with access, conservation and control of natural resources” that have exploded in the
past decades in Latin America speak of a clash between diverging values and interests around the
role of nature in the context of asymmetrical power relations (2015: 143). Socioenvironmental
conflicts are the result of the current predominance of a “predatory extractivism” in Latin
America, based on “activities of substantial social and environmental impact performed in large
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scale or intensive form” which pour resources into external markets while the national
economies have to deal with “the negative effects of those enterprises, which represent just
enclave economies dependent on globalization, generating scarce benefits to the national
economies and to job creations” (Gudynas 2016: 178-9). How do we think of relational histories
of listening in relation the history of positioning the Brazilian Amazon as national and
international “resource”? How can we engage with relational histories of listening while also
taking land in the Amazon as a contested ontological ground from which diverging notions of
“nature” emerge?

0.5 The “Amazon”
But what can I possibly mean when I say “the Amazon” here? Jargon-inclined
interpretations of the region, which generate notions of the Amazon as the “lungs of the world,”
the “global commons,” among others, can be found in literature, government projects,
journalistic reports, and even in scientific studies (Carvalho Martins 2011: 257). There is a
tendency to consider these spaces as a natural frontier, instead of thinking of them as a delimited
political-administrative frontier, where divergent representations and interests are configured
(ibid). These ideas also ignore the multiplicity of knowledges and modes of living that exist in
the region. The homogenizing perceptions of the Amazon contrast with its recognized biological,
social, and cultural heterogeneity, and the intergenerational legacies present in its social fabric
(Andrade 2019: 22). The tendency in many writings to succumb to generalizations, a pitfall that I
wish to avoid in this work, may relate to what Candance Slater also calls a tendency of
“environmental gigantification,” one that “allows outsiders to continue to focus on the region’s
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identity as quintessential Nature, despite the ample evidence of alteration of both land and water
by many different human groups over the centuries (Slater 2002: 137).

Figure 3: Amazon Basin, in relation to Latin American Countries. (Fragment from ISA:
Unidades de Conservação no Brasil - https://uc.socioambiental.org/)

The Amazon, as a forest that covers parts of the territories of Brazil, Peru, Colombia,
Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Suriname, Guyana, and French Guyana has for centuries been a
contested site of trade, circulation, and flows of peoples. Despite its complex history and the
diversity of its inhabitants, however, it has also remained at the social and political margins of
the nations it dominates in terms of land. On the other hand, the region is hardly marginal in
anthropological research, with a long history of works focusing on the multiple Amerindians
peoples in the region, some anthropologists also becoming allies in indigenous territorial rights
struggles (Nugent 2004).
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Brazilian Amazonian social groups today are the result of the interaction between distinct
social subjects: Amerindian peoples from the varzeas (seasonal floodplain forests inundated by
the rivers) and terra firme (“solid ground”) forests, Afro-descendants and quilombola
communities, migrants and immigrants who arrived at various moments coming from other parts
the country and Latin America, Japanese immigrants, Sephardic Jews, and Europeans of diverse
nationalities (Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, French, and so forth), and new missionaries. There are
today urban and non-urban indigenous peoples, traditional communities,14 and riverine and urban
populations15 spread amongst urban centers, such as Belém do Pará, Manaus, Santarém, Boa
Vista, among others, and cities and communities of varied sizes. Amazonian social groups,
however, despite all their differences, have shared a pattern of social and political invisibility in
the Brazilian national context (Fraxe et al. 2009). Since colonial times, the region has been more
profitable for those outside (be it the Iberian metropolis or the Brazilian federation) than for
those in the region itself (Loureiro 2002).
As some scholars have claimed, the Brazilian Amazon has been marked by a history of
inequality and derogation, which was “imposed by a civilizatory project oriented towards the
domestication of the multiple Amazonian alterities" (Fraxe et. al. 2009, 31-32). Such histories of
exploration also led to the genocide of multiple indigenous peoples, and histories of migration,
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According to decree no. 6.040, of 07/12/2007, traditional peoples and communities are "culturally differentiated
groups that recognize themselves as such, that have their own forms of social organization, that occupy and use
territories and natural resources as a condition for their cultural, social, religious, ancestral and economic
reproduction, using knowledge, innovations and practices generated and transmitted by tradition."
15
I am here intentionally avoiding the use of the term caboclo to refer to some of the vast diversity of Amazonian
peoples, since this complex term builds on a series of racializing, geographic, and class assumptions, that though
still colloquially used, cannot be used without reproducing the violent history of the term itself—especially coming
from a person such as myself, who is not from this region. The term will appear here in this dissertation only in
chapter 3, as a way to identify the riverine communities in RESEX which have not reclaimed an indigenous identity
in the past years. For a more extensive debate on the term, in English, refer to Lima-Ayres (1992). In Portuguese see
Rodrigues (2006) and Castro (2003).
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repeatedly shaped by an income of poor workers, a considerable contingent escaping the drought
in the northeast of the country to work in the extraction or rubber, construction, or mining.16
“The occupation of the Brazilian Amazon took place according to a series of cycles based
on the export of extractive products and the ferocious exploitation of indigenous labor: drugs
from the hinterland in the 17th century, cocoa in the 18th century and rubber in the 19th century”
(Albert 2002: 239). In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the region became one of
the world’s major exporters of rubber, its extraction becoming a central economic force of the
country (Loureiro 2002). Then, there was the collapse of the rubber boom in the 1910s, when the
region's economy fell into stagnation, being “precariously sustained by extractive fronts,
prospectors and ranchers,” until the advent of the geopolitical integration plans of the military
governments of the 1960s and 1970s (Albert 2002: 239-40). The colonization projects propelled
by the military state were subordinated to a larger project of institutional and economic
modernization of the country (Castro 2015:27). The movement of frontier expansion was
propelled by the higher demand of agricultural products in the country, and to serve the external
international demands, which demanded an expansion of productive areas (ibid.) The
advancement towards the Amazon region was orchestrated to serve the capitalized market but
also carried with it the motto of providing land for peasant families in the south and northeast of
the country.
The national geopolitical strategy put into practice at the time was built on the
assumption of incalculable availability of land in the region. This, however, “did not nullify the
contradictions of land ownership as a social relationship that characterizes the country” (Castro
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In the late 1980s, for example, Serra Pelada, in Pará, drove a large contingent of workers to the region, to work in
one of the world’s largest mines. The fortune provided by the mines was used to pay part of the country’s
international debt while relying on the sub-human working conditions of miners. The predatory open air mining
activity left a small, polluted lake and high levels of mercury contamination in the soil and bodies of the workers.
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2015: 27-8). On the contrary, there was an intensification of conflict between access to land by
possession, and the implementation of the private land ownership regimes in the region: the
tension between work land and business land (terra de trabalho e terra de negócio) (Costa cited
in Castro 2015). Despite the important different cultural, environmental, and socio-political
differences17 between the nine states that today compose the area defined as the Legal Amazon
in Brazil,18 there is also the persistent question of “inequalities in the distribution of income and
access to land, conflicts over land and ore (minério)” that transverses them (Schmink 2015: 9).
As Sauer and Almeida narrate, “(s)ince the mid-1960s, there has been an intensification of the
predatory occupation of the regional territory, encouraged also by public policies. This disorderly
occupation resulted in serious violations of the rights of local populations, but it did not happen
without resistance and opposition from Amazonian populations.” (2011:16) Political subjects,
such as the indigenous movements, quilombola articulations, agrarian entities, representation
groups, and advisory and mediation entities, among other social and regional groups have been
long denouncing expropriation and demanding rights over lands and territories in the Amazon
(ibid.).
I narrate this very brief history of the region here, which I am aware is rather simplistic,
to emphasize the radical partiality of this dissertation, while at the same time how it pursues, in a
very fragmented and microscopic way, a relationship with a central question traversing the
region: the question of land and territorial disruptions throughout time. More specifically, I am
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For a collection of works focused on the specific histories and sociocultural contexts of the different Amazonian
states in Brazil, refer Castro and Campos (2015).
18
Legal Amazon (Amazônia Legal) is a political administrative concept established by Law 1805 on January 5 of
1953 to organize land occupation and the exploration of natural resources in the region, as part of efforts to integrate
it into the national and international economy. It encompasses the 9 states in the Amazon Basin which have some
portion of the Amazon biome in them: Amazonas, Acre, Pará, Mato Grosso, Roraima, Rondônia, Amapá, Tocantins,
and part of Maranhão. Although called Amazônia Legal, the region overlaps three different biomes: all of Brazil's
Amazon biome, a portion of the Cerrado biome, and a portion of the Pantanal biome.
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here in dialogue with sociologist Mauricio Andrade’s claim, in dialogue with Oliveira, that “(f)or
a comprehensive understanding of the social construction of the Amazonian reality, it would be
necessary to consider the local populations as the result of a space-lacerating process, even if in
this process, they are still instigated as to the possibility of creating other projects, other dreams.
(Oliveira 2004)” (Andrade 2019: 22). What I hope this dissertation can do is to bring to the
foreground some of the complexity of the voices that are part of what this region is, without
ascribing to them a sense of totality or essential identity. I aim to take these voices seriously, as
emplaced geopolitical manners of thinking of what it means to care for place and its
transformations, and care for living and being with other beings and entities in places in
transformation.

0.6 Research collaborations and the research archive
This work only exists because of many, uncalculated encounters with various people and
places. Among some of these places are: Rio de Janeiro, Manaus, Parintins, Belém do Pará,
Santarém, Belterra, New York, Alter do Chão, Soure, Barcarena, Itaituba, communities in the
Tapajós Arapiuns Resex, and Montanha e Mangabal. In my eighteen months of fieldwork in the
states of Amazonas and Pará, I met and accompanied local community leaders while
participating in cultural and political activities: from secular-sacred festivities to meetings
discussing the situation of an Extractive Reserve or the effects of a mining company and
hydroelectric dam in the territory. During a month of fieldwork, more specifically, as I was
travelling among communities in the Tapajós river with Camila Nóbrega, a close friend who is
also a Ph.D. candidate at the Political Science department at Freie Universität Berlin, and who
works on media discourses and social-environmental conflicts in the region. My research archive
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comprises forty in-depth interviews, meeting minutes, booklets from the self-cartography of the
Amazonian communities published by the New Social Cartography of the Amazon, with which I
collaborated in the first semester of 2019, through the supervision of Professor Rosa Acevedo
Marin,19 field notes, short informal interviews, protest songs from local composers, and
photographs. Not all of these places and people are explicitly present in the chapters to come, but
they are indeed central to all of the reflections here presented. The text of this dissertation
emerges from a portion of this archive, and traces connections while building on “geopolitical
testimonies” (Impey 2018) from different people in different territories, as well as building on
my fieldwork experience while interacting with these peoples and listening to places.
This is a work written through many displacements and thousands of conversations. This
dissertation emerged out of a series of questions, encounters, misunderstandings, and limitations
I dealt with over the years. And these questions and anxieties are still here, they pervade this
work as I write, trying to make sense of the stories people told me while acknowledging my
limitations of doing so.

0.7 Histories of listening, clashing “acoustic assemblages,” and land as contested
ground
Every question is the history of a distance. A distance which is still about a new kind of
proximity to something that, prior to being distant, remained unseen and unheard. The questions
I raise throughout these pages dance and stumble in the distance between what I heard, what the
people I met and listened to along the way told me they were hearing, and the way I heard them
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This project builds networks between researchers in public universities in the region and leaders in indigenous,
quilombola, riverine, and other traditional communities affected by devastation in the Amazon. For more on the
project, see their website and Almeida et al. (2018).
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interact with each other as part of an archive, over and over again. This is, in this sense, a deeply
acoustemological work: it focuses on “situated listening in engagements with place and spacetime” (Feld 2015: 15), while it also tries to generate a place and space-time for some storytelling
of their connections as a dissertation in English.
I chose to focus on the tropes of noise and silence as ways of organizing the debate in the
chapters to come. This is in no way to reduce the complexity of listening histories to these
tropes, but to have them as strategies for weaving senses of place to narratives of transformation,
loss, and value. Storytelling “makes the seeming contradictions palpably intervocal” (Feld
2012:9. See also Guilbault and Cape 2014 and Meintjes 2003, 2017). Noise, silence, sound, and
listening are here strategies for a storytelling of how the sensorial is implied in the geopolitics of
extractivism in the Brazilian Amazon.
Most of all, this dissertation results from a great deal of work and effort to listen, with an
active focus on the question of displacement and devastation. It is also tied to a process of
learning to ask questions about listening while constantly failing to encounter histories of sound,
and paradoxically encountering them everywhere. “The first move in any critical discourse on
sound is to denaturalize it and de-essentialize it” (Steingo and Sykes 2018:3). When choosing to
claim “sound” as a term circumscribing research, one faces challenges of many sorts. One could
start with the traps of the commonly cited “audiovisual litany” cited by Sterne (2003), and the
“ideologically loaded” list enumerating the ways vision has been separated from hearing in the
West. To this list, Steingo and Sykes cogently add the notions of South and the North (as in
Global South and Global North) implied in them: “Sound is southern; vision is Northern” (2018).
Such trap could appear, for example, in efforts to think of sound and the South as radical
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alternatives to the dilemmas of modernity, a problem which only “reaffirms the binary
opposition on which all of the terms depend” (Steingo and Sykes 2018: 2).
This dissertation is far from such assumptions, which I must confess I do not even see as
effective or necessary horizons of criticism in the case of this research. Every time I tried to
separate sound as an object of analysis, I was challenged by histories which presented me
elements I was not accounting for—be it motors or pesticides. It took me a while to understand
that I had to learn to listen better, and I had to listen to the fact that sound, as an isolated object,
was simply not there. Just as sound and reflections on music and listening have been dispersedly
inscribed in colonial and postcolonial Latin American archives (Ochoa 2006, 2014), sonic events
are also dispersed as part of everyday life. More than sound and listening as separate events, I am
here theorizing the storytelling of noise and silence through what Ochoa Gautier has called
"acoustic assemblages:" a mode of exploring "the richness of a multiplicity of variables among
what different peoples consider the given and what they consider the made that come together in
the acoustic"; the "multiplicity of variables of relation between the given and the made is
generated through sound/listening" (2014: 22). Importantly, "(i)n such an assemblage we have
less a transparent field of acoustic communication as implied by the audiovisual litany than
ample possibilities for equivocation” (ibid. 23).
The dialogue with Sound Studies, as an academic field validated as such in the Global
North in the past decades, certainly brings to the foreground the tension of dialoguing with a
field that “tends to reproduce the classical relation between knowledge and modernity that has
been denounced by postcolonial and decolonial discourses for decades” (Ochoa Gautier
2018:263). One of the problems, as highlighted by Spivak, is to valorize the concrete experience
of “the oppressed” while being uncritical about the historical role of “the intellectual:” “To buy a
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self-contained version of the West is to ignore its production by the imperialist project” (1988:
86), while, in fact, oppression is heterogeneous, immersed in a complex international global
capitalist dynamic, beyond Western-centered categories of difference (ibid).
This work is in consonance with the understanding of sound studies “as an experiment
with the thresholds or limits of audibility rather than simply a consideration of sound as a
historically contingent ‘social construction’” (Steingo and Sykes 2018: 12). I see these thresholds
or limits of audibility as tied, in this case, to “the international division of labor” (Spivak 1988),
and also to the radical, unequal distribution of land in Brazil. As I argue, people whose mode of
living and relating to land challenge major “developmental” plans (Torres 2014) also challenge
many of the ways we may articulate what “listening to nature” and caring for the environment
may be.20
This work is in dialogue with a critical tradition of ethnomusicology and anthropology of
music, which questions generalizations and reifications of the sonic and musical fluidity and, on
the contrary, attends to failures, echoes, frictions, feedbacks and crises in the infrastructure and
political subjectivity articulated by the musical, the sonorous and the audible (Steingo 2015, see
also Larkin 2004 and 2008). As Steingo affirms: “breakdown, obduracy and failure have
generative as well as negative effects on music production and experience” (2015: 104).
However, I would add here that in addition to failures and obduracy, we must pay attention to
how the mobility of certain “acoustic-assemblages” (Ochoa Gautier 2014) is not about the happy
adventure of free flow. On the contrary, they occur when necessarily clashing with, burying, or
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This dissertation is distanced from notions of soundscape (Schafer 1977). However, even as this work is written in
dialogue with the somewhat consolidated critique in the field of the notion of “soundscapes” by Murray Shafer, I have
to recognize the efficacy of that category as a research device. What I mean here is: while I do not abide by the
essentialist nature/culture divide and the premises that pervade such concept, I found “soundscapes” sometimes to be
a mechanism of translatability of what I was doing to people I met in diverse places in the field—in academic and
non-academic environments. And I find it important to leave a trace of this here in this introduction.
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marginalizing others (peoples, territories, modes of listening, and modes of making place). The
mobility of some of these assemblages and their accompanying acoustemologies also tell brutal
stories of a flow (usually the “freer,” the worse) which also transfigures, reorganizes, destabilizes
and erases elements of the memory of places. This is how some modes of listening make, for
example, places such as the soy-monoculture field. And there is a great deal of listening, and
much relationality implied in that making as well.
Thus, I would say, in dialogue with Wilbourne and Cusick (2021): acoustemologies
clash. Feld has stated that acoustemology “figures in stories of sounding as heterogeneous
contingent relating; stories of sounding as cohabiting; stories where sound figures the ground of
difference—radical or otherwise—and what it means to attend and attune; to live with listening
to that.” (2015:15). Wilbourne and Cusick suggest that “to live with listening to that,” “is the
experience of listening that characterizes what Mary Louise Pratt famously called ‘contact
zone’” (2021: 6). Thus, introducing a collection of essays that challenge Eurocentric narratives
of the musical in early modernity (1500-1800), the authors reflect on acoustemologies in relation
to “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of
highly asymmetrical relations of power” (Pratt 1991: 34). Acoustemologies are also, as Ochoa
Gautier has theorized forged by a kind of excess, or in her words, they are forged not only by
“‘the ways in which sound is central to making sense’ but also by the ways in which acoustic
knowledge is located at the nexus of what we are able to make sense of and what is beyond sense
making but still affects us” (2014: 34).
In dialogue with these two elaborations of these terms (Wilbourne and Cusick 2021,
Ochoa Gautier 2014), I argue that the storytelling of silence and noise help us note the cracks
generated by the clash of acoustemologies and acoustic assemblages. These cracks are often
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about what “is beyond sense making but still affects us,” but also shaped by what does not
affects us at all, and thus is negated in its existence. Such kind of negation also leads to the
destruction of some places, and the making of new places on top of them. This is the kind of
making as destruction on which the making of the agribusiness chain depends. Moreover,
destruction is also about “scalability” (Tsing 2015), and beyond contact; even if it still is tied to
contact zones. Here thus, we are dealing with “acoustemologies in contact,” but also with
“acoustemologies” that make place by destroying place from a distance, and also by the radical
denial of “acoustic assemblages” of that place being destroyed. That is, the denial of “body-land
territories” (Cabnal 2010), and of modes of belonging; modes of being “had” by place, which
radically challenge the ontology of private property.21
I also adhere to sound studies insofar as it becomes a “conceptualization of sonic history
as nonlinear and saturated with friction (…) rather than as efficiency, inexaustability, increasing
isolation of the listening subject, and increasing circulation” (Steingo and Syker 2018:12). I
wish, however, to value the work and critique that lies in Jonathan Sterne’s careful investigation
on the ways in which the separation of hearing from other senses in the construction of a private
acoustic space was central for the commodification of sound reproduction technologies. Such
commodification, he argues, was tied to the dissemination of a specific kind of bourgeois
sensibility about hearing and acoustic space over the course of one hundred years: a sensibility
which framed the sonic as equivalent of private property. While notions of land ownership in the
Amazon are complex and vary in ways I will not fully delve into in this dissertation, I still seek
to make connections of the sort that Sterne delves into. That is, while Sterne discusses the
relation between private property, acoustic space and a mode of listening tied to a bourgeois

For a powerful critique of “the world of the merchandize,” by Davi Kopenawa Yanomami, read The Falling Sky:
Words of a Yanomami Shaman. (Kopenawa and Albert 2013)
21
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sensibility, I seek connections between modes of owning, being, having and losing land, and the
modes of configuring the acoustic that come tied to it. These questions pervade this work, even if
not always explicitly.
Droumeda and Jordan ask a pertinent question in the introduction of their Sound, Media,
Ecology book, a work which actualizes the debate on acoustic ecology in the field:
But where are the limits of listening? As much as cultural sound studies ethnographers
would like to listen politically, historically, culturally—and there is a proliferation of
recent work across all those aspects—the boundaries between listening as an experiential
act and listening as a metaphor are at best blurry, and often unspoken. (2019:12)
But what if we need to work precisely from such blurriness and the dizziness “listening” incites
in the hardly definable and categorizable worlds of today? Among all the traps that academic
writing creates, and all the limits that any category produces—risks that we assume in order to
also create fields of audibility for some entanglements—I chose to stay with listening and the
potential it has to blur questions and enact connections between the geopolitical, the historical,
the affective, and the ontological.
The storytelling of listening is here a way of theorizing about the knowable about some
areas of the Amazon through sound. And this knowledge, while situated, is also geopolitical – as
the geopolitical always is. I see here a dialogue with Angela Impey’s work on listening and
traditional ecological knowledge (2018).22 In her work with elderly women in a borderland
context in southeast Africa, Impey uses the term “geopolitical testimony” to acknowledge the
authority that sound and bodily praxis have in “reconsidering the politics of a transnational

Michael Silvers’s work on the politics of music and environment in northeastern Brazil is also a good example of
recent ways in which environmental and ecological questions are weaved, presented, and made complex through
song, listening and the material culture that surrounds them, including the sounds of birds, water, machines, and
voices (2018).
22
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landscape” (2018: 44). In other words, how these women’s memories, songs and practices
narrate stories of a century of borderland politics. (ibid) Development processes are essentially
cultural processes, she argues, and “musical performance within this frame provides visceral
testimony to the affective, spatial and economic dimensions of place” (Impey 2013: 269). In
dialogue with such ideas, though not focusing specifically on music, but the storytelling of noise
and silence, I am here inquiring into how emplaced storytelling in some areas of the Amazon ask
broader questions about the geopolitics of extractivism as it takes shape and shapes the region.
Feld coined the term “acoustemology” in 1992 as way to situate the social study of sound
within a key question driving contemporary social theory at the time: “is the world constituted by
multiple essences, by primal substances with post facto categorical names” or “by the
acknowledgment of conjunctions, disjunctions, and entanglements among all copresent and
historically accumulated forms” (2015: 12-13). Acoustemology was a way for him to align his
study of sounding and listening with the debate of relational ontology that drove the later
question: a way of affirming sounding and listening as dependent on relationalities, as part of a
world in which “substantive existence never operates anterior to relationality” (2015: 12-3).
Today, however, other questions are driving contemporary social theory. Among these, global
warming and conversations “about the historical development, and contemporary realities, of
planetary crisis” (Moore 2019: 50) are receiving considerable attention. These debates have been
framed by some scholars as the “Anthropocene” and by others—which I am more prone to
dialogue with—as the “Capitalocene:” as “a geopoetics for making sense of capitalism as a
world-ecology of power and re/production in the web of life.” (Moore 2019: 50):
A world of political difference lies between saying “Humans did it!”—and saying
“Some humans did it!” Radical thinkers and climate justice activists have begun
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to question a starkly egalitarian distribution of historical responsibility for climate
change in a system committed to a sharply unequal distribution of wealth and
power. From this standpoint, the phrase anthropogenic climate change is a special
brand of blaming the victims of exploitation, violence, and poverty. A more
nearly accurate alternative? Ours is an era of capitalogenic climate crisis. (Moore
2019: 50)
Beyond any trendy term, what I mean to emphasize here is that the question of relationality is
today challenged not so much by a question of essences, as in 1992, but by an enlarging sense
that the Earth as a shared ground is doomed to an untimely end or, to cite Davi Kopenawa’s
words “the sky will fall” (2013).23 To this we must add the reflections on global capitalism and
the continuous placing of Latin American countries as resource providers, which has been a
theme of debate by Latin American scholars reflecting on extractivism and neo-extractivism
(Gudynas and Acosta 2011, Dilger et al. 2016, Gudynas 2016, de la Cadena 2018, Svampa 2016
and 2019).
As the Brazilian ethnomusicologist Samuel Araújo indicates, thinking about the musical,
the sonic and the social today is also to pay attention to the diversity of world views that oppose
or resist the domination process driven by a unilateral idea of progress (2016). The pursuit of
ethnomusicology can also be understood as that of articulating the sonic towards contemporary
problems, among which in Brazil, stands out the “the predatory and criminal escalation of

“The forest is alive. It can only die if the white people persist in destroying it. If they succeed, the rivers will
disappear underground, the soil will crumble, the trees will shrivel up, and the stones will crack in the heat. The
dried-up earth will become empty and silent. The xapiri spirits who come down from the mountains to play on their
mirrors in the forest will escape far away. Their shaman fathers will no longer be able to call them and make them
dance to protect us. They will be powerless to repel the epidemic fumes which devour us. They will no longer be
able to hold back the evil beings who will turn the forest to chaos. We will die one after the other, the white people
as well as us. All the shamans will finally perish. Then, if none of them survive to hold it up, the sky will fall”
(Kopenawa in Kopenawa and Albert 2013: xvii).
23
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unilinear notions of progress” that devastate “socio-environmental and cultural diversity” (2016:
12). The pervasive question of unequal land distribution must be added to that list.
Land concentration is a centuries-old problem, at the root of social inequality in Brazil
(Witkoski et al. 2011). The pattern of land distribution in Brazil has changed very little in
relation to what was inherited from the colonial time: the estate X small landholding (latifundio
X minifundio). (Alvino de Mesquita 2011). In fact, currently, “there is an increasing land reconcentration due to international financial speculation in rural land markets”, causing increased
monopoly over land, environmental destruction “and displacement of rural communities that
produce the majority of food for internal markets.” (Mendonça and Manahan 2018:54). In the
Amazon, a considerable number of people still depend on traditional agriculture, and live in an
area of such unequal land distribution, where gigantic portions of land belong to a small number
of people (Alvino de Mesquita 2011). How do histories of listening in the Amazon tie to this
problem? How can we take seriously the diverse and clashing “acoustic assemblages” of land as
part of the war between worlds: a war which is about land as the Earth of global warming and a
shared ground of crisis, land as the body-territories (Cabnal 2010), and land as the property of a
few? These questions animate this work.

0.8 The three chapters
The order of the chapters in this dissertation derives from the order of my gaining the
courage to write them. Chapter one, “We are losing our encantados because we can’t hear them
anymore:” silence, megaprojects, and politics of ecological attuning is based on an interview
with one person I met during fieldwork who offered me a lot in that conversation. This interview
in many ways became a central political-affective matrix for the writing of this work. That
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person is Ana Laide Barbosa, a social educator working with social organizations in the Xingu
region, mostly acting in the area of the southwest of Pará, an area where the construction and
operation of the Belo Monte hydroelectric dam complex has generated devastating socioenvironmental impacts. My goal in this chapter is to translate my encounter with Ana Laide into
an English-speaking academic context by weaving together her reflections about the loss of
forest and river spirits [the encantados] with an academic debate on listening and extractivism,
having different notions of silence as guiding points through which to navigate these
connections.
Ana Laide told me about the importance of “listening to nature,” and also about the
silence of the water that is being torn away by big projects—the neoliberal projects of
development. Throughout this chapter, I weave a debate in dialogue with her words, while
showing how this nature she is asking us to listen to is neither the nature of acoustic ecology nor
of extractivism. I also take into account how Ana Laíde’s words build on her belonging
(pertença) while pointing to a broad idea of the Amazon she conveys in dialogue with her
political practice. I am here interested in pointing to silence as a way of acknowledging what is
knowable, and how it becomes known through listening (Feld 2015), while also acknowledging
the destruction of “knowables” that is tied to extractivism as a transnational landscape that
predates modes of living in order to gain and maintain shape. Extractivism is tied to the
destruction of “the silence of the water,” an acoustic assemblage that is very different from the
silent-inert nature of political economy, as well as from the silence as the presence of nature of
acoustic ecology. The question, which I leave open, is in how current ecological discourse can
deal with the fact that often this “given” we call “nature” that calls for a sense of care and
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preservation not only exceeds what we sense as bounded as nature, but may also participate in
many worlds we cannot sense or make sense of.
Development is a trap of aesthetic fruition to those who can afford to continue in an
alienated state as the tractors and machines devastate places and modes of living. Chapter two
engages with this trap as a sensorial one, through a debate on silence in relation to the
monoculture fields in the Santareno Plateau. The title of the chapter, “This is the beautiful that is
not beautiful:” silences, monoculture, and the desertification of place in the Santareno Plateau,
is a reference to a phrasing by a small farmer in the region describing the monoculture fields. Far
from a celebratory statement, I argue, this is a dense, sensuous-political affirmation which
witnesses mechanisms of making, destroying, and remaking place in a region dominated by soy
monoculture, in conflict with family farming. In this chapter, I translate this statement into
operations of making and destroying place through the making and layering of multiple silences
as silent-inert natures. Such layering results from an effort of the agribusiness chain to prevail in
the area while constantly re-asserting the fantasy of land in Brazil as “an unlimited and
permanently available asset” (Berno de Almeida 2010: 110-1). I build on a visit of mine to the
soy fields in the Santareno Plateau region to examine three different paths to silence as they
emerge in the soy monoculture chain: the desolated soy field, the small farmers living with
pesticides, and the neighborhood of land lots for sale on land exhausted by monoculture.
“Extractivism continues the practice of terra nullius: it actively creates space for the tangible
expansion of one world by rendering empty the places it occupies and making absent the words
that make those places” (de la Cadena and Blaser 2018: 3). Soy monoculture farming fabricates
multiple silences as it displaces people, desertifies place, and fills the land with pesticides as it
substitutes the protectors of the forest for mechanisms of surveillance of private property.
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Chapter three moves from silence to noise. Here, I build a debate on noise based on
conversations with four inhabitants of a community in the Tapajós-Arapiuns Extractive Reserve
(RESEX): Isolina, Manduca, Paulinho, and Leó. Motivated by a statement by two of these
people in conversation with me that “The machines will replace us, it is the same as with the
birds,” I discuss the nonlinear sonic history of development that these fours inhabitants tell,
while reflecting on the presence (and promise) of energy and circulation infrastructures in the
community. Tapajós-Arapiuns RESEX was legally created in 1998, transforming the area of
several communities along the Tapajós and Arapiuns Rivers into a conservation unit under state
tutelage. While this was an essential step in the struggle against the advancement of loggers in
the region at the time, and now also protects the area from soy monoculture invading the region,
the creation of this RESEX also fueled a series of changes in the patters of land use, occupation,
and social organization in the area. I focus on the ways in which noise becomes part of the
histories of listening to change, disruption, promise, and joy shared by these four inhabitants of
Maripá, noting how keeping a subsistence relation to land is far from a romantic mode of
belonging to place, and also far from a simple rejection of machines and its noises.
As I work with the tropes of noise and silence in the three chapters of this dissertation, I
do not wish, by any means, to imply an opposition between them. On the contrary, the
storytelling of noise and silence, considered in relation with each other, help us acknowledge the
complicated entanglement between modes of listening and modes of making place and making
sense of being in place, owning place, and belonging to place in a region deeply immersed in the
geopolitics of extraction.
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0.9 What is your belonging?
“And you don't come out of nowhere, right. Because the academy destroys us, it annihilates your
belonging. Are you from the slum? Where do you come from?”24
(Soares Barbosa 2019)
According Fiadeiro and Eugenio (2012), a real encounter is an accidental emergence that
must be recognized, accepted, and reciprocated by those who take part in it. Once this retribution
takes place from the different parts of the encounter, a medium and a minimum environment is
created. However, in order for this minimum environment to be created—in order for the
accident to reveal its potential—we need to be open to embrace those accidental emergences as
questions and not answers. Before inferring what is there to be seen, heard, or felt, before naming
the accident, or deciding to look at it from afar to tell what is there to be "interpreted," we should
simply learn to wait. If there is any reason for the encounter, the authors argue, this reason is not
one of causes and senses, but of the ratio of the distances that compose the encounter as the
distributive modulation of dynamic differences, differences that are autonomous because they are
also co-dependent. “The encounter is a wound” (2012:1).
I find those quite poetic ideas to suit the way I conceive what it means to do ethnographic
work: to live a series of encounters and to let a minimum environment emerge from them,
attending to emergences (instead of only urgencies), and trusting the encounter instead of
searching for the certainty of it. However, in the encounters, we also inhabit wounds that are
older than our singular existence: structural wounds that form who we are and where we are
placed, what is our belonging, and how much we are prone to reproducing the violence(s) that
obstruct some encounters from generating environments in the first place. When I started my
Original in portuguese: “E você não vem do nada, né. Porque a academia destrói a gente, né, acaba com a tua
pertença. Tu vem da favela? Tu vem de onde?”
24
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preliminary fieldwork in the state of Amazonas, in 2016, the Amazon was a region I barely
knew. My first and only visit there had been as a tourist, in 2009, in Alter do Chão, the village I
would ironically return to with a very different purpose nine years later. The Amazon is a region
I could only first approach from my southeast-centered prejudices, fascinations, and
expectations. It is a region where I was a foreigner, not understanding what a local sense of crisis
might entail, but in which such sense of foreignness was also a mode of being part of it: I was
always inhabiting the wound I was born into, the alienation from that region of the country I was
born into. This is the place wherefrom this dissertation is written: from the encounter and the
impossibilities of it.
It is also important to highlight that translation has been a major challenge in this
dissertation, and the only way for me to make peace with this process was by embracing its
partiality as the shape of the debates that emerge here, and to turn translation into the
methodology of writing as well. As a native Portuguese speaker, I was also in conversation with
different variations of what this language can be. I have kept all the Portuguese original versions
of the conversations that I cite throughout this dissertation in the footnotes in order to at least
leave a trace of what was said and recorded.
“A language is a map of our failures” (Rich 1984:117). What is the potentiality of
writing in broken English about an always initially broken relationship with the Amazon? I was
born into this wound in which Brazil as a locus of violence and contradictions is constantly reborn, the wound that made me a privileged person in Rio de Janeiro, the wound that makes the
Amazon the inside and also outside of the country, and the wound that re-states the constant need
to negate modes of living (not only in the Amazon, but throughout the country) which take land,
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territory, and belonging seriously as part of life. This dissertation is also about the encounter with
this wound in the past years, and the unsurmountable differences it entailed.

0.10 Conclusion
At this point, I hope it has become evident that this dissertation is not about giving voice
to the river, or speaking of listening and attunement as a way of animating the forest, in some
renewed animist perspective. It is also not about pretending it is possible, while writing in
English for a corporate university, to decolonize academia. This dissertation is about weaving the
frictions—“the awkward, unequal, unstable, creative qualities of interconnection across
difference" (Tsing 2005: 4)—between different listening positionalities that give us a hint of the
geopolitics of the sensorial, a geopolitics that is also the geopolitics of predation in which many
‘Amazons’ become part. I do not want to feign transparency or stabilize a single place from
which this work was written. This thesis results from many proximities and distances to the
Amazon as a question of extractivism and sound. And, as Glissant states, “We understand the
world better if we tremble with it” (2009)25.
This dissertation only emerged because I learned to stop asking about the right place to
start writing it and instead decided that every chapter could be a start and an end. Arriving and
leaving are just two sides of the same journey, as the song by Brazilian singer-songwriter Milton
Nascimento states.26 But “home” is also the effect of our histories of arrival” (Ahmed 2006). We
learn so much when we leave, and then come back, and then leave, and then come back and then,
suddenly, realize that “back” is no longer possible. We lose so much when we leave as well. I do
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This is a statement Edouard Glissant makes in the documentary by Manthia Diawara: Édouard Glissant: One
World in Relation (2009, 48 min). More specifically, refer to section “the tremor of the world”, tc:23min.
26
"Encontros e Despedidas," by Milton Nascimento and Fernando Brant, 1985.
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not want to romanticize the transit. Instead, I want to emphasize the potentiality of the thinking
that bleeds from such circulation: what bleeds when we fall in love with the people we meet in
the way, with the stories they share with us, and how much they help shape the contour of the
world when we are in between places. Writing is a kind of survival, and surviving is never
simple because it demands letting go, changing habits, and reorganizing the face of our politics.
And when I say “we” here, I do not mean to say all of us, but certainly more than just me; or
perhaps the kind of “we” that I hope this “me” is able to conjure right now.27
This dissertation will always fail. My hope is to make some “we” tremble with it as it
does so. As the Amazonian novelist Dalcidio Jurandir has stated, “We live by the miracle of
imagination.”28 In times of radical impossibility of naming things; in times when the
unimaginable has already become the real and challenges us to ground ourselves in a fragile
sense of presence, may failure be also an offer—the name of an eternal transition. As the writer,
philosopher, and indigenous movement leader Ailton Krenak recently suggested: “we need to
have courage to be radically alive, and not negotiating survival” (2020).29 May we saturate our
present with the many histories of place that the ever more savage machine of capitalism tries to
devour every day. We are already in the place of destruction. We are the destroyers who must
actively fail to let these histories go.

This is perhaps what Phoebe Osborne, Yasi Alipour, and Vered Engelhard would call a “we-me.”
“A gente vive pelo milagre da imaginação”. Cited in documentary O Chalé é uma Ilha Batida de Vento e Chuva.
Directed by Letícia Simões (2018, 94min).
29
“Nós temos de ter coragem de ser radicalmente vivos. E não negociar sobrevivência.” Online lecture at
https://olugar.org/ailton-krenak-sobre-como-adiar-o-fim-do-mundo/
27
28
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Chapter 1: “We are losing our encantados because we can’t hear
them anymore”: silence, megaprojects, and politics of ecological
attuning.
“More and more we have to listen to what nature is saying, right? And one thing today that is
very hard for you to hear is our encantados, because they are our protectors, and today we can't
hear them anymore, because their sacred space has been taken away from us.”
(Ana Laíde Soares Barbosa 2019)
What does it mean to “listen to nature” when nature is not an object separated from
human perception, and when it is ontologically incompatible with any sense of property, but yet
“it” is still very concretely threatened by predatory extractivism? How to deal with the fact that
“nature” is transformed into a resource while at the same time entanglements between humans,
non-humans, animals, and spirits that make place cannot, and will not, fit into any production
chain? These are some of the questions that my conversation with Ana Laíde, a social educator
in the Xingu region, in the Brazilian Amazon, raised as I engaged in the work of listening to our
recorded interaction over and over again. I transcribed that interview already in the US, after a
year and a half of fieldwork in the Amazon, and the more I listened to that recording, the more I
realized the density of what she communicated to me. This chapter deals with the questions
above, in dialogue with the words of Ana Laíde. More specifically, it translates my encounter
with her into an English-speaking academic context by weaving together her reflections about
the loss of forest and river spirits [the encantados] with an academic debate on listening and
extractivism, having different notions of silence as guiding points through which to navigate
these connections. And as we navigate these connections, we will be also engaging in a broader
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debate about listening, storytelling and the geopolitics of extractivism, which is a major frame of
this dissertation.
Ana Laíde is a popular social educator enmeshed in the movements of resistance of
indigenous and riverine peoples in the Brazilian Amazon, in the Xingu region, southwest of Pará.
This area is where the construction and operation of the Belo Monte hydroelectric dam complex
has generated devastating socio-environmental impacts. The reflections I present here are based
in a long interview I had with her in July 2019, in Soure, Marajó, Pará. She was there to attend
an intensive undergraduate course on communication focused on traditional communities, taught
by Professor Rosa Maria Acevedo Marin.30 I was in Soure to accompany and collaborate with
Professor Acevedo Marin as part of my fieldwork in the region. Acevedo Marin is also one of the
local coordinators of the New Social Cartography of the Amazon Project (PNCSA), a project
which has been for over thirteen years motivating and enabling the self-cartography of traditional
peoples and communities in the Amazon.31 Under her guidance, I collaborated with PNCSA’s
research team in some communities in Pará that same July. Throughout this time, she also
introduced me to key leaders in the region, and Ana Laíde was one of them. Ana Laíde is one of
PNCSA’s allies and has collaborated with them in the past, as part of the project’s research team
in the Xingu region (Acevedo Marin 2017).
A specific fragment of my interview with Ana Laíde mobilizes the debate this chapter
raises: when she talked about the silence of the water and its connection with the encantados—

30

This course was part of an undergraduate degree in ethnodevelopment (ethnodesenvolvimento), by the Federal
University of Pará. This degree is dedicated to students coming from the so-called traditional communities:
quilombola (descendents of runaway slave communities), riverine, subsistence extractivist, fishermen, and
indigenous. Today (2020), Ana Laíde Soares Barbosa has completed that degree and is a master student in the
Graduate Program in Sustainability with Traditional Peoples and Territories (Program de Pós-Graduação em
Sustentabilidade junto a Povos e Territórios Tradicionais) at Universidade de Brasília (UnB).
31
To learn more about PNCSA, visit their website at http://novacartografiasocial.com.br/apresentacao/
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spirits that live in the rivers and forests “next to or very close to humans” (Vaz Filho 2013:18).
Note how Ana Laíde talks about this specific silence, having in mind that she is speaking about
and from the Amazon: a region of Brazil where, since the 1970s, multiple and opposing
strategies of territorialization have been coming up against each other (Albert 2002); a region
where conflicts involving environmental issues, indigenous peoples, and traditional communities
have been ongoing through federally-led developmentalist and neo-developmentalist plans by
governments on all sides of the political spectrum (Laschefski and Zhouri 2019).32 Silence, here,
is a key for making “partial connections” (Strathern 2004; de la Cadena 2015) between Ana
Laíde’s words and the geopolitics of extractivism taking place in the Brazilian Amazon.
My encounter with Ana Laíde inhabited the historical condition of two worlds which
have been "circuited" together but have not—and will never—become one (de la Cadena 2015:
4): me, as a Brazilian researcher from the southeast of the country, affiliated with an institution
in the US, and Ana Laíde, as a social educator from the North of Brazil, doing political work in
deep connection with her belonging to that territory we both stood in. Translating her words here
is not to try to reveal them in English, but to communicate the opacity of our encounter,
assuming the partiality of this process, aiming to live in my encounter with her while taking care
of it (Santana 2018). At its best, the text of this chapter can be an engine for future
collaborations. That said, I turn to a crucial fragment of what Ana Laíde told me that July night
of 2019:
More and more we have to listen to what nature is saying, right? And one
thing today that is very hard for you to hear is our encantados, because they are

32

For a discussion that situates this, especially the neo-developmentalism of the past decades, in relation to
processes in Latin America more broadly, see Svampa, 2019.
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our protectors, and today we can't hear them anymore, because their sacred space
has been taken away from us. Where the Curupira used to be, the forest was
destroyed. Where the Iara used to be, the igarapé (river stream) was covered
with earth. The house of the Cobra Grande was covered with earth… so where
do we listen now to our encantados? Because it is in the silence of the water that
we make our prayers asking for permission so that they can let us pass, so that
we do not suffer any punishment for disrespecting their hours, the dead hours,
which is at 6 pm, which is at noon, which is at midnight, and which are their
timings (os horários deles) and all of this is being destroyed… and these big
projects, they're also tearing this away from us (arrancando isso da gente), this
that comes from the water, this that comes from the woods. They are also tearing
this away from us.
So how do I listen to Matinta Pereira today? Because she gave me a
warning, she said how things were going… and when she passes, we know:
something is happening. We stay totally alert. (…) So, we are losing our
encantados because we can’t hear them anymore, we can’t feel them anymore.
This is much, much more than sad, right, this is you losing part of yourself that is
leaving and you stay adrift (sem rumo), right? Because you are not ... you don't
have any Catholic saints from the forest, you don't… but we have the Curupira
who is from the forest, we have the one from the mangrove, the one from the
river, so the encantados, they are according to what you have, to where you are,
right?33 So, they are much more protective than the Christian saints. Who is the

33

There is no single definition for each of these beings, and delving into the amalgam of stories to which each of
them is tied to would demand a few dissertations. For the purposes of this chapter, a very simplified definition will
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Christian saint who took care of the rivers? It does not exist. So even there, a
religion was imposed on us, one that tried to stifle our enchanted religiosity
(religiosidade encantada) in the Amazon, from the rivers, you know… from the
sanctuaries of rivers, forests, igarapés, mangroves, floodplains, you
understand?34 (Ana Laíde Soares Barbosa, Marajó, Pará, Brazil, July 2019)
Ana Laíde’s words build on her belonging (pertença) while pointing to a broad idea of
the Amazon she conveys in dialogue with her political practice. In the fragment above, she
synthesizes in a very graphic way what has been happening in the Amazon region of Brazil in
the past decades, tying a critique of development to a series of relevant debates regarding land,
predatory extractivism and competing belief systems. These two systems are: a Christian one,
which is disconnected from the territory, and an enchanted religiosity (religiosidade encantada)

suffice of Curupira as a goblin-type creature that protects the animals in the forest by tricking hunters through
sounds and mischievous footprints; Matinta Pereira as an old witch who transforms into a nightbird with a shrieking
call; Cobra Grande as a giant snake who is a monster and at the same time an enchanted person; and Iara is a type of
mermaid and enchanted queen of the freshwater. Curupira, Cobra Grande, Matinta Pereira, and Iara may be
encountered throughout the Amazon with slightly different names, having specific different traces, and tied to
stories that are narrated in different ways. These stories weave together their presences with different historical,
political, and aesthetic purposes in the various Amazonian societies in which they circulate (Vidal 2007).
34
Original in Portuguese: “E aí a gente cada vez mais, né, tem que ouvir o que a natureza tá dizendo. E uma coisa
hoje que tá muito difícil você ouvir são os nossos encantados, porque é os nossos protetores, e hoje nós não
conseguimos mais escutar, porque o espaço sagrado deles foi tirado de nós. Aonde tava o Curupira foi destruído a
mata. Aonde tava a Iara o rio foi aterrado, o igarapé foi aterrado. A casa da cobra grande foi aterrada... então aonde a
gente escuta agora os nossos encantados? Porque é no silêncio da água que a gente faz as nossas orações pedindo
permissão pra que eles possam deixar a gente passar e a gente não sofrer nenhuma punição por tá desrespeitando as
horas deles, as horas mortas, que é as 6 horas da tarde, que é o meio dia, que é a meia noite, e que são os horários
deles, e tudo isso tá sendo destruído, e esses grandes projetos eles também tão arrancando isso da gente, que vem da
água, que vem da mata. Eles também tão arrancando isso da gente. Então como eu escuto hoje a Matinta Pereira?
Porque ela me dava um aviso, ela dizia como as coisas estavam... e quando ela passa, a gente tá sabendo: tem algo
acontecendo. A gente já fica totalmente em alerta. (...) Então nós tamos perdendo os nossos encantados porque a
gente não consegue mais ouvi-los, a gente não consegue mais senti-los. Isso é muito, muito mais do que triste, né, é
você perder parte de ti que tá indo embora e você fica sem rumo, né? Porque tu não é... tu não tem nenhum santo
católico que é da mata, tu não tem, mas nós temos o curupira que é da mata, nós temos o do mangue, nós temos o do
rio, então os encantados eles são de acordo com aquilo que tu tás, aonde tu estas, né. Então eles são muito mais
protetores que os santos cristãos. Quem é o santo cristão que tomou conta dos rios? Não existe. Então até aí também
foi imposto uma religião pra nós que tentou abafar a nossa religiosidade encantada na Amazônia, dos rios, né, dos
santuários dos rios, das matas, dos Igarapés, dos mangues, da várzea, entende? (Ana Laíde, interview, July 2019).”
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of Afro-Indigenous roots (Cordeiro 2017) connected to non-human spirits, the encantados,
related to specific places in the forest.35 Ana Laíde talks about listening to what “nature is
saying,” and the term “nature” rapidly becomes associated with the encantados. Curupira, Iara,
Cobra Grande, and Matinta Pereira are all encantados that are connected to the places she
mentions towards the end of the fragment: “the sanctuaries of rivers, forests, igarapés,
mangroves, floodplains.”
Depending on the place in the Amazon, people may use slightly different names to
address these spiritual beings, such as entidades, espíritos, guias, bichos do fundo, encantados,
and visagens (Cordeiro 2017: 55).36 Importantly, when she says that “…we are losing our
encantados because we can’t hear them anymore, we can’t feel them anymore,” Ana Laíde
points to the fact that today it is hard to hear the encantados because “their” sacred space has
been taken away “from us.” Thus, a place that belongs to the spirits of the rivers and the forests
has been taken away from the people who live close to them. This (apparent) disjunction
between what is lost and what is owned—the fact that one can lose the space of a sacred being—

35

Although this chapter works with the pertinent contrast that Ana Laíde establishes between the encantados and the
Christian saints, it is also worth noting that these separations are not that simple. In fact, the stories associated with
encantados result from the encounter between different cosmologies and beliefs, take shape in interethnic exchange
(Vidal 2007), and, importantly, were affected and transformed by the colonization process in which Christianity
played a major role (Pereira 2014).
36
These beings may also be subdivided in different categories, and associated with specific dimensions of the world:
the bottom of the rivers, the forests, the paths—as will be seen later, through Florencio Vaz Filho’s description of
the Amazonian universe. This chapter will not delve deeply into an investigation of Amazonian cosmologies—
which is a major theme in anthropological works in the region. Here, the most important point is to note how Ana
Laíde’s words make reference to the necessary and intimate connection between the spiritual and material worlds
and how listening and silence are a central part of how these connections are made. Here I am specifically focusing
on how the question of silence and territory appear in relation to listening, sounding, and making place in the
Amazon through the words of Ana Laíde. As I do so, I am building on the works of Seeger (1987), Feld (1982,
1996), and Ochoa Gautier (2014, 2016). For more on the topic of Amazonian cosmologies, the relations between
humans and non-humans, and the ways in which these are central to some social relations, see the works of
Kopenawa and Albert (2013), Audirene Cordeiro (2017), João Valentin Wawzyniak (2012), Tania Stoltze Lima
(1999), Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (2014), Els Lagrou (2018), Lúcia Hussak van Velthem (2013), Aristóteles
Barcelos Neto (2013), Philipe Descola (1994), Eduardo Khon (2013), Eduardo Galvão (1955), and Raymundo
Maués (1990).
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is central for our understanding of “the silence of the water”, and how it relates to an economy of
extraction taking place in the Amazon in which incompatible notions of nature clash. To better
put it, this apparent disjunction is central to our understanding of how “the silence of the water”
Ana Laide talks about does not fit the extractivist chains, and thus, precisely for this reason, can
be destroyed by them.
Silence is a dispersed category; it appears in different kinds of works from various areas
of study, and can be traced in different genealogies. It functions as a name for the articulation of
voice and the political: being able to speak versus being silenced, having versus not having a
political say. Or as Audre Lorde puts it: “Your silence will not protect you” (1984). Silence can
also be understood as a way to resist some aspects of oppressive hegemonic power (Garzón
Martínez 2014). A silence can be “pregnant,” full of significance, as in Dohn Ihde's
phenomenological definition (2007). As a rhetorical art, its purposeful use "can speak volumes"
(Glenn and Ratcliffe 2011). Or when it becomes a presence that refuses recourse to signification,
it can even scream (Heller 2015). Silence can also be an important part of an ethics and mode of
behaving in religious rituals and group interactions (Silveira 2003). In Brazilian literary studies,
Marcela Filizola sees it in the work of novelist Guimaraes Rosa as that which "awakens us to
what is said, to the materiality of difference" (2018:155). Famously, in the realm of musical
performance, John Cage claimed silence’s acoustic impossibility to be an absence of sound and
affirmed it is instead the "opening of the doors of the music to the sounds that happen to be in the
environment" (1961:7-8). In her work with a community of Rongelapese women residing in
Majuro Atoll, and their “radiation songs”, Jessica Schwartz traces how these women's vocality
and musicality responds locally "to the global phenomenon of nuclear silences", silences that
were manipulated as part of the construction of global nuclear culture. (2012: 5; 19) As she
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argues, such “nuclear silences” are “the contextual “gap” that the Rongelapese women endeavor
to make audible” (2012: 4). In and beyond sound studies, Ana María Ochoa Gautier has mapped
silence as a broader geopolitical conception: "The experience of silence across different cultures
has historically mediated between the experiential intensity of presence and absence associated
to life and death" (2015:189).
Silence is not one thing only; there are many different silences. Although it may be
important to acknowledge such multiple—and inexhaustible—possible understandings of silence
(in its acoustic, phenomenological, metaphysical, political, and performative versions), my effort
here is not to epistemologically contain what silence is, but to discuss it as it emerges in the
“geopolitical testimony” of Ana Laíde: in how her words narrativize transnational dilemmas in
which local contexts are involved, and how her testimony has the authority to reconsider the
“politics of a transnational landscape” (Impey 2018:44). I am here interested in pointing to
silence as a way of acknowledging what is knowable, and how it becomes known through
listening (Feld 2015), while also acknowledging the destruction of “knowables” that is tied to
extractivism as a transnational landscape that predates modes of living in order to gain and
maintain shape.
The silence Ana Laíde speaks about is “of the water.” It is connected to the land and to a
very material sense of spirituality. The water is that of the river, an entity that interconnects two
major presences in the Amazon region: the encantados and the “big projects.” The latter is a
term she uses that immediately points to the transnational landscape of predatory extractivism.
The “big projects” could be here translated as the neoliberal megaprojects of extraction, such as
mega-dams, large-scale mining, and agribusiness monocultures. These big projects have been
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destroying and transforming the forest and the rivers, and drastically severing people’s
relationship with the encantados.
In the coming pages, this chapter presents a debate on silence as part of an economy of
extraction in which incompatible notions of nature clash. We will engage with two interrelated
conditions of extractivism: scalability and the productive/destructive potentiality of the senses.
Scalability is the process of capitalist modernization which treats everything on earth as scalable,
“and thus exchangeable at market values” (Tsing 2015:40). And by pointing to the potentiality of
the senses, I follow Feld’s “acoustemology.” For him, acoustemology, a term derived from the
combination of “acoustics” and “epistemology,” theorizes "sound as a way of knowing"
(2015:12). As he states in an earlier article, “senses make place and places make sense”
(1996:91). Here, I dialogue with such pertinent phrasing, but I also theorize that, in a region
dominated by predatory extractivism, senses not only make place, but also destroy and transform
place, thus making place over place while worlds clash.

1.1 Belonging and the loss of the silence of the water
“… and these big projects, they're also tearing this away from us.”
Although, in the fragment cited above, Ana Laíde refers to the big projects in a general
sense, one project in particular was mentioned several times in our conversation: the Belo Monte
Dam. Belo Monte is a highly controversial hydroelectric dam complex that was first conceived
during the Brazilian military dictatorship in the 1970s, but began to be actually executed in the
democratic Lula-Dilma regimes of 2003-2016, as part of a Federal Growth Acceleration Program
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(PAC37), and was concluded during the far-right regime of Jair Bolsonaro, in 2019. As “one of
the largest, most devastating infrastructure projects ever to be built in the Amazon” (International
Rivers 2012), Belo Monte has been the focus of widespread protest since early on. Indigenous
peoples and social movements in the region fought against its execution for decades, and it
became a national and global emblem of anti-environmentalist developmental projects in the
Amazon, generating worldwide outrage. Yet, nothing stopped its construction, and its negative
effects to various local populations were depoliticized by the government “in the name of
calculations that prioritize energy production as essential for national economic strengthening”
(Pezzuti et al. 2018). Environmental licenses were issued “with hundreds of conditions without
full compliance by the responsible companies” (Laschefski & Zhouri 2019:219), and the impacts
of the construction work and operation have been and continue to be devastating to the lives of
communities around the Xingu River and neighboring areas and cities.
Environmental, health and socio-economic impacts in the Volta Grande do Xingu area
were numerous. By diverting the flow of the Xingu and devastating an extensive area of the
Brazilian rainforest, the dam complex destroyed the means of survival and forced the relocation
of Indigenous peoples38 from their riverside territories (International Rivers 2012), directly
impacting the territory of the Arara and the Juruna. The reduction of the natural flow of water in
the region has, since 2016, affected the river’s aquatic biodiversity, with some endemic species
to the region running the risk of disappearing, and fishing, a major subsistence activity, was
37

PAC (Plano de Aceleração do Crescimento, Plan for Accelerating Growth) was a major infrastructure program of
the Federal government of Brazil launched by the Lula da Silva administration and continued by Dilma Rouseff’s
administration. “PAC revived megaprojects that were heavily criticized in the 1980s for their environmental and
social impacts in the Amazon region. Among them is the controversial Belo Monte Dam, the third largest in the
world, which flooded hundreds of square kilometers in the Xingu Valley, and dozens of other projects in the
Tocantins and Tapajós river basins” (Laschefski and Zhouri, 2019, 208).
38

There were, in 2011, a total 28 ethnic groups in the Xingu basin, totaling about 20 thousand people spread over
19.8 million ha (about 40% of the basin). These people were all directly or indirectly affected by the Belo Monte
Hydroelectric plant. (Fearnside 2011)
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highly impacted (Fitzgerald et al. 2018, Pezzuti et al. 2018). Belo Monte’s construction also had
a major effect in the municipality of Altamira—where the mega-dam fomented a radical rise in
the migratory influx, an expansion of peripheral areas without the adequate communitarian
resources—and generated the destruction of its previous, poor but communal, social fabric and a
rise in violence rates (Brum 2020). Between 2000 and 2015 there was a rise of 1110% in the
city’s homicide rate, and since then, the city has been ranked between the first and second most
violent one in the country (Brum 2015). Moreover, the de-territorialization of the people living
on the banks of the river facilitated the entry of Canadian Company Belo Sun into the business of
open-pit gold mining in the same area. Belo Sun’s “Volta Grande Project” is situated adjacent to
the same stretch of the Xingu that is dewatered by the Belo Monte complex, on the banks of the
river, only a few kilometers from the Indigenous groups most affected by the dam (namely the
Juruna and Arara).39 This is a concrete example of how these megaprojects work in deep
articulation with one another.

For more on the impacts of these two projects in the region: R. M. Tófoli et al., “Gold at what cost? Another
megaproject threatens biodiversity in the Amazon” Perspectives in Ecology and Conservation 15 (2017) 129–131.
Mongabay news portal has a series of texts on infrastructure projects in the Amazon, and many of them focus
specifically on the Belo Monte Dam: https://news.mongabay.com/series/amazon-infrastructure/. For more academic
papers in English, see Fearnside (2006), Hall and Branford (2012) and Barbosa (2015). There is also a vast
bibliography in Portuguese. See, for example: Aranha (2020), Glass (2016) and Pezzuti et al. (2018)
39
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Figure 4: “Map of the Volta Grande region of the Xingu River and locations of the
Belo Monte hydropower complex and the Volta Grande Project relative to indigenous lands”
(Tófoli et al. 2017: 130).

In 2010, Ana Laíde joined Movimento Xingu Vivo para Sempre (MXVPS), a collective of
organizations and social and environmental movements in the Altamira region and in areas
affected by the Belo Monte Hydroelectric Dam project which have opposed the installation of
the dam in the Xingu River.40 As a social educator, she has helped organize the exchange
between traditional fishermen and Indigenous peoples affected by the construction of the megadam, followed by the operation of Belo Sun’s corporate mining in the area. As a person coming
from a fishing and family farming background, Ana Laíde has been working to deconstruct the
shared sense of the people affected by these projects that they do not have a voice and that they
are invisible. These are mostly communities of riverine, fisher(wo)men, and indigenous people.
The other shared sense that she wants to deconstruct is that they are not capable of interrupting a
project of the magnitude of the ones that large economic corporations and the government bring
to the region. Recently, she published an article which analyses an act of “Subversive Fishing”,

40

https://xinguvivo.org.br/quem-somos/.
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which she was also part of, that was organized by fisherman and fisherwoman in the Xingu in
2011, in defense of the Xingu River and against the Belo Monte Dam (Soares Barbosa 2021).
Ana Laíde was born and raised in a fishing community in another corner of the state of
Pará: in Santo Antonio do Tauá. This is what she called her pertença (“belonging”)—a term she
used a few times during our interview. Pertença is a powerful term, with politico-territorial
implications embedded in it. No wonder I heard it in the voices of other leaders along the
Amazon throughout my multi-sited fieldwork in the region. As Ana Laíde talked with me,
pertença was a term that allowed her to emphasize her alliance with a broader network of
traditional communities in the Amazon. “We come from the belonging” (nós viemos da
pertença), she told me, referring to herself and the other social educators she works with. “For
example, today I am a social educator from the Xingu Vivo movement, but I come… my
belonging (pertença) comes from fishing and family farming (pesca e agricultura familiar).”
The Brazilian social scientist Mauricio Torres reflects on the term pertença in his article
about the community of Montanha e Mangabal, in the Tapajos river, also in the Amazon, where
he has become an ally in communitarian struggles for land demarcation. He connects the term to
a shared experience of a history, mode of living, and territory:
“Being from a certain place” does not express a bond of property, but a
network of relationships. That is what certain languages, English mainly,
translate with specific terms, such as belonging. If the temporal dimension of
man is explored with memory, with “pertença” there is the spatial content of
existence. Well, I am what I am in a space that has been occupied, inhabited and,
in a word, appropriated by many before me.41 (Torres 2014:240)

From the original in Portuguese: “Ser de um certo lugar' não expressa um vínculo de propriedade, mas uma rede
de relações. É o que certas línguas, o inglês principalmente, traduzem com termos específicos, como belonging. Se
41
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The verb pertencer in Portuguese carries with it a sense of circumscription and
participation: to pertain, to belong as a part.42 Pertencer is to be property of, to belong to
someone or someplace, to be part of something.43 Etymologically, the word comes from the
Latin pertineō: “continue or extend through or to, reach; belong or pertain to, be relevant to.”44
In this sense, pertença, the noun derived from the verb pertencer, can be read as the extension
and relevance of one in relation to place; what one forms with place. It is central to note how this
condition of being from a place “that has been occupied, inhabited and, in a word, appropriated
by many before me” is also articulated by Ana Laíde in her mentioning of the places of the
encantados when she says that “their sacred space has been taken away from us.” What is theirs
(from the encantados), thus, has been taken away from us: we who belong as part of this place,
we who belong to this place, which is the place for “our enchanted religiosity.” One belongs to a
territory, forms place with it, as one is “had” and held by it; as Ana Laíde said, losing the
possibility of listening to the encantados is like “losing part of yourself that is leaving and you
stay adrift (sem rumo).”
Pertença may be related to what communitarian feminist Lorena Cabnal names “bodyland territory” (territorio cuerpo-terra) (Cabnal 2010) and, from an anthropology of the senses
standpoint, to what Tim Ingold calls a “dwelling perspective": the "perspective that treats the
immersion of the organism-person in an environment or lifeworld as an inescapable condition of
existence” (2000:153). And if pertença expresses a network of relationships and connects to the
spatial dimension of existence, as Torres argues, then it makes sense to investigate its connection

com a memória se explora a dimensão temporal do homem, com a 'pertença' está em cena o conteúdo espacial da
existência. Ora, sou o que sou num espaço ocupado, habitado e, numa palavra, apropriado por muitos antes de mim
(cf. Menezes, 2002, 188)" (Torres 2014, 240).
42
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/pertain.
43
https://dicionario.priberam.org/perten%C3%A7a.
44
(2005). pertineō. In Morwood, J. (ed.), Pocket Oxford Latin Dictionary, Latin-English: Oxford University Press.
Retrieved 25 Sept. 2020.
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to “situated listening in engagements with place and space-time” in what Steven Feld defines as
acoustemology:
Acoustemology, then, is grounded in the basic assumption that life is shared with
others-in-relation, with numerous sources of action (actant in Bruno Latour’s
terminology; 2005) that are variously human, nonhuman, living, nonliving,
organic, or technological. This relationality is both a routine condition of dwelling
and one that produces consciousness of modes of acoustic attending, of ways of
listening for and resounding to presence. (2015:15)

Thinking of Ana Laíde’s pertença as “a routine condition of dwelling and one that
produces modes of acoustic attending” would mean taking into account the multiple threads that
tie “the silence of the water” to modes of making sense and making place in the Amazon. In
order to do so, it is necessary to delve a bit deeper into one of the words she uses to describe
what the megaprojects have been doing to the region, and connect it to her specific relation to the
megaproject of Belo Monte. She says:
… Because it is in the silence of the water that we make our prayers
asking for permission so that they [the encantados] can let us pass, so that we do
not suffer any punishment for disrespecting their hours (…) and these big
projects, they're also tearing this away from us (arrancando), this that comes from
the water, this that comes from the woods.
Ana Laíde uses two different Portuguese words to describe how the megaprojects have
been transforming and deforming the forest and the river: destruir, which is translatable to
English as to “destroy,” and arrancar, which I translated here as “tearing away.” Arrancar has a
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very concrete material meaning: it is to pull out with force, to extract, to remove, to uproot, to
literally tear or wrench away from land (tirar da terra). Looking at an image of the Xingu River
before and after the Belo Monte construction, with these words in mind, they resonate quite
graphically in the actual deformation of land and territories and the violent materiality of this
megaproject. The map below, which the MAAP45 project edited with images by NASA/USGS,
provides a sense of that.

Figure 5: The Xingu River before and after Bello Monte dam construction. Images by
NASA/USGS, from MAAP

As explained in detail by this mapping project,
The dam is in fact a complex: the main dam (red circle) on the Xingu
River creates a main reservoir (blue circle); a canal diverts much (up to 80%) of
the river’s flow from the main reservoir to the canal reservoir (yellow circle),
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MAAP is a project of the organization Amazon Conservation, dedicated to presenting original analysis related to
deforestation monitoring and making high-impact technical reports in an easily accessible and understandable
format. https://maaproject.org/en/.
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which feeds the turbines generating the electricity. As a result, downstream from
the main dam is left with a much-reduced flow (20%) for a stretch of 100 km.
This reduced flow stretch, known as the Xingu River’s “Big Bend,” is home to
two indigenous peoples (Arara and Juruna). The reference points in the images
show these four areas of the complex across time, including before construction.46
As the image above explicitly shows, Belo Monte has created a literal wound in the
Xingu River. Such earth digging and river de-routing is a concrete example of what many other
megaprojects have been doing in the region. And such deformation of land also has impacts on
modes of living, of sensing, and of inhabiting territories. As Mauricio Torres has pointed out,
having in mind the histories of expropriated riverine communities in the high Tapajos, Pará, “the
tractors that raze the earth, in the most material sense, also take down territorial limits and
identities” (2014:236), and further, “[w]hen land is expropriated, memories are also
expropriated, as the raw material of memory is lost: space” (ibid: 241).47
As anthropologist and indigenous activist Maytapu Florencio Vaz Filho explains,
speaking broadly about the Amazonian universe in a scheme he generated based on twenty years
of research with the Low Amazonas communities in Brazil, and also based on his belonging to
the region, the Amazonian universe has a material and a spiritual dimension. These two
dimensions are very connected to each other, and are ordered in four levels: (1) the bottom of the
waters (fundo das águas)—of rivers, igarapes and lakes—where the encantados are; (2) the
interior of forests, inhabited by the spirits or creatures of the earth (bichos da terra), and where
there are also paths where the visages, associated with the souls of the dead, may appear; (3) in a
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https://maaproject.org/2017/belo-monte/.
Original in Portuguese: “os tratores que arrasam a terra, no sentido mais material, levam abaixo, também, os
limites territoriais e as identidades.” and “Quando há expropriação da terra, também se expropriam as lembranças,
na medida em que se perde matéria-prima da memória, o espaço.”
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different dimension of this physical world are the humans, the wild and domesticated animals,
plants and minerals; and (4) high above these three levels are the Christian heaven and hell,
where the saints and good people (heaven) as well as the demons and bad people (hell) are (Vaz
Filho 2013). Importantly, as the author emphasizes,
The spirits that have a strong relationship with the defense of the
environment are those of the first and second worlds, precisely because nature is
their home. And it is in this nature that humans also live, dwelling, working,
searching for food or celebrating. Spirits and humans then have to “co-exist”
(com-viver) in the same places. (2013:19-20)48
There are resonances between Vaz Filho and Ana Laide’s words, and I propose we work
with these resonances here. When these big projects tear away “this that comes from the water,
this that comes from the woods,” (Ana Laíde), they are tearing away precisely these two first
dimensions cited by Vaz Filho: the bottom of the waters and the interior of the forests. These are
the two dimensions where the spirits that have a strong relationship with the environment are, the
spirits humans have to learn to live with. As Ana Laíde said, these “are much more protective
than the Christian saints. Who is the Christian saint who took care of the rivers?”49 This claim is
connected to her affirmation that “More and more we have to listen to what nature is saying.”

Original in Portuguese: “Os espíritos que tem forte relação com a defesa do meio ambiente são os do primeiro e
segundo mundos, exatamente porque a natureza é a sua casa. E é nessa natureza que vivem também os humanos,
morando, trabalhando, buscando alimentos ou festejando. Espíritos e humanos tem, então, que “com-viver” nos
mesmos lugares.”
48

As we note, both in Vaz Filho and Ana Laide’s words cited here, Christianity appears in some way of another. It
is hard to reconcile a single sense of Christianity here, which would certainly deserve more time and work. It is
important to point out, tough, that the political practice of both Vaz Filho and Ana Laide has been influenced by the
presence of progressive sectors of the catholic church, in dialogue with the Liberation Theology, in the state of Pará,
and in the Amazon more broadly. Vaz Filho is also a Franciscan friar, and Ana Laide, before joining Movimento
Xingu Vivo para Sempre, was part of The Pastoral Land Commission (Comissão Pastoral da Terra, or CPT). CPT
was founded in the midst of a military dictatorship, in 1975, to address the problems of unjust land distribution
and violence in the countryside in Brazil, with a particular focus on the Amazon.
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Nature here is not an abstract sense of a totality. It is an entanglement between the encantados
and the specific places in which they live, which are the sanctuaries in the “rivers, forests,
igarapés, mangroves, floodplains.”
When Ana Laíde affirms that “it is in the silence of the water that we make our prayers
asking for permission so that they [the encantados] can let us pass,” she refers to a silence that is
the possibility of listening to nature through its protectors. Silence, here, is the ground from
which listening to the forest and the encantados takes place. In this sense, it would not suffice for
someone to simply arrive at a forest and listen to it quietly in order to listen to what “nature is
saying.” Even though soundscape/acoustic ecologists seem to be stating something similar to
Ana Laíde when they say that we must protect natural silence so that people can become “true
listeners to their environment” (Hempton 2009), or that we must listen to “the voices of the
natural world” because they “provide exceptionally instructive perspectives through which to
connect with the living planet” (Krause 2015: 25), such affirmations are radically different from
hers. On the contrary, they tend to value silence as it appears in the very definition of soundscape
as proposed by Murray Shafer, where humans pollute through sound (1977). Such notion of
soundscape has been critiqued by anthropologists such as Ingold and Helmreich precisely for its
treatment of sonic environments as things in the world, separated from people, as surfaces just
waiting to be tuned into (Helmreich 2010; Ingold 2007). Affirmations that build on this notion of
soundscape build on a single definition of nature that erases and ignores the entanglements
between human and non-human beings. This nature does not take into account the modes of
coexisting and sharing, sounding with and making place, to which Ana Laíde refers. And, in fact,
as Ochoa Gautier already affirmed, it is impossible to make an argument for the relation between
sound and ecology by taking a single abstract idea of nature for granted; namely, here, the idea
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of nature as that which exists before humans begin to interact with and pollute it with their
sounds and activities (2016).
We must not, however, romanticize coexistence here, since most of the times these
entanglements are too complex to be understood as purely unharmful or harmful. Such
entanglements operate at the level in which land is also the place of memories; they operate at
the level of pertença, of being “had” by place, at the point where “their sacred space” is also
something that can be torn away “from us.” Here, as part of an acoustemological pertença,
listening is “both a routine condition of dwelling and one that produces consciousness of modes
of acoustic attending, of ways of listening for and resounding to presence.” Listening is “to live
with listening to that,” as “life is shared with others-in-relation, with numerous sources of
action” (Feld 2015:15). This finds resonance in what Ana Laíde said to me, at the end of the
interview:
But, listening, for me… I'm just going to tell you something, also very
much as a witness, I can only say this and try to do the practice [of social
education], because of my listening (minha escuta) too… of listening to what the
river tells me, what nature tells me, what the people are saying, what my father
said to me, what my grandmother said to me... I try to close my eyes and try to
listen to what she said to me about the land. And one thing that remained, which
I heard from her as a child, is: “Land is not to be sold. Land is to be cultivated”
(Terra não se vende. Terra se planta), right. (Soares Barbosa 2019)50

Original in Portuguese: “Mas, a escuta, pra mim... eu só vou te dizer algo, também muito testemunha, eu só
consigo falar isso e tentar também fazer a prática é por conta da minha escuta também, de escutar o que o rio me
fala, o que a natureza me diz, o que o povo tá dizendo, o que meu pai me disse, o que minha avó me disse... eu tento
fechar os olhos e tentar escutar o que ela me dizia sobre a terra. E uma coisa que ficou, que eu ouvi dela desde
criança, “Terra não se vende. Terra se planta,” né.”
50
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As can be seen in the words of Ana Laíde above, listening to the river and nature is
intrinsically connected to listening to the people and to her ancestors. Listening to nature is also
to relate with memories of her grandmother and what she said about land; it is to listen in relation
to ancestral modes of dwelling with the land.
Stories of encantados can be heard throughout urban and rural, interior and metropolitan
cities and communities in the Brazilian Amazon. However, people living in riverine and rural
areas have them closer to their daily lives, argues Vaz Filho, because in these areas “orality and
the culture of reciprocity dominate: ritual exchange of food (putaua), of work (puxirum),
medicinal plants, and inter-communitarian visits (soccer tournaments and festivities).” The
silence mentioned by Ana Laíde, thus, is full of people: it carries the presence of an intercommunitarian logic of exchange. This silence is also agentive—it aims for the preservation of
an ethics of relation with the forest and its spiritual beings. One must respect “the dead hours,
which is at 6 pm, which is at noon, which is at midnight, and which are their timings (os horários
deles)” (Ana Laíde). As Vaz Filho reiterates, shouting or making noise at the edge of igarapés or
lakes at inappropriate times “irritates their spirits and brings serious consequences” (2013:21).
Their timings must be respected, as well as their places:
There are places and times that are more favorable for the manifestations
of the encantados and the supernatural forces. There are types of portals between
the two worlds, which are the encantes, places well known for a history of
apparitions, sounds and other signs. (2013:21)51

Original in Portuguese “Há locais e horários mais propícios as manifestações dos encantados e das forças
sobrenaturais. Existem espécies de portais de passagem entre os dois mundos, que são os encantes, lugares bem
conhecidos por um histórico de aparições, sons e outros sinais.”
51
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Silence, in Ana Laíde’s statement, seems related to such a “history of apparitions, sounds
and other signs”; it points to sounds that are signs of placeness. It is important to note how this is
different than claiming that silence “is the presence of everything” (Hempton 2009). Placeness,
in its relation to listening and silence, is neither everything nor what is simply “there.” Placeness
is shaped by specific modes of moving and stopping, of humans going and not going to certain
locations of the forest and the river at the proper times. Placeness is shaped by a dynamic of
movement that forms the forest as a place of its protectors, a place of its animals, a place of its
multiple beings—including humans.
We find a related, though different, idea of silence in Tania Stolze Lima’s work
investigating the human-animal relation and the notion of point of view in the cosmology of a
Tupi population in the southern Amazon—the Juruna. Specifically focusing on the wild peccary
(a type of pig) hunt, Lima notes how language and words are central aspects of the Juruna
alive/Juruna dead/peccary relationship. “(T)he hunt is included in a multiple bilinear spatiotemporal structure,” she explains, that displays one event for humans and one event for
peccaries: a hunt for humans, a war for peccaries. In the Juruna cosmology, these two worlds
happen at the same time and are co-relative: while humans (the Juruna) are hunting peccaries,
humans (the peccaries) are being attacked by enemies. And “it is precisely because potential
affinity is a virtual aspect of the relationship with the peccaries that caution with language during
the hunt is necessary, in order to inhibit the actualization of this affinity” (1999:112).
Suppressing one’s shout while hunting is suppressing the possibility of slipping into the
peccary’s point of view and becoming prey. Importantly, as explains Stoltze Lima, “during the
hunt, words should remain withheld, an explosive silenced in order to become a silencer of all
alien words” (ibid.:127). Silence here, thus, is a way to caution so that the point of view of the
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other (the peccary) does not take over. Silencing one’s words is a way to silence alien human
language at this point where the one and the other meet, in a “dynamic in which the virtual
Speech of the animal is everything.” And this, which Stolze Lima calls “the explosive silenced,”
happens in “the point of inflection where the human hunt obliges the peccaries' war to negate
itself” (1999:127). Silencing is a way to navigate a collision of worlds, and part of the
recognition of the existence of a bilinear spatio-temporal structure, one in which the peccaries
are also virtually human (the Juruna think that the peccary think they are human). Thus, a
different kind of relation takes place here, different from the subject/object relation that Western
modernity has been largely based in. And the existence of such a “multiple bilinear spatiotemporal structure” dialogues with what Florencio Vaz Filho calls the coexistence of the material
world and the supernatural world in one reality in a broad Amazonian cosmovision:
The supernatural normally coexists with the material world, as the two
form, in the inhabitants' perspective, one reality. The material world is that of
concrete necessity and work, and the world of the encante or spiritual world is
the world of the supernatural, of the invisible, of that which cannot be explained
by rational logic, but whose existence is never questioned. A complex belief
system regulates people's relationship with the natural and supernatural world.
(2013:20)52
Though the silence of the Juruna hunt of peccaries is not exactly the same as the silence
of the water cited by Ana Laíde, both of these silences are “cosmologically mediated by an

Original in Portuguese: “O sobrenatural convive normalmente com o mundo material, pois os dois formam, na
perspectiva dos moradores, uma só realidade. O mundo material é o da necessidade concreta e do trabalho, e o
mundo do encante ou espiritual é o mundo do sobrenatural, do invisível, do que não se explica pela lógica racional,
mas cuja existência em nenhum momento é questionada. Um complexo sistema de crenças regula o relacionamento
das pessoas com o mundo natural e sobrenatural” (Vaz Filho 2013, 20).
52
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understanding between humans and non-humans that allows for their mutual acoustic
interaction” (Ochoa Gautier 2015:189). The silence of the water is about a type of “mutual
acoustic interaction” that depends on the river as it also depends on listening to the people and
their ancestors: “… of listening to what the river tells me, what nature tells me, what the people
are saying, what my father said to me, what my grandmother said to me...” The silence of the
water depends on understanding that “Land is not to be sold. Land is to be cultivated.” The
silence of the water is irreparably tied to place, but not place as a totality of Nature. It is tied to
place as part of a “cosmopolitical ethics” of cohabitation and coexistence with these other beings
which acknowledges their proximity (Cordeiro 2017: 227) while acknowledging that moving can
never be free flow—there are times, places, and rhythms that are tied to co-existing.
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1.2 Silences and the question of scale
“Because it is in the silence of the water that we make our prayers asking for permission
so that they can let us pass, so that we do not suffer any punishment for disrespecting their hours,
the dead hours, which is at 6 pm, which is at noon, which is at midnight, and which are their
timings (os horários deles) and all of this is being destroyed…”
At the time of our interview in 2019, Ana Laíde’s hometown of Santo Antônio do Tauá
was facing the threat of being flooded in water due to the construction of a port and a waterway
to transport metal and crops abroad. Ana Laíde’s pertença, thus, and her ability to connect with
what has been happening with the people in the Xingu region, also connects with knowing what
it means to face the threat of a so-called development at home. Thus, if we are to understand
pertença through an acoustemological perspective as “a routine condition of dwelling and one
that produces modes of acoustic attending” (Feld 2015), as suggested in the previous section, we
must take into account that, here, this routine condition is also tied to a lived experience of being
threatened by megaprojects of “development” and not only to the fact that one is a small farmer
or fisher(wo)man working and coexisting with the land and the river. Other modes of acoustic
attending, very different from the one presented by Ana Laíde and much less territorialized, have
also been making sense and making place in the Amazon.
There are different ways in which making place from a distance plays out. One way of
thinking about this is through the debate on scalability, which can be made in dialogue with the
work of Anna Tsing (2015). Citing the Brazilian case of the sugarcane plantation in order to
shape a broader argument in her book on the production chain of the Matsutake mushroom,
Tsing proposes that the plantation is also “an ecology of simplification,” a simplified ecology for
long distance asset making:
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The success of expansion through scalability shaped capitalist
modernization. By envisioning more and more of the world through the lens of
the plantation, investors devised all kinds of new commodities. Eventually, they
posited that everything on earth—and beyond—might be scalable, and thus
exchangeable at market values. (2015:40)
Tsing calls plantations technologies of ecological simplification in which living beings
are transformed into resources and future assets by removing them from their life-worlds. I
understand her words as very connected to what Latin American scholars have been framing as
extractivism in the region: a “geo-techno-financial corporate complex that desiccates lagoons,
transforms forests into plantations, redirects and contains rivers, irrigates deserts, replaces
mountains with open-pit mines, and builds roads connecting oceans” and destroys commons in
the name of a so-called development (de la Cadena 2018).53 Development as progress takes
shape through a fake promise of infinite scalability. Extractivism depends on such scalability of
materials and modes of production which hide and violate multiple complex entanglements along
the way; and it is made possible by a perception that works from afar, as part of a “geo-technofinancial corporate complex.” An acoustemological pertença, thus, takes into account that the
ways some make sense of the Amazon from a distance make places for mega-dams, mining, and
monoculture on the ground of the region. As Ana Laíde stated, speaking of the effect of the Belo
Monte project on the lives of the people of the Xingu:
They don't understand the dynamics of this people, they never
understood, you know? That is our dynamic: our dynamic is to live the cycles of
the forest, to live the cycle of the rivers, to live the cycle of the interval between
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See also Gudynas and Acosta 2011, Dilger and Filho 2016, and Svampa 2019.
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one and the other, this is our dynamic. It is to live the cycle of the type of
species, you know, that, for example, for fishing: the tide that will give such fish,
the moon that will give such fish, the current, the type of shrimp... so that's it,
that is living our calendar. And then you come and change all of that, imposing a
culture of the calendar that is the urban calendar, treating everyone as if they
lived in an urban city... and it is not, and it is not ... and then the feelings are
different, the mode of seeing, hearing, feeling, is different, you know.54
The problem of scales in relation to extractivism is also the fact that “the feelings are
different, the mode of seeing, hearing, feeling, is different.” Thus, here, the consciousness of
modes of acoustic attending, of “ways of listening for and resounding to presence” takes place in
a context where caring for the silence of the river is also about valuing this care in contrast to
what the treatment of rivers as resources and the outside imposed notions of time, space, and the
sensorial have been doing to the Amazon. Listening is “to live with listening to that” (Feld
2015), but it is also to “live with” knowing that one may listen to that today but not tomorrow; or
to grieve over the fact that one no longer lives with those rivers and thus no longer listens to the
encantados. Part of listening is knowing that others that also make that place do not listen to that
which one lives with, and, though their listening positionality is also relational and tied to place,
they are certainly in relation with other beings and entities, and tied to other kinds of places: the
soy field, the mining area, the construction site, the office.

Original in Portuguese: “Eles não compreendem a dinâmica desse povo, não compreenderam nunca, entendeu?
Que é a nossa dinâmica: nossa dinâmica é viver os ciclos da floresta, é viver o ciclo dos rios, é viver o ciclo do
intervalo entre um e o outro, essa é a nossa dinâmica. É viver o ciclo do tipo de espécies, né, que por exemplo, da
pesca: a maré que vai dar o peixe tal, a lua que vai dar o peixe tal, a correnteza, o tipo de camarão... então é isso, é
viver o nosso calendário. E aí você vem e muda tudo isso, impondo uma cultura do calendário que é o calendário
urbano, tratando todo mundo como se vivesse numa cidade urbana que é isso né... e não é, e não é... e aí os
sentimentos são diferentes, o modo ver, de ouvir, de sentir, é diferente, né” (Soares Barbosa 2019).
54
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But how to account for the encantados in this process? In other words, while “these big
projects, they're also tearing this away from us (arrancando), this that comes from the water, this
that comes from the woods” (Ana Laíde), do the big projects actually “do” something with the
sacred spaces that they tear away? The encantados and the silence of the water can never become
assets or commercial resources. The water of the river, however, does become a resource in the
construction of a mega-dam or in the irrigation of a monoculture field. This river becomes the
receptacle of toxic waste from industrial activities. The bottom of the river becomes a zone for
mining dredges, and the river becomes an infrastructure for the transportation of commodities
abroad. This “Nature”, with a capital “N” that is transformed into resources and future assets is
the one of political economy, a Nature which
(the) techno-scientific discourse authenticates in the form of quantifiable
‘laws,’ ‘powers’ and ‘energies’, but which, paradoxically, only acquires its effect
of reality to the extent that it is always to exceed this objectification device
(under penalty of dissolving in it). It is this conception of Nature as a principle of
transcendental reality, both domesticable and irreducible, that sustains the
ambivalence of the values that we associate with it: good Civilized Nature versus
Wild Nature, or inert scenario of production versus rediscovered essence of
totality. (Albert 2002, 257)55
These two interrelated notions of Nature charted by Albert have their correlated
“silences.” They are close to the “understanding of nature as a passive, silent background” which

Original in Portuguese: “Essa é a Natureza da economia política, que o discurso tecno-científico autentica sob a
forma de "leis", "poderes" e "energias" quantificáveis, mas que, paradoxalmente, só adquire o seu efeito de realidade
na medida em que está sempre a exceder esse dispositivo de objetivação (sob pena de nele se dissolver). É esta
concepção da Natureza como princípio de realidade transcendental, ao mesmo tempo domesticável e irredutível, que
sustenta a ambivalência dos valores que a ela associamos: boa Natureza civilizada versus Natureza selvagem, ou
cenário inerte da produção versus essência reencontrada da totalidade"(Albert 2002, 257).
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“involved the rise, in the nineteenth century, of the notion of a passive environment amenable to
scientific dissection and to a Romantic ‘silent’ expansion of the soul (Morton 2007; Ochoa
Gautier 2014)” (Ochoa Gautier 2015:187). However, the “silence of the water” cited by Ana
Laíde is neither of these two: it is not the “rediscovered essence of totality” (or “the presence of
everything”) or the domesticated/domesticable nature that lies there, idle, silent, ready for
extraction. The silence of the water does not fit into the techno-scientific discourse and does not
exceed this objectification device while sustaining it. The silence of the water is neither the
object that travels nor the essence that transcends place.
In this sense, Ana Laíde’s words about how the big projects are tearing away “this that
comes from the water, this that comes from the woods” points to a critique of capitalism which
indigenous leaders and some academic and social movement allies have been repeatedly making:
that there is no possible compensation for the destruction of the forest. In the words of Ailton
Krenak, “There is no compensation for the damage we do to the land (terra). Unless we think
that land is a commodity” (2019)56; and according to Davi Kopenawa Yanomami, “Nothing is
solid enough to restore the sick forest’s value. No merchandise can buy all the human beings
devoured by the epidemic fumes. No money will be able to return to the spirits their dead
fathers’ value!” (2013:280-281). Thus, that specific silence of the water in Ana Laíde’s
testimony, that silence she is able to sense and make place with because of her pertença, draws
the ontological line which speaks of what cannot be extracted but can be destroyed by extraction,
and what cannot be returned once it has been destroyed. The silence of the water is about the
incommensurable materiality of place.

Original in Portuguese: “Não existe compensação ao dano que a gente faz a terra. Ao menos que a gente ache que
a terra é uma mercadoria.”
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1.3. Conclusion: silence as presence of place and the absences generated by
extractivism.
“So, we are losing our encantados because we can’t hear them anymore, we can’t feel
them anymore. This is much, much more than sad, right, this is you losing part of yourself that is
leaving and you stay adrift (sem rumo), right?”
If "the experience of silence across different cultures has historically mediated between
the experiential intensity of presence and absence associated to life and death" (Ochoa Gautier
2015:189), how is this play between presence and absence situated in Ana Laíde’s testimony? In
order to deal with that question, I return to her words, but note the portion of her testimony cited
above, in which she speaks of absence, about the impossibility of listening to the encantados.
Not being able to hear an encantado equals, according to the words above, their loss, to the fact
that they are leaving; and that they are leaving does not equal “silence.” This change that takes
away a part of oneself, leaving one adrift, is not an abstract change, but a very concrete one. This
is evidenced by reading the words of Maria Raimunda Laranjeira Pimentel, from Tauari, a
community in the borders of the Tapajós river, in the same state of Pará from which Ana Laíde
speaks. The fragment below is part of a compilation of Amazonian storytelling by inhabitants of
riverine communities in the Low Amazonas region, organized by Florencio Vaz Filho and
Luciana Gonçalves de Carvalho.57
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The book is a selection of interviews that Vaz Filho made to a radio program at the Radio Rural AM station in
Santarém, Pará, between 2007 and 2013. In an article of 2019, Vaz Filho tells the story of the creation of the A Hora
do Xibé, the radio program in which these interviews were broadcasted. He recounts that he decided to create the
program during his Ph.D. research, in 2006, to create a space to valorize local culture and local stories in a context
marked by the invasion of the region by agribusiness coming from the South and Central West of the country. The
program was geared towards the indigenous and non-indigenous “native people” (população nativa), to include
quilombolas (descendents of runaway slave communities), riverine people, and city dwellers of Santarém.
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They used to say that in the old days here, when there was no strong
deforestation, these cut-downs (derrubadas), it was only virgin forest, so they
always heard the cry (grito) of the Jurupari. Whenever they were in the fields
(roça), they always ran in fear. This creature (bicho) would come down
screaming. He feels—they say—people from afar. And he would come
screaming.
Nowadays, practically, we don't listen (to it) anymore. These ancients
(esses antigos58) say that it is because of the great deforestation and cut down
(derrubada), that they go on destroying and destroying, and scaring the creatures
(bichos) away from the forest. Because of this great deforestation, we never
heard of Jurupari again. Never again did I hear that he screams, or that they hear.
The noise (zoada), I never saw it again (nunca mais eu vi). (Maria Raimunda
Laranjeira Pimentel in Vaz Filho and Carvalho 2013, 101)59
In the citation above, not listening to the Jurupari—an encantado or creature of the forest
(bicho da floresta)60—means the Jurupari is not around anymore, which means devastation as
well. It is imperative to examine carefully the coordination between listening and "listening to
histories of listening" (Feld 2015:15; see also Feld 1996; Meintjes 2003 and 2017; Ochoa
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Meaning the older people in the community.
Original in Portuguese: “Eles contavam que antigamente aqui, quando não tinha essa desmatação muito forte,
essas derrubadas, era só mata virgem, então sempre eles ouviam o grito do jurupari. Sempre que tavam na roça,
sempre corriam com medo. Esse bicho baixava gritando. Ele sente – diz que – as pessoas de longe. E ele vinha
gritando. / Hoje em dia, praticamente, a gente não ouve mais. Esses antigos contam que é por causa da grande
desmatação e derrubada, que vão destruindo e vão destruindo, e espantando os bichos para longe da floresta. Por
causa dessa grande desmatação, a gente nunca mais ouviu mais falar de jurupari. Nunca mais ouvi falar que ele
grite, ou que eles ouçam. A zoada, nunca mais eu vi.”
60
As Vaz Filho explains, the term bicho is also used as a synonym for encantados, even though it often seems like a
term more appropriate for the frightening forest beings and the visages. The word encantado may be used by
someone to refer to the Jurupari, which is a creature of the forest (bicho da floresta), but it is more commonly used
to name the beings of the bottom waters (seres que vivem no fundo) (2013, 19).
59
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Gautier 2014; Novak 2013) that appears in the testimony of Maria Raimunda Pimentel. Note,
here, the interconnectedness between (1) no longer listening to people talking about the
Jurupari’s scream (“Because of this great deforestation, we never heard of Jurupari again”); (2)
no longer listening to the existence of his scream, and no longer learning about people who have
listened to it (“Never again did I hear that he screams, or that they hear”); and (3) no longer
noting the scream itself: “The noise (zoada), I never saw it again.” This concatenation of claims
reveals that Pimentel articulates a relation between devastation and the disappearance of the
Jurupari’s scream beyond her single, individual listening experience. She does so by connecting
what she hears from the older people in the community regarding its past (when one could hear
the Jurupari’s scream), what she hears from other people in the community (that they do not hear
it these days), and the fact that she, herself, does not perceive it anymore either. Here, the scream
of the Jurupari is the thread that connects all those experiences and allows her to make a claim
about the transformation of the territory. Moreover, the fact that Pimentel uses “listening” and
“seeing” interchangeably (“The noise, I never saw it again”), is echoed in many of the listening
accounts I heard in my fieldwork with small farmers and riverine dwellers in the Low Amazonas
region, when my naïve initial question about sound always generated amazement and did not
seem to make any sense to people. Sound, here, is far from the Western notion of it as an abstract
thing that travels or transcends (Schwartz 2019). On the contrary, here, there is the scream of a
creature that is tied to an ecosystem, such that when one no longer hears it one also immediately
connects it to the experience of deforestation.
It is important to note that neither in Pimentel’s words, nor in the passage from my
conversation with Ana Laíde cited directly prior, is there any use of the term “silence,” even
though they are, in both cases, talking about an absence of sound. They are talking about the
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absence of a previously expected sound that no longer is there, which is interconnected to the
absence of the possibility of previously possible sensorial and storytelling experiences. Their
referencing this absence of sound without actually using the word "silence" is very telling.
Especially so if we note the instance in which “silence” actually appeared in my interview with
Ana Laíde: when she mentioned the silence of the water in relation to the places of the
encantado. The scream of the Jurupari and the sounds of the encantados are closer to silence
than the absence of their sound. The silence of the water is the presence of place. The absence of
the sound of encantados is devastation and death. And neither the scream of the Jurupari nor the
silence of the water travel or transcend. As mentioned, the spirits of the forests and rivers are tied
to place, and they will not appear every moment or everywhere. There is an interrelation of
sound, place, and time that is connected to their appearance. Again, referring to Vaz Filho, in the
Amazon:
Even though the visible and invisible realities are very mixed, the
residents know that they are different. It is not every moment nor everywhere
that Curupiras and Mães d’agua (mothers of the water) can be seen, for example.
The Curupira will never appear in urban or capoeira61 areas, and in the
wildwood he will only play tricks on people who mess with him.62 (2013: 21)
Leó, a small farmer in Maripá, a community in a reservation bordering the Tapajós river,
which is temporarily protected from the violent advancement of soy monoculture in that region,

61

Capoeira is a Tupi word that refers to the secondary vegetation that grows in the place where vegetation has been
previously cut down.
62
Original in Portuguese: “Mesmo estando a realidade visível e a invisível bastante mescladas, os moradores sabem
que são distintas. Não é todo o momento e nem em todos os lugares que podem ser vistos os Curupiras e Mães
d’agua, por exemplo. O Curupira não aparecera jamais em áreas urbanas ou capoeiras, e na mata virgem só malinará
pessoas que mexerem com ele.” (Vaz Filho 2013: 21)
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was telling me once the story of his encounter with the Curupira. The Curupira, he told me,
protects the forest from hunters by confusing them as they go into the woods:
She63 imitates the sound of animals. She comes, right, it comes as if it
were an armadillo… So, there is that noise, then comes the hunter, and he sees
nothing. And the next time it comes like the sound of a paca… “Now it's a
paca!” He comes, gets there, illuminates (alumia)... and so, you know… then the
noise of the deer, the stomping of the deer, slower... “Let’s leave because it is the
Curupira!”64 (Leo, Maripá, Reserva Extrativista Tapajós-Arapiuns, Pará, March
2019)
Leó told me that he decided to stop a hunt one night because of the way the Curupira
tricked him, through sounds, to get lost from his fellow hunter. I then asked him one question
related to the fact that the Curupira protects the forest:
Maria: Do you think that when these soy entrepreneurs arrive, these
beings do something, or not? Because I keep thinking, right, they protect the
forest, from the hunter who goes there, two hunters who go there alone... but
when a guy comes with a machine that comes and destroys everything, where is
the Curupira at that time?

63

While here Leo refers to Curupira with the feminine pronoun, in the literature the Curupira is often referred to
with the masculine one (such as in Vaz Filho’s book cited here, for example). I won’t delve into the complex debate
on the gender of these beings here, as this is far from a simple question to raise, given they are also usually
acknowledged as present are also acknowledged in their process of becoming other beings, and gender binaries
might not be able to totally frame these processes. I will simply note here that Leo´s choice for the gender feminine
here probably comes from the fact that, at this point in the conversation, he was referring to the Curupira as “the
mother of the woods” (a mãe da mata): “… because they say that she is also the protector of animals, in this case, if
she is the mother of the forest, right, then she is the protector of the animals.” (...porque dizem que ela também é
protetora dos animais, no caso, se é a mãe da mata, né, aí é a protetora dos animais).
64
Original in Portuguese: “É, ela imita o som dos animais. Ela vem né, ela vem como se fosse um tatu. Aí fica logo
aquele barulho, aí vem caçador, e não vê nada. E na outra hora ela já vem como o som de uma paca. Agora é uma
paca. Vem, chega lá, alumia.... e assim, né, o barulho do veado, o pisado do veado, mais lento... bora embora que é a
Curupira”
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Leó: At that time the Curupira runs away. Because they come with a
machine destroying… then there is no way for the protector to protect, you
know, because the machine passes taking everything, you know, it empties…65
Leó hears the Curupira tricking him in the woods and decides to return home. The
machines of soy monoculture, however, simply come, destroying everything, ignoring the
“cosmopolitical ethics of cohabitation and coexistence” with these other beings which
acknowledges their proximity (Cordeiro 2017). The machines just pass, taking everything,
unaware of an ethics of moving and stopping which respects the places and times of this other
dimension of reality, an ethics without which some would lose part of themselves and “stay
adrift (sem rumo).” Listening or not listening to the Curupira is radically tied to the way a
territory gets organized in terms of its mode of production, and it is deeply entwined with the
relationship one has with the land: subsistence farming or corporate soy monoculture. For this
reason, “listening to nature” must be far more than listening to changing animal soundscapes.
Listening to nature must imply listening to Ana Laíde’s grandmother say that “Land is not to be
sold. Land is to be cultivated.” Listening to nature is to connect to a sense of belonging that is
tied to land (terra) as a place that is non-extractable but, yet, can be destroyed: “their sacred
space has been taken away from us.” It is because they do not listen to that—because they cannot
listen to this mutual entanglement that is ontologically incompatible with any sense of property
but can imprint a specific rhythm to life (the cycles of the forest, of the rivers, “the cycle of the

Original in Portuguese “Maria: Você acha que quando chega esses empresários aí da soja e tal, você acha que
esses seres fazem alguma coisa ou não? Porque eu fico pensando, né, protege, e o caçador que vai lá, dois caçadores
que vão ali sozinhos... mas quando chega um cara com uma máquina que vai e destrói tudo, cadê a Curupira nessa
hora? / Leo: Nessa hora a Curupira corre. Porque eles vem com uma máquina destruindo, aí não tem como a
protetora proteger, né, porque vai levando tudo né, vai descampando...”
65
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interval between one and the other…”)—that the tractors can raze the earth and make the
Curupira run away. As states Ochoa Gautier,
Neither the physical manifestation of sound, nor the performativity of sound, not
questions of formal analysis, nor questions posed solely as 'social' questions of music
resolve the liminal nature of the acoustic and how to analize it. Such questions, moreover,
are not solved either by a turn to sound or to a "sonic ecosystem," because these
commonly offered solutions leave untouched the central problematic regarding the takenfor-granted assumption about nature (as the given) and culture (as the made). (2016: 135)
The making of a thing called “Nature” as something that can become a “resource” is
inseparable from the destruction of the “silence of the water”. And such destruction is actually a
radical predation of a mode of making place that is profoundly incompatible with any sense of
extraction. And it is important to emphasize here that the Nature of extractivism is not only the
one that is turned into a resource. The making of Nature as an object is also deeply tied to, and
dependent on, the making of Nature as a vast transcendental totality that dissolves any
objectification device in its uncontainable excess, as in the quote by Albert a few pages ago. And
this is the cycle and economy in which the silence of the water mentioned by Ana Laide does not
participate in. The silence of the water cannot be measured by “quantifiable ‘laws,’ ‘powers’ and
‘energies’”, and it won’t also “exceed this objectification device” as a dragging force of mystical
totality that dissolves it. Such incompatibility with any sense of property, tied to belonging, tied
to being had by place, connects to what Marisol de la Cadena calls the “uncommons”, as way of
theorizing “assemblages of life where nature and humans might be beyond the demand for an
either/or distinction”, that is, beyond the either nature, either human distinction, and beyond the
ways of engaging the possible relations that emerge after the assumption of such specific
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separation. This separation “supposes ontological continuity among humans and ontological
discontinuity between humans and nature”, such that “humans can be subjects in a relation that
objectifies nature”. As she affirms based on her work in the Andes, but bringing forth ideas that
could also help us engage with what has been happening in the Amazon:
… extractivism’s destructive force extends to entities and practices that are not only
humans and nonhumans detachable from each other. I was prompted to develop my
account of uncommons by Ausangate, a mountain that is also an earth-being emerging
with humans in mutual undetachability. This emergence exceeds analysis in terms of
“people and mountain,” each distinct yet linked to one other through a relation, such as
property. Property requires the subject and object detachability that underpins both the
common good allegedly sought by extractivist states and the commons that
environmentalists rally around to oppose it. (de la Cadena 2018)
The Curupira runs away because extractivism is a “geo-techno-financial corporate
complex” (de la Cadena 2018) that shapes Nature as a series of quantifiable ‘laws,’ ‘powers’ and
‘energies’ (Albert 2002), and not as an entanglement between the encantados and the specific
places in which they live, which are the sanctuaries in the “rivers, forests, igarapés, mangroves,
floodplains.” And the Curupira will not come back if there is a simple preservation of the silence
of the forest, because isolating sound as an object of preservation if part of the same logic of
separation that generated the sense of Nature as prone to extraction. Isolating silence as an object
of preservation, even when tying it to a notion of Nature as presence of a transcendental reality,
does not make space for the Curupira, because the Curupira does not transcend. As said Ana
Laide “they are according to what you have, to where you are”. The silence of the water is
neither the absence of noise, nor full transcendental presence. The Curupira does not belong to
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the Nature that is inert nor to the Nature that transcends its own objectification. The Curupira
belongs to the places where the hunter goes to the forest.

This title of this chapter has the phrasing “politics of ecological attuning”; a phrasing I have
not yet explicitly explained here. What I call a politics of ecological attuning is tied to
acknowledging the multiple materialities of silences, and actively avoiding a reactionary
tendency in the “politics of silence”, which “often assumes a conservative guise and promotes
itself as quasi-spiritual and nostalgic for a return to a natural” (Goodman 2009: 191). But also,
what I see as a “politics of ecological attuning” is a search for modes of relating to our need to
“listen to nature”, as Ana Laide said, while also noting that whatever we hear as a “given” that
calls for a sense of care and preservation not only exceeds what we sense as bounded, but may
also participate in many worlds we cannot sense and make sense of.
“…and these big projects, they're also tearing this away from us (arrancando isso da gente),
this that comes from the water, this that comes from the woods.” How can we acknowledge such
statement while looking at the composition of maps shown below?
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Figure 6: “Map showing the extensive deforestation occurring in the northern part of
Mato Grosso between 1986 and 2016. In just 40 years, the advance of agribusiness has
radically reduced forest coverage.” (by Mauricio Torres in Torres and Branford 2017).

Would it be possible to redraw maps such as the ones above as a narrative of devastation,
while also acknowledging the multiple silences that were torn away from 1986 to 2016? Would
it be possible to do that while acknowledging that these silences were neither everything nor
absence; that they were neither idle and passive nor pure potential of agentiveness? How do we
situated this that must be destroyed by extractivism in the question of how senses make place and
places make sense? As we move into the next chapter, I would like to let these questions
haunting us in the background.
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Chapter 2: “This is the beautiful that is not beautiful:” silences,
monoculture, and the desertification of place in the Santareno
Plateau.

Figure 7: “Map showing the extensive deforestation occurring in the northern part of
Mato Grosso between 1986 and 2016. In just 40 years, the advance of agribusiness has
radically reduced forest coverage.” (by Mauricio Torres in Torres and Branford 2017).

This chapter begins by looking once again at the image which ended the previous one: a
map that shows the extensive deforestation occurring in the northern part of Mato Grosso, along
the BR-163 road, as agribusiness started to advance more and more upwards into the Amazon.
The advance of the crop plantation in the Amazon began in the northern part of Mato Grosso
(part of the legal Amazon) and reached the Lower Amazon region in the late 1990s, gradually
taking over what is called the Santareno Plateau—which encompasses the vast areas of the
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municipalities of Belterra, Santarém and Mojuí dos Campos, in Pará.66 This chapter witnesses
the operations of making place over place that happen in the crop monoculture fields of the
Santareno Plateau through the frame of silence. The upper limits of the map above are also near
the border between Mato Grosso and the state of Pará, which will be the focus here. By making
place over place, I refer to the process of destroying place while remaking it as a new kind of
place on top of the place of before, as a mode of enabling a new production chain to become the
ruling rationality of that territory. Here, I am dealing with this in relation to the conflict between
family agriculture and agribusiness, which became a marker of the Santareno Plateau region
from the 2000s onwards (Gayoso da Costa 2012).
As in the previous chapters, I here continue my critical dialogue with Steven Feld’s
acoustemology (1996, 2012, 2015), by noting that not only “senses make place and places make
sense” (1996:91), but in a region dominated by predatory extractivism, senses also destroy and
transform place, thus making place over place while worlds clash. What this means in this
chapter is both noting “the making” that comes along with soy monoculture as well as attending
to the impossibilities of making back that some kinds of making associated with that mode of
production entail.
As anthropologist Alfredo Wagner Berno de Almeida has pointed out in discussing the
advancements of large monoculture enterprises in Brazil and other peripheral countries, these
“seek to usurp the territorial rights of traditional peoples and communities, taking possession of
their lands” (2010: 106) by relying on “agro-strategies:” a “heterogeneous set of discourses,

66 Legal Amazon (Amazônia Legal) is a political administrative concept stablished by Law 1805 on January 5 of
1953 to organize land occupation and the exploration of natural resources in the region, as part of efforts to integrate
it into the national and international economy. It encompasses the 9 states in the Amazon Basin which have some
portion of the Amazon biome in them: Amazonas, Acre, Pará, Mato Grosso, Roraima, Rondônia, Amapá, Tocantins,
and part of Maranhão. Although called Amazônia Legal, the region overlaps three different biomes: all of Brazil's
Amazon biome, a portion of the Cerrado biome, and a portion of the Pantanal biome.
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legal-formal mechanisms and so-called entrepreneurial actions” (Berno de Almeida 2010: 1012). Nested in a discourse on the “crisis of the food sector,” these agro-strategies were “the order
of the day” of the financial conglomerates and multilateral agencies in the 2000s: the World
Bank (IBRD), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Trade Organization
(WTO). They were emphatically announced “as a salvationist measure to solve all food supply
problems” (Berno de Almeida 2010: 101-2). In the specific case of Brazil, such strategies were
reinforced by a “triumphalist view of agribusiness articulated with a hyperbolized image of
Brazil and its agricultural potential. Thus, in Brazil, land would be an unlimited and permanently
available asset” (ibid. 2010: 110-1). However, the concrete reality is that land is not unlimited.
What this “mythical narrative” of unlimited lands and empty spaces available for the expansion
of agribusiness actually inaugurated was “a new chapter of social conflicts in the countryside”
(ibid. 2010:111). My question in this chapter is: how to account for the "emplaced copresence
and correlations of multiple sounds and sources," as suggested by Feld (2012a: xxvii), in the
agribusiness fields, having in mind that what is present as a monoculture field in the Santareno
Plateau depends on an understanding of lands as empty spaces for “making more” that clash with
other modes of making and living in the region?
As states Gayoso da Costa, in her work investigating the advancement of soy monocrop
in the Amazon from the late 1990s until the 2010s: “It is clear in this universe of grain
agribusiness, that the land needs to be secured in any way, regardless of whether the strategies
adopted are illegal, legal, false, violent.” In order to guarantee that land will be available for
agribusiness, it is “necessary to eliminate all obstacles, including other social agents such as
family farmers and traditional communities, that are expelled from their lands or incorporated in
the productive activity, causing an intense process of deterritorialization” (2012: 107).
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Expulsion from land, or precarious incorporation of family farmers and traditional
communities in the soy monoculture production chain: the process of making and sensing the
monoculture soy field as a place depends on the radical negation of forest and small family
farming land as place, in a context in which land appears as a contested ontological ground. And
this is where the debate on silence can provide an entry point. My effort in this chapter is to
argue that thinking about sound and listening in the midst of agribusiness monoculture demands
attention to the complex entanglement of presence and absence that are displaced and produced
by it. Silence, as a “deployment of the limit” (Ochoa Gautier 2015) is here a way to note specific
manipulations of presence and absence that make the places of the crop monoculture commodity
chain. I will thus discuss the perversity of expropriation, devastation, and spreading of pesticides
that come with soy monoculture as it generates desolation and generates silences both in the
sense of the depletion of life (as in Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring of 1962), and in the sense of
new presences of place: the presences of place that come with the imposition of a new mode of
production and relation with land. I relate the latter to what Elizabeth Povinelli calls the “Desert”
(2015), and what Ailton Krenak calls an economy of destruction (2019).
In the previous chapter I translated my interactions with Ana Laide into a US academic
setting, arguing for the materiality of the silence of the water, which implies that ecological
efforts to “listen to nature” have to come along with listening to the fact that “land is not to be
sold, but to be cultivated.” Here, I translate the experience of a few visits to the soy fields in the
Santarém region, and what a tour guide and two small farmers have told me about soy,
devastation, pesticides, and toxicity, into an academic debate on silence as desolation and
desertification. I build on a visit of mine to the soy fields in the Santareno Plateau region to
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examine three different paths to silence as they emerge in the soy monoculture chain: the
desolated soy field, the small farmers living with pesticides, and the neighborhood of land lots
for sale on land exhausted by monoculture. These different paths also propose different silences,
which need to be understood as multiple and material, as they are strategically layered on top of
each other.
While this chapter builds on my own experience of scholarly visiting (but also being in a
distant everyday relation to) the soy fields, it is also motivated by an extrapolation/speculation
building on a statement made by Cleo, a woman I met who was from a small farming community
in the region, and who worked in an organization encouraging young people to stay in their
community, value family farming, and learn about agroecology (Casa Familiar Rural). As we
were travelling in a boat on the Arapiuns River and discussing the advancement of monocrop
farming in the region, she mentioned to me: “these soy fields… they are the beautiful that is not
beautiful.” To give a final shape to the ideas in the conclusion of this chapter, I will compare and
contrast Cleo’s statement with J. T. Titon’s reflections on the “solemn, terrifying beauty" of the
sounds of climate change (2020: 249-250). As I intend to make evident, these two statements are
radically different, since they are recognizing different ethical-politico-aesthetical operations
related to devastation.
Now, before moving into the different episodes that narrate my encounters with the soy
fields of the Santareno Plateau, I would like to introduce some historical background of the
transformations of this region in the twentieth century.
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2.1 Soy monoculture in the Santareno Plateau: deterritorialization of family
farming

Figure 8: Soy and rice field in Belterra, Pará. April 2019. The yellow is the mature,
desiccated soy, a process accelerated by the use of pesticides (Photos by author, unless
otherwise indicated)

In April 2019 I visited the place pictured above: a crop field in Belterra, a district of the
Santareno Plateau, located in the west of the state of Pará, near the confluence of the Amazonas
and Tapajós rivers. Before analyzing what the picture above portrays, it is important to give
some background context of the region. Though today mostly dominated by soy farming,
Belterra’s history with monoculture goes back to a different monocultural activity in the first half
of the twentieth century, when the town became the center Henry Ford’s second failed attempt to
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control the latex supply of his industrial production by resorting to a rubber plantation in the
Amazon. In 1927, the Ford Company acquired a 2.5-million-acre concession on the Tapajós
River in Pará (Garfield 2013: 63). The town created out of that enterprise in what was then called
Boa Vista was renamed “Fordlandia.” There were, however, a series of complications in
Fordlandia,67 continuously thwarting Ford’s goal. Finally, when “leaf blight and soil erosion
snarled production at Fordlandia, Ford traded 703,750 acres in 1934 for land 30 miles upriver at
Belterra” (Garfield 2013: 63). Belterra seemed to provide a renewed possibility for Ford’s plan,
due to the better soil conditions of the region, which was accompanied by its "year-round, deep
water port located near the confluence of the Tapajós River and Amazon River" (Bicalho and
Hoefle 2019: 140). In addition to Fordlandia, Henry Ford (who died without ever setting foot in
the Amazon) then constructed a city in the forest in the area of Belterra, based on the models of
the American suburb; a city to exist in relation to “a social functional hierarchy based on the
Fordist system of production” (Pereira and Leite 2011: 197). As with Fordlandia, however,
which is considered a “textbook case for failed mega-maniac projects in the Amazon" (Bicalho
and Hoefle 2019: 134), his plans of controlling the rubber supply through a plantation in Belterra
also failed. In 1945, Henry Ford’s grandson, responsible for the company at the time, sold the
land back to the Brazilian state.
With the decline of rubber extracting activities in Belterra—which never provided any of
the rubber actually used in Ford’s cars (Grandin 2009)—rubber tappers working in the region
were forced to move in search for “new lands to work and live with their families, joining the
peasantry readily territorialized” in the area. This resulted in the formation of a specific peasant

These spanned from the failure of Ford’s social regulation program (trying to control local workers’ diet,
recreational time, and a factory work schedule that did not suit the environmental conditions of the place) to a blight
epidemic in the trees. For a detailed study of Fordlandia, see Grandin’s book Fordlandia: The Rise and Fall of
Henry Ford's Forgotten Jungle City (2009).
67
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social class in the region, the agro-extractivist peasantry (campesinato agroextrativista).68
(Conceição e Silva 2020). The combination of small farming and extractivism encompassed the
extractive and riverside activities of hunting, fishing, collecting forest products, and subsistence
agriculture (Conceição e Silva 2020). In the mid-twentieth century, the town of Belterra had its
pattern of spatial, territorial, political, and economic organization as well as the organization of
the life of its peoples based on extractive and riverside activities as well subsistence farming.
“These peoples used land, water (the river), and forests collectively and in solidarity, as a
substantial condition for the social reproduction of life in the multiple territories (Haesbaert
2004), whose territorialities were represented symbolically in the Tapajonic agro-hydroforestry.”
(Conceição e Silva 2020: 22).
In the late 1960s modernizing projects of the Brazilian military government started to
project and implement highways aiming to integrate the Amazon intra-regionally as well as with
the rest of Brazil (Soares de Cortes et al. 2020). Public and private colonization projects
implemented along the highway axes started to stimulate migratory flows, and there “was an
increase in the replacement of the forest by agricultural activities and the appearance of several
urban centers and communities along the highway (Becker et al. 1990)” (Soares de Cortes et al.
2020: 2). These communities, however, were still highly based on small-scale agriculture. In
fact, until the end of the 1990s, the Santareno Plateau area, of which Belterra is part, was mainly
composed of small, rural producers with some areas of farms predominantly dedicated to
pastures (Cortes and D`Antona, 2010 apud Soares de Cortes et al. 2020). The region had a
territorial occupation marked by the formation of rural villages and towns based on subsistence

Original in Portuguese: “Com o declínio em 1945 dessa atividade extrativa na “Cidade Americana” de Belterra,
forçaram os trabalhadores extrativos (seringueiros) a se deslocarem em procura de novas terras para trabalhar e viver
com suas famílias, juntando-se ao campesinato prontamente territorializados nos espaços agrohidroflorestais”
(Conceição e Silva 2020, 24).
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agriculture and peripheral agglomerations expanding in the city. These villages and the city
integrated the same dynamic of an agricultural, extractive, and fishing based economy, “which
incorporated all members of the family group, including in the provision of new services”
(Gayoso da Costa 2012: 129).
A major change, bringing monoculture back to the region, began to take shape in the
mid-1990s, when successive federal, state, and municipal governments started subsidizing
agribusiness “with support policies and programs to increase exports of agricultural
commodities,” in order to achieve the goals of primary surplus in the Brazilian trade balance,
(Maranhão and Vieira Filho 2016). This provided the conditions for “a vertiginous growth of the
soy planted area in Brazil, which went from 5,143,367 hectares in 1974 to 34,831,743 hectares in
2018; that is, an increase of 6.7 times (IBGE, 2019)” (Soares de Cortes et al 2020: 5). This
growth was part of the “Commodities Consensus”69 in Latin America, based on the large-scale
export of primary products (Svampa 2015: 45) which came with the “transformations of the
world economy after the last quarter of the 20th century” and the increased insertion of Latin
America “into a new global geopolitics of territorial, natural and social resources,” accompanied
by the insertion of its “territories in international flows of accumulation” (Berno de Almeida et
al. 2010: 7).

According to Maristela Svampa, the “‘commodities consensus’ underscores the incorporation of Latin America
into a new economic and political-ideological global order, sustained by the international boom in prices of raw
materials and the continually increasing demand for consumer goods in both central and emerging economies. This
order is consolidating a neo-extractivist development style that generates new comparative advantages—visible in
economic growth—at the same time that it produces new asymmetries and social, economic, environmental and
politico-cultural conflicts” (2015: 45).
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Figure 9: Maps depicting the advancement of soy monoculture farming in Brazil, from
south to north, from 1960 to 2000. (From animation ©WWF)

Through a series of coordinated actions, the Santarém region became a crucial place for
soy export, but also gradually, an area of soy farming. In 1997 soy cultivators began to arrive in
the Santareno Plateau, migrating from the south of the country and from the state of Mato
Grosso—which became, in the last forty years, Brazil’s “industrial agribusiness powerhouse”
(Bradford and Torres 2017)—“in search of cheaper land,” counting on the low prices of land and
government incentives (Gayoso da Costa 2011: 74, Sauer 2018). Such advancement was part of a
planned and selective action that counted “on political support at various levels, public funding,
easing of environmental law and scientific studies” (Pereira and Leite, 2011). There was a
supposed “availability” of land in the region, but such availability meant also understanding as
“available” unclaimed public lands, and indigenous, quilombola, and agrarian reform destined
lands.70 Large-scale agriculture and more intensive production systems started to take place in
the Santareno Plateau, also favored by a transportation infrastructure network of the port of
Cargill—the US private corporation focused on trading, purchasing, and distributing grain and
For example, “An operation carried out by the Federal Police in 2004 found that public land in the region had
been illegally sold. The scheme involved more than 500,000 hectares (1.2 million acres, about half the size of
Jamaica) sold without title, including land belonging to indigenous groups and Afro-Brazilian quilombola
communities, as well as also land destined for agrarian reform.” (Paes 2020).
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agricultural commodities—inaugurated in Santarém in 2003, and the federal promises of
asphalting portions of a main road cutting the country from south to north—the BR-163. It is the
BR-163 which is now responsible for a big part of the soy and corn international distribution,
interconnected to the ports of Miritituba, on the Tapajós River, and Santarém, at the intersection
of the Tapajós and Amazonas River, where crops can then move downstream to the Amazon,
and on to Europe and China.

Figure 10: Port of Santarém. The giant silos of Cargill and its metal ships coexist with
small and mid-sized local boats usually dedicated to transportation of people from the many
communities along the Tapajós River. Since the construction of the port, fishermen complain
about the toxic dust produced by the soy transportation complex.

Due to the aforementioned coordination between a commodities transportation
infrastructure and the colonization of lands, the advancement of soy farming in the region of the
Santareno Plateau thrived, and brought with it a series of socio-environmental impacts. The
perverse consequences of the advancement of monoculture farming, as well as of the
transportation infrastructure of the soy production chain logistics, were many. The construction
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of the port of Cargill in Santarém in 2003 generated a series of protests as it took over the area of
an archeological site (the public Vera Paz beach) and did not adequately fulfil the environmental
license legal obligations, “affecting the ecosystem of the river by facilitation the entry of
exogenous species to the area” (Barbosa e Moreira, 2017: 83). The region along the BR-163 road
has become, in the past decades, a major exponent of deforestation. In a way similar to what
happened with the Trans-Amazonian Highway and the aim to integrate the Amazon with the rest
of the country in the 1970s under the military regime, the BR-163 has deeply “altered the
processes of settlement and the formation of human settlements in the region,” deterritorializing
family farmers and traditional communities along the way (Castro 2008: 31).71
Thus, in the late 2010s, decades after the failure of the Ford rubber plantation in the area,
Belterra was now surrounded by a new kind of monoculture: the mechanized monoculture of the
transnational agribusiness industry. Though in both cases the arrival of monoculture came with a
narrative of “development” that relied on the premise of “commodification of life and nature”
(Pereira and Leite 2011: 198), there were also major differences in the context in which such
monocultures took place. The rubber plantation of the past integrated a model of industrial
capital accumulation in which Ford strived “to control all productive processes—from procuring
the raw materials (producing rubber) to making parts (tires, hoses, etc.) and finally to
manufacturing the final product on the factory floor” (Bicalho and Hoefle 2019: 138). The late
1990s, however, were a time of “contemporary flexible accumulation and outsourcing,”
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For an accessible and very informative series of texts on the advancement of soy in the Amazon and the
megaprojects in the Tapajos Basin, refer to the series “Tapajos Under Attack,” written by the journalist Sue
Bradford and the social scientist/geographer Mauricio Torres, in a collaboration with the journal The Intercept and
the independent journalism portal Mongabay. The texts are available in English in the Mongaby portal, and in
Portuguese in the Intercept website: https://theintercept.com/series/tapajos-sob-ataque/
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(Bicalho and Hoefle 2019: 138), a model in which land speculation played a major role, and
where Brazilian lands were becoming assets in a global extractive economy.
Since the beginning of the liberalization of its economy, Brazilian capitalism has
configured peculiar forms of association between intensive accumulation—via
acceleration of the time of capital rotation, productivity gains and intensification
of work—extensive accumulation—via expansion of the frontiers of accumulation
and expropriation of communal resources—and speculative dynamics in the
financial and real estate fields. (Berno de Almeida et al. 2010: 7)
Predominantly a monoculture activity, soy hires little labor, as it is typically mechanized,
modernized, using genetically modified seeds and fertilizers on large properties, which favors the
concentration of land (Domingues and Bermann 2012: 17). In the early 2000s in the municipality
of Santarém, many families who worked in small subsistence agriculture had to sell their land
and migrate to new agricultural frontiers or to the peripheries of the city, as the bigger producers
arrived and it became unsustainable to stay (Barbosa e Moreira 2017: 78). They were cornered
by agribusiness monoculture, “losing their territories to poisoned agriculture and without
farmers” (Conceição and Silva 2020: 31).
The expropriation of land from family farmers forced them to migrate from rural to urban
areas—that is, from rural villages, communities, colonies, and settlements to the outskirts of the
city of Santarém, which includes “the strip bordering BR 163 road located in the urban
expansion area” (Gayoso da Costa 2012: 133-4). The expropriation also motivated a rural-rural
migration flow, with family farmers moving into “other settlements and areas of unexplored
forests, in an attempt to maintain their productive activity and survival there” (ibid). As Gayoso
da Costa argues, even though these migratory flows can be considered permanent because they
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already existed in the region since the 1970s (Berno de Almeida 1974), the arrival of soy
monoculture in the region intensified these flows, and it also "redefined" their composition.
Now, the expansion front into the rural areas was also composed of the soy producers, generating
a series of new conflict zones (Gayoso da Costa 2012: 134).
After this broad historical overview of the transformations that happened in the Santareno
Plateau in the past decades, which point to the clash between different modes of living in the
region, I will now move on to the episodes of my visit to the soy field. In the next sections I hope
to develop a discussion that, though not dealing with the rural conflict itself, attends to ways in
which sensing the soy monoculture chain as a series of places allows us to situate a debate in the
politics of the sensorial in relation to these conflicts.
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2.2 Episode one: The visit to the empty soy field

Figure 11: Soy and rice field in Belterra, Pará. April 2019

An enormous portion of land for farming without farmers, which stood on top of what
was previously an area of forest and small subsistence farming: this was the scenario which I
encountered in the specific soy field I visited in Belterra, portrayed in the picture above. This
was in April 2019, and I was not alone facing that field. I had been brought there by someone
who knew about the history of transformation of that specific region: Neizinho. Born and raised
in a small farming community in the area, Neizinho now lived and worked as a tourist guide in
Alter do Chão, an internationally known Amazonian beach village in the region, around 20 km
away from Belterra. I met Neizinho when he took me to the Tapajos National Forest—
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FLONA—a protected area (more specifically, a “conservation unity”, in the legal frame of
Brazil) which is home to part of the indigenous and traditional communities in the region, and
also a famous tourist destination for people visiting the area due to its trails in the rainforest. At
the time, I was staying in the village of Alter do Chão as my temporary base, and searching for
someone to take me to the soy fields which surround that tourist area. Alter do Chão, in addition
to being famous as the "Caribbean of the Amazon," annually receiving people from various areas
of Brazil and globally, is also an indigenous territory of the Borari people,72 and is near the
Extractivism Reservation Tapajos-Arapiuns, a type of sustainable use protected area, and the
expanding agricultural frontier of the Santareno plateau. I met Neizinho when I was in Alter do
Chão for my second time in six months. After visiting the village with the intention of studying
the circulation of loudspeakers and people in the area at the time of the Sairé Festival, in
September 2018, I came back in March 2019, but now with a very different research purpose: to
delve more fully into the interconnections between listening and devastation. Neizinho agreed to
be hired to be the guide of a “touristic” trip with a research focus—something he saw as a
probable new business niche to focus on as well: “it would be nice to take other people to things
like that,” he told me.
Below is another angle of that same field (Figure 6), and I would like to share the layers
of this image as Neizinho described this scene to me.
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For a debate and history of the process of reindigenization in the Low Tapajos region, which took shape more
intensely in the 2000s, see Florencio Vaz Filhos’s PhD thesis, “A Emergência Étnica de Povos Indígenas no Baixo
Rio Tapajós, Amazônia.” Universidade Federal da Bahia, 2010.
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Figure 12: Soy and rice field in Belterra, Pará. Ten years ago, there were small family
farms here.

As soon as we arrived in that crop field, in April 2019, Neizinho started telling me about
how ten years previously, this area in front of us was filled with forest and small family farming.
Now, all that was left from that past was a small strip of forest without people, which the new
land holders were forced by law to leave intact, as their share of “preservation” in destruction.
That specific strip of forest, in the words of Neizinho, was there “just to pretend that they left
some small piece of forest, which is what the IBAMA73 asks for.” The lonely tree standing in the
middle of the field is a castanheira nut tree. A centennial tree, the castanheira should not have

73

Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources, which is responsible for the control and
inspection over the use of natural resources, as well as the granting of environmental licenses.
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been cut down by the monoculture farmers. However, to get around the environmental
regulations, these farmers simply poisoned most of those trees for them to die “spontaneously”
and get out of their way, and left just a few token untouched ones, like the one in the picture
above, to show a narrative of preservation.

Figure 9: The Santareno Plateau region, at the confluence of the Tapajós and
Amazonas Rivers. In red, on the right, Belterra, Santarém, and Mojuí dos Campos, cities of
the Santareno Plateau. On the left, in purple, the Extractive Reservation Tapajós-Arapiuns. In
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orange, on the right, Alter do Chão: a tourist village which is also part of the territory of the
Borari indigenous people.

The history Neizinho told me about how the people who used to live in that area left is a
common one to the reality of rural families and traditional communities around the Amazon:
they exchanged small amounts of money for their shares of land—a process which also came
accompanied by multiple strategies of forced expulsion. Neizinho told me this in a very graphic
way: small rural farmers who used to cultivate in that area sold their land for a small amount of
cash that felt like a lot of money in their hands, and moved to the periphery of Santarém (the big
city nearby), soon becoming part of the poor urban population over there. Neizinho’s uncle was
one of the people who had a small swidden (roça) there, and had to leave because the land he
cultivated in was sold by someone else, without his consent. It is important to note here, that
thought I am not debating this subject in detail in this chapter, these processes of
deterritorialization are not a single straight line from a form of communal property to a form of
private property, but a much more complex issue, since there are multiple modes of relating to
land ownership present in the region. 74
The field we faced felt empty, and this apparent emptiness was an index to histories of
displacement: it was a new place that emerged out of these displacements. How does listening
make these monoculture fields as places transversed by forces of destruction?
Here, I want to link “acoustemology” to the problem of the destruction of land, which entails
both noting “the making” that comes along with this destruction—multiple relationalities are at
war—as well as attending to the possibilities of making that are simply razed down the earth—in

For a debate on indigenous, riverine, and other Amazonian modes of relating to land that do not fit Locke’s notion
of property and the relationship between land and labor, and for a debate on alternative modes of land ownership,
see Carneiro Cunha and Barbosa (2018) and the work of Jeremy M. Campbell (Upcoming).
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such a way that there is no possible re-making of the place of before. What I suggest, thus, is that
through the specific key of silence we may account for the "emplaced copresence and
correlations of multiple sounds and sources" (Feld 2012a: xxvii) in the agribusiness fields. More
specifically, through silence, we can discuss what was present and co-present in that soy field
Neizinho and I faced as well as the presences that arrived with (and only with, depending on) the
displacement of the small farmers.
When I visited the field, the small farmers were not there, or their houses, or all the trees
and sounds of the forest I had encountered in communities nearby, such as Maripá, which will be
described in the following chapter (3). There was still presence there, however, but of a different
kind. We heard a sound, a machine noise, and Neizinho pointed to the sole sound producing
entity we were able to sense from afar: a pesticide machine running through the fields. And then
there was also another presence: the presence of someone securing the soy field; someone who
we could not see, but we feared could arrive at any time with a gun in hand to expel us from
there. “We cannot stay here for too long,” Neizinho alerted me. That someone who we could not
see or hear but who was still virtually present, guarded that place in a very different way from a
spirit of the forest, such as how the Curupira would protect the forest by tricking and scaring
hunters (Leo, chapter 1), or in the way that dogs may guard chickens from the attack of a Mucura
75

in family farming areas. The surveillance we could sense was engrained in a very different

mode of production, of relationship to land, which was also accompanied by a different sonic
ecology: the pesticide machine; the sense of emptiness that place conveyed.
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Mucura is the regional name for the local opossum.
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Figure 10. Pesticide machine (sprayer) in the middle of the soy field in Belterra.
Printed frame from cell phone video. April 2019

The philosopher of science and technology, Don Ihde, argues that experientially, sound
cannot be escaped, but there remains a sense in which silence is given in absence, if it is
considered in relation to what is seen while not yet heard: “The pen on my desk, the vase on the
mantle, the tree now still in the absence of a breeze, lie before me in silence, until echo or contact
awakens a sound” (2007, 110). I am using Don Ihde’s notion of silence as the sonic potentiality
of things to explain the way in which the potential arrival of the guardian of the soy field
Neizinho and I feared was communicated through silence. Though we could not see or hear him,
we could sense his presence (and his gender as well). The potential arrival of the guardian of the
soy field with a gun was a horizon of sound existing in its absence, it was silence as a presence
of absence, and what we feared was precisely its awakening into its presence as a very material
and violent sound—the gun.
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However, silence in the soy field existed in absence, but it also existed in presence. While
still driving in the soy field, Neizinho turned left and drove the car onto a narrow road in the
middle of the green field. As we drove in this particular area, he said: “This is very crazy, right…
to be walking in the middle of where once was forest and nowadays is only soy, only soy field
(…)” I then asked what that little road we had just entered was for. “This is to pass the machine,
throwing pesticides.”76 He then told me, with a tone of shock and sadness, that he was surprised
by the degree to which that area had been taken over by monoculture. He had visited that same
area five years before, and though at that time the small farmers were already gone, there was
more forest coverage.

Figure 11: Soy field seen from the car, as we drove through the area that once was part
of the forest.

76

Original in Portuguese:
Neizinho: Muito doido né, tá andando no meio de onde era floresta e hoje em dia e só soja, só campo de soja (...)
Maria: Essa estradinha aqui você acha que é pra passar o que?
N: Isso aqui é para passar a máquina, jogando agrotóxico.
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That soy field felt empty, but I could feel the poison of the pesticides in the air. There
was thus absence and there was presence: the absence of the old dwellers and of the sound of
forest beings was reinforced by the presence of the noisy machine of mechanized agriculture we
heard from afar, which probably had a single person driving it; and that absence was also
reinforced by the presence of someone we could not see nor hear; someone who was guarding
the fields and could arrive at any time to violently throw us out of there. And, importantly, there
was the presence of pesticides—a major agent in the history of transformation of that area. Some
attention must be given to this latter point, since pesticides are central chemical-technologies of
the soy fields, and have been generating a great deal of harmful side effects to human and nonhuman beings who are forced to dwell close to them in the Amazon. The next encounter I had on
that same field trip with Neizinho will develop this point further.

2.3 Episode two: Family agriculture—living with pesticides
There have been different strategies through which soy monocropping has advanced in
the Santareno plateau region (and the Low Amazonas region of which it is part, more broadly).
One of them allowed for monoculture to happen on top of forest areas that were then
“overthrown or burned,” with soybeans reaching areas traditionally occupied by family farmers,
buying land or evicting people from their land, “in a process of replacing the original crops, such
as: corn, beans, cassava, fruits and vegetables, with serious consequences for local communities”
(Gayoso da Costa 2011: 73). Such was the case of the soy field in Belterra that I visited with
Neizinho, described in the previous section. But another strategy has also been implemented in
the region, one that took place through “a cycle of productive activities that begins with a
process of illegal appropriation of areas for logging,” which gives way, “after the depletion of
forests, to the occupation of pastures for beef cattle, passing through the planting of corn and
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rice, to finally install the soy.”77 (Gayoso da Costa 2011: 73). This second strategy was similar to
the case of the soy field facing a small farmer’s property which I visited with Neizinho that same
day. This is when I briefly met Manuel, who lived in a neighboring community to Belterra. His
house faced a vast soy field which had previously been an area dedicated to cattle ranching.
When he arrived there, ten years before, he told me, the area in front of his small property was
already deforested for cattle farming. However, the soy had different implications in his life than
the cattle farming of the years before. I share a part of our interview below:
Maria: So it has been ten years now... what do you think has changed in the sounds
here… are the sounds different now, with the arrival of soy, or are they similar to when
this was a cattle field? Is it noisy today, or is there anything you used to hear that you
don’t anymore, or something like that?
Manuel: No, so with the cattle stock, the guy does not apply, with exaggeration, the
pesticide (agrotóxico), right? So, we end up, let’s say, living better with it (cattle
farming) than with the soy… because when you see the pesticide, you know it is a threat,
that a disease will come in the future—and how do you defend yourself from that? We
look for the (public) agencies and they close their eyes because… there is a production
chain that speaks louder, right? So, we are in a blind alley, seeing the things happen,
without... we are powerless, in this case, we do not know what to do... (Interview with
Manuel, local farmer, residing in front of a soy field in the region of Mojuí dos Pereiras,
April 2019)

From original in Portuguese: “um ciclo de atividades produtivas que se inicia por um processo de apropriação
ilegal de áreas para extração madeireira. Esta cede lugar, após a exaustão das florestas, à ocupação por pastos para a
pecuária de corte, passando pelo plantio de milho e arroz, para finalmente instalar a soja.”
77
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I asked Manuel a question about the sonic transformations of the area where he lived, in
Mojuí dos Pereiras. To my surprise, he answered talking about pesticides, not sound. The
absence of a sonic history and the presence of a chemical substance in his answer is very telling.
While Ana Laide talked about living with encantados and listening to the silence of the water as
a central aspect of life being destroyed by the big projects (chapter 1), Manuel talked about the
differences between living with cattle ranching and living with the soy field in relation to the
toxicity of pesticides. The only sonic term/parameter that he chose to employ in his answer to me
was loudness “there is a production chain that speaks louder (than the small farmers)”. He
expressed his sense of disempowerment through a sensorial economy of eyes closing, a
production chain speaking louder than him, and a blind alley, in which they (small farmers) see
what is happening but are powerless in relation to it. Manuel was also telling me how toxic
monoculture can be for those who end up having to dwell with it. I had to take what he said
seriously as an answer to my question: listening and pesticides seemed deeply interrelated.
The question of devastation is a question not only of what is lost and destroyed, but what
becomes a new, constant presence in the places where destruction takes place: the presences that
people who therein belong/stay have to dwell with. In the words of Heloise Rocha, a teacher in a
municipal school in Belterra, which is situated next to a monoculture field where tractors spray
poison weekly, during class time: “In addition to the fact that we no longer have the forest, we
are poisoned in our own work and living environment” (2020).78
As it spread around the Santareno Plateau, soy monoculture also began to overtake the
borders of the indigenous Munduruku territory in the region, affecting their health and cultivated

Original in Portuguese: “de fato a gente tá num período crítico. Para além da gente não ter mais a floresta, a gente
ainda é envenenado no nosso próprio ambiente de trabalho e de viver.” Source: Campos de Veneno: soja na floresta
amazônica. Le Monde Diplomatique Brasil. Feb 2020.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04Is5kjt8CQ&feature=youtu.be)
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land (Paes 2020). I did a short interview with Manoel Munduruku, cacique of the Ipaupixuna
village, at an agroecology seminar in Santarém, right before my visit to the soy fields with
Neizinho. When I asked him about how the sounds of agribusiness had been impacting his
community, his reaction was not very different from Manuel, the small farmer in Mojuí dos
Pereiras: the first thing he mentioned was the radical impact of pesticides on their territory. The
use of pesticides in soy monoculture has been causing different diseases among the Munduruku.
They contaminate the water of the igarapés (river streams), they contaminate the manioc and
other food they cultivate, they poison the animals they hunt, which now become toxic food, they
generate an imbalance which attracts an incredible number of flies and mosquitos to the
community, which also spread more diseases, he told me.

Figure 13: Fragment of Low Tapajos region in Pará. Star (added by author) indicates
Munduruku/Taquara Indigenous territory, bordering the BR-163 road. The process of official
recognition of the indigenous land has been stopped since Jair Bolsonaro became the
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president of Brazil. (Fragment of FUNAI map 2020:
http://www.funai.gov.br/arquivos/conteudo/cggeo/pdf/terra_indigena.pdf)

While taking the "emplaced copresence and correlations of multiple sounds and sources"
(Feld 2012a: xxvii) in the agribusiness fields into account, it is impossible to ignore an element
that comes up so prominently in the speech of these people who are forced to dwell with the soy
fields. Manuel and Manoel Munduruku both responded to my question about the sonic
transformations in their territories by pointing to pesticides. How can we acknowledge pesticides
as part of listening histories in the Santareno Plateau? The answer to this may revisit the writings
of the biologist Rachel Carson and Silent Spring—one of the most influential texts of the modern
environmental movement, written as a major critique of the vast and uncontrolled use of
pesticides in the 1960s; more specifically, DDT. As Ochoa Gautier has argued, Carson’s Silent
Spring offers a genealogy of silence in the twentieth century different from the canonized ideas
of John Cage on the theme. In Carson, silence is explicitly interconnected with toxicity and the
geopolitical context of the Cold War and the apex of the US’ imperial modernity project, deeply
entrenched in a promise of progress shaped by the scientific control of nature (Ochoa Gautier
2020).79
In Silent Spring (1962), Rachel Carson advised scientists about the harmful effect that
DDT and other pesticides had on people, animals, and plants: a weapon as destructive as nuclear
bombs, and one that was unregulated and widely used as a “miraculous,” effective solution in the
control of agricultural pests and the prevention of insect-transmitted illnesses. Since the mid1940s, she wrote, over 200 basic chemicals had been created to kill insects, rodents, and the
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Though Ochoa Gautier has not yet published on the topic, some of these ideas have been presented in lectures
and talks. See, for example, her talk (in Spanish) at the Trans/aural - Sesión 4: El silencio, in August 29 2020,
organized by Universidad Nacional de Tres de Febrero, in Argentina.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZSUWpGdMT8
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multiple organisms categorized as “pests.” However, these “nonselective chemicals” “have the
power to kill every insect, the ‘good’ and the ‘bad,’ to still the song of birds and the leaping of
fish in the streams, to coat the leaves with a deadly film, and to linger on in soil—all this though
the intended target may be only a few weeds or insects” (1962: 7).
Carson introduces Silent Spring with a sensorially rich and compelling description of a
town once full of life but now devoid of living creatures due to the use of pesticides. This town,
she explains, does not exist in itself, but it is the sum of all of the human-caused disasters that, at
the time, had actually happened in real communities around the US; towns which "might easily
have a thousand counterparts in America and elsewhere in the world" (Carson 1962: 10). "What
has already silenced the voices of spring in countless towns in America," she asks, towards the
end of the introduction. Silence, present in the title of the book, and central for the framing of the
question she asks about the modern world, is in direct relation to the use of pesticides and the
notion of “desertification” as the depletion of life from place. I quote a fragment of her
description of the fictional town below:
The roadsides, once so attractive, were now lined with browned and withered
vegetation as through swept by fire. These, too, were silent, deserted by all living
things. Even the streams were now lifeless. Anglers no longer visited them, for all
the fish had died. (...) No witchcraft, no enemy action had silenced the rebirth of
new life in this stricken world. The people had done it themselves. (1962: 10)
To Carson, the modern world is the anthropocentric world where life no longer has time to adjust
and create balance with its surroundings. Silencing the spring is tantamount to disturbing the
rebirth of life itself, interfering in the natural cycle of the seasons. Silence, here, results from the
desertification of living things, and from the impossibility of life adapting to what surrounds it,
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after humans became a major actor of interference, with their unnatural radiation and synthetic
laboratory chemicals: synthetic chemicals coming in an endless stream, which affect the
environment at a speed with which it is no longer possible for life to cope (ibid.). Bernie Krause’
research has also acknowledged the ways in which forests have been sounding less and different
due to selective devastation that is often not visible to the eye (2015: 29-32). 80 While I
acknowledge the relevance of his work, Krause’s acoustic ecology concerns are tied to a notion
of soundscape which builds on the human/nature modern division that Carlson work is more
helpful in critiquing. Such separation, as I have argued in the previous chapter, does not work
when trying to understand the destruction and transformation of ecosystems in the Amazon as
multiple kinds of entanglements in which “the sonic” cannot be isolated from the rest.
Above all, the town described by Carson resembles the soy field with the pesticide
machine I visited with Neizinho and the absence of people dwelling there, and it also relates to
the small farming property of Manuel, and the Munduruku territory as narrated by Manoel: it
resonates in the stories told to me about how pesticides have affected their lives, their territory,
and the life of animals and plants. While none of these people I interviewed talked about silence,
they responded to a question about sound by pointing to pesticides, which is what Rachel Carson
directly connects to silence as devastation, desolation, and death. I suggest, thus, making this
connection here: even if the pesticide machine was the noise Neizinho and I heard from afar, and
even if neither sounds nor silence were in the words of Manuel or Manoel, we may consider
pesticides in their intimate relation to silence as the desertification of life. Silence is a very
material dimension of land and transformation of territories. But in order to develop this point a
bit further, it is important to go to a third place I visited that same day in April with Neizinho, in
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Krause also gave a TED talk in 2013, where he describes and plays the audio of these examples:
https://www.ted.com/talks/bernie_krause_the_voice_of_the_natural_world
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the same Santareno Plateau region: Vila Planalto. The latter is a residential neighborhood that
was emerging in an area that was once a forest, recently a soy field, and now a land too infertile
to farm.

2.4. Episode three: The desert and the fancy neighborhood
When soybean farmers began to settle in the region, to meet their consumption
patterns, a network of commercial activities emerged; mainly, that of construction
materials, and agricultural and food products. Activities typically urban, hostels,
supermarkets, nightclubs, workshops, photocopiers, among others, started to be
found in the Planalto villages.
In this transformation process, the land market influenced and was decisive for
the (re)organization of the territory (Gayoso da Costa 2012: 129).81

Original in portuguese: “Quando os sojicultores começaram a se instalar na região, para atender aos seus padrões
de consumo, uma rede de atividades comerciais surgiu, principalmente, a de materiais de construção, de produtos
agrícolas e alimentícios. Atividades tipicamente urbanas, pensões, supermercados, boates, oficinas, fotocopiadoras
dentre outras passaram a ser encontradas nas vilas do Planalto.
Nesse processo de transformação, o mercado de terras influenciou e foi determinante para a (re)organização do
território” (Gayoso da Costa 2012: 129).
81
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Figure 14: Plaques at the entry of Vila Planalto advertise land lots for sale, organic
fertilizers for gardens for sale, and point to the presence of a Lutheran church there. April
2019

As we continued our travel along the BR-163 road, Neizinho stopped in a section where
there were a series of land lots for sale accompanied by a sign naming that zone as “Vila
Planalto” (Figure 11). Vila is the Portuguese word for small town. However, Vila Planalto was
not exactly a town. It was in fact, a land allotment area in another Vila: Vila São José. Vila São
José was a rural town that had been shaped by the previous model of colonization in the region.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, until the 1990s, the Santareno Plateau had a territorial
occupation marked by the formation of rural villages/towns based on subsistence agriculture and
peripheral agglomerations expanding in the city. These villages integrated the same dynamic of
an agricultural, extractive, and fishing-based economy (Gayoso da Costa 2012: 129). Close
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enough to the big city of Santarém, towns such as Vila Sao José allowed for the placing of
migrant families (many from the northeast of the country) which “adopted agricultural work and
urban or semi-urban activities,” such as being “teachers, small traders, manicurists, hairdressers,
among other professions that could be exercised from the houses in the villages.” (Monteiro
2004:6 in Gayoso da Costa 2012). That same region of the rural villages, however, was also of
interest to the new wave of migration that characterized the Santareno Plateau from the late
1990s onwards: the soy monoculture farmers and the few specialized workers to work in the
field—mostly from the south of the country. This history of arrival of a new mode of
territorialization in that area was precisely what Neizinho and I encountered at that portion of
BR-163, where a series of fancy homes surveilled by cameras and a desertic landscape stood
before us.
In her work on the advancement of the soy monoculture happening in that same region,
published in 2012, Gayoso da Costa cites this specific land allotment area we saw as an example
of what had been happening in the region at the time:
One of the examples of land allotments (loteamentos) found in Vila São José
(Highway BR-163, Km 16) is the Loteamento Planalto. A large enterprise of
urban lots available for sale, in a reproduction of condominiums in large cities,
the houses already built also have a modern urban architecture.
The lots are standardized 18X40 (720m²), offering energy, water and street
infrastructure. (2012: 130)
Gayoso da Costa explains that the selling of these lots was the responsibility of a family from
Paraná (south of Brazil), who lived in Nova Mutum in Mato Grosso (central Brazil) and came to
Santarém about nine years before, bringing with them their drilling activity for artesian wells, but
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later, also joining the real estate business (2012, 130).82 The images below show a picture
Gayoso da Costa took of that area at the time of her research (figure 14), and one that I took in
2019 (figure 15).

Figure 15: Land lots at Vila São José in picture by Gayoso da Costa (2011), published
in her PhD Dissertation (2012: 132).

Figure 16: Picture I took of the same place in 2019.

The difference between the plaques that stood in that same corner in 2011 and 2019 is
very telling: each plaque indexes a different moment in the process of transformation of that
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The trajectory of this family is an example of the expansion of soy monoculture in the country, which started to be
developed on a large scale in the Cerrado biome, in Mato Grosso, then moving into the Amazonian forest in the
1990s (Gayoso da Costa 2012).
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territory. In 2011 the plaque on the right side of the image testified to the ongoing activity of
making land lots in the area (loteamento), calling that process “planalto:” “Loteamento
Planalto.” Planalto is the Portuguese word for “plateau,” which in this case is very probably a
reference to the broader area where that zone stood in: the Santareno Plateau (Planalto
Santareno). The plaque of 2019, however, had a more settled sense of place to it. It announced
lots ready for sale (“vendas de lotes”) in what was framed as a vila of its own: Vila Planalto.
“Vendas de lotes: Vila Planalto.” The presence of that plaque calling the area “Vila Planalto” in
2019 reveals the writing of one place on top of another: Vila Planalto on top of Vila São José.
And it does so, by pointing to the sense of territoriality that this new place is trying to convey: it
indexes a relation with the plateau (planalto), as a broader zone where the agribusiness
monoculture chain is being consolidated.
The fancy homes in “Vila Planalto” contrasted with the smaller and simpler houses along
our way there, where portions of the previous mode of colonization of that area still existed. In
fact, Vila Planalto was what I perceived as a surveilled desert of fancy homes: it felt ominously
empty. It was extremely hot, and while we were there, we did not see people. We did, however,
see indexes of their presence, and undeniable presences that showed us what that place had
become. Besides the plaques announcing the lots for sale, there were large cars parked in front of
some of the houses, a plaque announcing the security cameras at the entry to the neighborhood,
and plaques pointing to the selling of compost for gardening and to the presence of an
evangelical Lutheran church.
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Figure 17: Plaque warning about the camera surveillance of Vila Planalto. "Alert: Vila
Planalto. Surveilled and monitored. Residencies and streets with images saved on internet."
In the back, some of the large residential constructions and the energy and
telecommunication cables can be seen.
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Figure 18: Empty land lots in “Vila Planalto.” Electric wires traverse the area, with a
few remaining castanheira trees on the right side.

Neizinho told me that before becoming a land allotment area, that area had been a soy
field, but then the soil was exhausted and there was not much that could grow there. The plaque
advising about the cameras securing the area repeated the gesture of the plaques announcing the
land lots for sale: it named that area Vila Planalto, while the declared camera surveillance tried to
guarantee the boundaries of that area as that new place: the wealthy neighborhood. In the soy
field of before, Neizinho and I had faced an emptiness accompanied by the presence of a
pesticide machine and the fear that a person securing that area would come for us with a gun.
Here, the plaque alerting us to a security camera we could not see generated an alternate sense of
surveillance.
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The guard of the soy field; the surveillance of the rich neighborhood. These two modes of
bounding, which I am also correlating with silence, are central to the operations of making place
in that area. And they do so while resorting to a type of operation which Elizabeth Povinelli has
called the “Desert” (2015). According to the anthropologist, the Desert is one of the figures of
geontopower: a form of late liberal governance which, differently from biopower, “does not
operate through the governance of life and the tactics of death but is rather a set of discourse,
affects, and tactics used in late liberalism to maintain or shape the coming relationship of the
distinction between Life and Nonlife” (2016: 4). As Povinelli points out, geontopower does not
replace biopolitics, but they are both in deep relation to each other: “biopower (the governance
through life and death) has long depended on a subtending geontopower (the difference between
the lively and the inert)” (5). And the Desert has a particular role in this relation:
The Desert comprises discourses, tactics, and figures that restabilize the
distinction between Life and Nonlife. It stands for all things perceived and
conceived as denuded of life—and, by implication, all things that could, with the
correct deployment of technological expertise or proper stewardship, be (re)made
hospitable to life. The Desert, in other words, holds on to the distinction between
Life and Nonlife and dramatizes the possibility that Life is always at threat from
the creeping, desiccating sands of Nonlife. The Desert is the space where life was,
is not now, but could be if knowledges, techniques, and resources were properly
managed. (Povinelli 2016: 16)
Aren’t the pesticides that guarantee the timely growth of soy in the monoculture fields,
accompanied by the guard of the monoculture field, a type of “correct deployment of
technological expertise or proper stewardship” that make an area deserted of its previous lives
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(the small farmers and their accompanying ecosystem) into a new place of its own? I would say
yes. And Vila Planalto, though different from the soy field, emerged out of that same sense of
territoriality. It had been a soy field before, Neizinho told me, but they could no longer grow
there. But the sense of land associated with the arrival of soy monoculture in that area was still
there, in its name: Vila “Planalto.” No longer is it the Catholic saint (São José) indexing the
popular Catholicism that pervades Brazil (Steil 2017), but the plateau, a name that points to the
quality of the terrain that attracted the soy farmers: broad and relatively flat land (Paes 2020).
Moreover, as a neighborhood standing on top of what was once a soy field, Vila Planalto
emerged out of the “Desert” (Povinelli 2015) which is embedded in the vitalism typical of
capitalism (ibid): one that allows for the infertile soil to become the ground of a new place.
At this point, it is important to combine the different notions of the desert and silence that
I cited in this chapter, because they are connected to one another, and are all part of the
combined senses of inert nature and vitalism in which the agribusiness chain depends. When
Manuel and Manoel Munduruku answered my rather naïve question about sound by emphasizing
the presence of pesticides in their territory and all of the disease and killing these have been
causing, they were referring to a process of desertification as silencing of place, which I
proposed reading through the lens of the work of Rachel Carson’s, Silent Spring (1962). Carson
mentions the desert in relation to silence and pesticides, as in the town which is “silent, deserted
by all living things.” To Carson, the desert and silence take place when life no longer has time to
adjust and balance with its surroundings because human-made pesticides and radiation have
disturbed its cycles. Silence, in Carson’s work, indexes the desert as the absence of previously
present forms of life. However, as I argued before, theses absences in the Santareno Plateau exist
along with new presences as well.
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As Belterra is desertified, it is simultaneously submitted to the operations that Povinelli
associates with the Desert. In contrast to Carson, for Povinelli, the Desert, with a capital “D,”
“does not refer in any literal way to the ecosystem that, for lack of water, is hostile to life.” It is,
instead, “the affect that motivates the search for other instances of life in the universe and
technologies for seeding planets with life” (2016:17); it “is an inert state welcoming a
technological fix” (19). It is possible to think of this Desert by referring to the extravagant
projects of humans colonizing Mars. But it is also possible to think of it in relation to the
different places generated by soy monoculture in the Santareno Plateau. There is desertification
and silencing, and there is the Desert and the making of place as the making of new silences.
While the process of silencing modes of living and voices happens—such as the small
farmers that are not seen by the public agencies, as Manuel stated—the pesticides continue to
take over the area. And those did not leave, such as Manoel, Manuel, and Heloisa, are simply
forced to live with it. The pesticides have become an unescapable presence in the Santareno
Plateau: the inescapable presence of a technology for seeding the area with the life of the soy
production chain. And Vila Planalto, the neighborhood which is a town on top of another town is
also part of this chain; it is a place in the “territory of agribusiness” (Gayoso da Costa 2012).
I would argue that the images of Vila Planalto above, combined with the testimony of the
small farmer who now lives in front of a soy field (Manuel), of Manoel Munduruku who lives in
the Munduruku territory in the Santareno Plateau, and the soy field with the pesticide machine
that I visited with Neizinho, pose a challenge to understand the cycles that make the Amazonian
monoculture fields operations that make places as well as their afterlives while they make and
remake different kinds of silences. The monoculture fields are produced out of operations of
desertification in the sense of Carson, where lives are silenced in order for monoculture to
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emerge, while also, operations that open a dimension of futurity for these fields to become “the
space where life was, is not now, but could be if knowledges, techniques, and resources were
properly managed” (Povinelli 2016: 16). The Desert (Povinelli) enables the animation of the
desert (Carson), and Vila Planalto is a proof of that.
In order for Vila Planalto to emerge as a neighborhood in the deserted field, silences, as
presences of place, need to be fabricated to guarantee the silencing of the death and violence that
lie on the surface. Silences are many here, and are connected to the sensorial marks of
displacement and emplacement which make the soy fields and their networks. And these marks
are, citing again the quotation by Ochoa Gautier on silence, related to “the experiential intensity
of presence and absence associated to life and death" (2015:189): the man with a gun about to
arrive to take Neizinho and I out of the soy fields, the absence of dwellers and the presence of the
pesticide machine, the surveillance camera in Vila Planalto.
“(N)othing is inherently inert, everything is vital from the point of view of capitalization,
and anything can become something more with the right innovative angle” (Povinelli 2016: 20).
Vila Planalto was created after having exhausted its possibility of being land for soy monoculture
and became a place full of a new kind of life, a life made of surveilled homes and land lots for
sale.
However, not only does this vitalism game not bring back the same life as before, but
also life is much more than having people in a place: it is also shaped by multispecies
entanglements that enable certain affects that might be extinguished with their extinction
(Maxwell 2017). Importantly, remaking a place hospitable to life does not equate to making it
hospitable to every life or making it hospitable to the lives that were there before. Whoever
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inhabits those houses of Vila Planalto now are not the small farmers who were displaced from
the region.83 And the entire ecosystem is radically different than the one that existed there before.

As stated by Lida Maxwell, if Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring is an appeal to save life, it
depends on the characterization of life as always more than bodily survival, but as a realm of
affective pleasures that constitutes and gives meaning to how people live their lives. It is a call
for an environmental politics of desire rather than self-preservation narrowly constructed. When
in her “Fable for Tomorrow,” Carson speaks of a “spring without voices,” the future presented
by this fictional town is not a future without people, “but a future of people bereft of the other
creatures who inhabit our world." It is the nightmare future of a sterile world "born out a dream
of technological progress" (Maxwell 2017, 695). And this future is sterile, argues Maxwell,
citing van Dooren (2014), because extinction is a multispecies phenomenon: it does not end just
life, but “forms and ways of life created through “multispecies entanglements.”
Here, more precisely, thinking along with Carson (1962), and Maxwell’s queer reading of
her work (2017), what happened in the places I described in this chapter was a layered process of
silencing previous lives and modes of living in the area, which were then substituted by another
sense of land use, of relation to the forest, and of protection of the “environment.” Now, if there
is an environment to be protected and respected in the soy fields, it is not the “rivers, forests,
igarapés, mangroves, floodplains” as a place of the encantes and a territory of Ana Laide’s
pertença, but an environment of the pesticides, the crop monoculture and its transportation
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In fact, as Gayoso da Costa wrote at the time of her research, most of the buyers of the land lots in that area were
“families of Paraná origin, but from municipalities in Mato Grosso. The group of acquirers includes traditional cattle
ranchers from the region and university professors who arrived in the city of Santarém with the installation of the
Federal University of Western Pará” (Gayoso da Costa 2012, 130).
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logistics: the BR-163 road, the soy silos along the roads and ports, the trucks, the ports. As
Povinelli states,
Indeed, capitalists can be said to be the purest of the Animists. This said,
industrial capital depends on and, along with states, vigorously polices the
separations between forms of existence so that certain kinds of existents can be
subjected to different kinds of extractions. (2016, 20)
Land (terra) is limited. Such undeniable finitude of land, however, is continuously denied by the
“animism” of capitalism, which promotes a renewed sense on vitality dependent on the
subjection of different kinds of existents to radically unequal kinds of extractions. It would be
impossible to claim for any mode of listening to nature, to shape any argument on the relation
between sound and preservation, without acknowledging that as one or many worlds end, land
remains a major contested ontological ground. And one of the ways in which this happens is in
how the understanding of land as an unlimited resource for accumulation (by dispossession and
speculation)—similar to the mythical narrative cited by Almeida (2010) as well as to the multiple
ways in which places are sensed as silent-inert nature—is ontologically incompatible with the
understanding of land as a limited and necessary ground for the reproduction of life. Life, here,
meaning not just human life, but, “forms and ways of life created through multispecies
entanglements” (Maxwell 2017). Life, here, meaning that which also depends on the silence of
the water of which Ana Laide spoke.
Environments are fabricated by processes of silencing some modes of living over others.
Carson’s description of the silent town, deserted of all living things—the silence as the
desolation—is the description of a place where modes of living and living entanglements had to
be silenced in order for a place such as a monoculture field to emerge. Listening to the Amazon
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as “silent inert nature” is also what has sensorially authorized the arrival of the soy monoculture
in the first place. As Ochoa Gauthier has stated,
The layering of different metaphysics of sound has been a central dimension of Latin
American history, couched in the way the acoustic lies in the different understandings of
the given and the made, of convention and invention, and in the impossibility of
establishing an unambiguous relation with noise and silence when faced with trying to
define the nature of life on earth. (2014: 75)
Listening is entrenched in logics of world-making/world-destruction and the layering of
“different metaphysics of sound” (ibid.) that hierarchize the lives, entities, and assemblages
which become more or less valuable to an “environment” and in order for an “environment” to
exist. Silence is multiple, it is material, and it is central in this fabrication. Silence also tells of
the impossibility of making more, it speaks of the parts of loss that cannot be reanimated.
The monoculture chain continuously works to silence the histories of people who have to
deal with toxicity (Manuel: “the production chain speaks louder”) in order to transform place and
fill it with new silences—the gun, the pesticides, the guards of monoculture, the guards of private
property. Mechanized harvesting, pesticides, a guard with a gun, the soy production-distribution
chain with its ports and roads: these are the elements at stake here, these are the assemblage and
the multispecies-multi-material entanglements generating affects and razing down the earth and
the memories of places (Torres 2014) to make the soy field, to desertify place, and to make it
alive again as a fancy neighborhood surveilled by cameras.
The silences produced by the soy monoculture chain and its multispecies-multi-material
entanglements are very different from the silence of the kind generated by the encounter of an
activity such as hunting, as described by Stoltze Lima (1999) when analyzing the Juruna relation
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with the peccaries, and as debated in the previous chapter. After all, who could be hunting in the
soy field? The silence that inhabits the entanglements of the soy production chain are not the
silence as part of a “cosmopolitical ethics” of cohabitation and coexistence with encantados and
other beings which acknowledges their proximity (Cordeiro 2017: 207), nor the silence of the
water, as described by Ana Laide—after all, where are the encantes in the soy field?
If “senses make place and places make sense,” as Feld has put it (1996: 91), it is
important to think seriously about the layering and clashing between places that also interconnect
the silences mentioned above. It is necessary to think of the relation between different silences as
they make place. And note how these relations—now in a way curiously similar to the hunt of
the Juruna described by Stoltze Lima (1999)—are often risky, life threatening, and not simply
about damaging a soundscape and quietening and displacing the beings of the “natural world.”
If once the Amazon was understood as absent of people, as in the military motto of 1970s
that drove its internal colonization (“land without people for people without land”), and if the
Santareno Plateau was seen as a realm of “available” land to be grabbed, speculated on,
devastated, and transformed into monoculture fields—as a kind of nature as an “inert forest,
'created idly and lying there, silent'” (Albert 2002)—now Vila Planalto has emerged through the
Desert as the afterlife of extractivism. This means that thinking through the soy monoculture in
the Amazon, then the “Desert” conceptualized by Povinelli (2016) reads as a revamped
understanding of nature for extraction: the silent place ready for a technological fix “with the
right innovative angle” (Povinelli 2016).
"A great silence is spreading over the natural world even as the sound of man is
becoming deafening," affirmed by Bernie Krause (2012). “We look for the (public) agencies and
they close their eyes because… there is a production chain that speaks louder,” said Manuel, the
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family farmer in Mojuí. Reading Krause through the words of Manuel would entail generating
another kind of synthetic statement here. If there is such a thing as a great silence spreading in
the Santareno plateau, it is the continuous silencing of small farmers like Manuel, the silencing
that comes when the soy production chain speaks louder. And such silencing can only be great
while it depends on the making of multiple silences as presences of places, silences that are
noticeable on the ground and in the surroundings of where Manuel dwells: guards with guns,
surveillance cameras, plaques with new names. The great silencing depends on the layering of
silent-inert natures to constantly re-state that the Amazon is always ready to be reinvented in the
frontier between life and non-life, supporting the “hyperbolized image of Brazil” mentioned by
Berno de Almeida, which is so fundamental to the agro-strategies: land in Brazil as “an unlimited
and permanently available asset” (2010, 110-1). Multiple silences are spreading over the
Santareno Plateau in order for the agribusiness production chain to speak louder, and in order for
the fantasy of infinite land to prevail.
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2.5 Episode four: “The beautiful that is not beautiful:” distance and closeness to the
soy fields.

Figure 19: Soy and rice field in Belterra. April 2019

"These are the beautiful that are not beautiful"
(Cleo, small farmer in Santareno Plateau Region, referring to the soy fields taking over the
region, 2019)
We were both sitting in our hammocks, in a boat in the middle of the Arapiuns river,
heading to an assembly of the Tapajos-Arapiuns Extractivist Reservation, when Cleo and I had
the conversation that led to her statement above about the soy fields in the Santareno Plateau. We
were both, at that moment, far from the soy monoculture fields and its presence. But I also knew
that what she was saying was based on a long-term experience of relation with those places. She
lived in that area, she grew up in a small farming community there, and she dedicated her work
to trying to bring young inhabitants of the region closer to family farming. I also noted that what
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Cleo was saying to me was not very different from my own perception when I first went to the
soy fields with Neizinho. Neither was it too different from what Neizinho said to me when we
stopped the car in the middle of a soy field that April day in Belterra and I got out to see what
stood around us and take pictures for my research. Perhaps reacting and responding to my
gesture of taking a picture of that place, and perhaps as someone at the time much more used to
providing people with typical tourist experiences with the “Amazonian forest” than to taking
researchers to the soy fields, Neizinho immediately said, as I raised the phone to photograph the
field: “It looks beautiful, right?, but…”
The recognition of the possibility of a fake beauty (Cleo), or a beauty that is “but”
(Neizinho), coming from people so closely aware of the violence that shaped those fields is
striking. They seem to point simultaneously to an acknowledgement of the possibility of sensing
that place as detached from the violent histories which allowed it to emerge (the beautiful, the
inert place ready for extraction, or the “empty” place ready for a technological fix), while also a
recognition that there are those who can sense the violence beyond this trap (that this is not
beautiful, that there has been a lot of silencing of lives). “These are the beautiful that are not
beautiful.” I now read Cleo’s statement as an acknowledgement of the techno-poetical work that
comes along with the soy commodity chain: one of building a new surface on top of death and
devastation while trying to erase them.
The previous chapter, in dialogue with Ana Laide’s words, revealed how different and
clashing silences are part of an economy of predation and exchange that does not account for the
rooted multiplicity of the spiritual dimensions of the forest. As I argued towards the end of that
chapter, building on a conversation with Leó, who lives in an Extractivist Reservation in the
Santarém region, in contrast to the hunters, the soy tractors do not listen to the Curupira, the
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spirit who protects the forest; they just come down, razing down the earth. However, as seen in
this chapter, once the tractors of monoculture tear places apart as if they were mere resource
providers, they also leave marks that continue to proliferate. And these marks proliferate because
the work of making place over place continues, and must continue, in order for the shape of the
commodity chain to prevail. And this also happens because, as Sarah Ahmed put it, building on
the Marxian notion of commodity fetishism, anything that is “sensuous certain”—anything that
seems to have a form and appear as an object—is shaped by histories of work:
I want to suggest that it is not just commodities that are fetishized: objects that I perceive
as objects, as having properties of their own, as it were, are produced through the process
of fetishism. The object is ‘‘brought forth’’ as a thing that is ‘‘itself” only insofar as it is
cut off from its own arrival. So it becomes that which we have presented to us, only if we
forget how it arrived, as a history that involves multiple forms of contact between others.
Objects appear by being cut off from such histories of arrival, as histories that involve
multiple generations, and the ‘‘work’’ of bodies, which is of course the work of some
bodies more than others (Ahmed 2006: 41-2)
I was not aware of the multi-generational histories of arrival behind making the soy monoculture
as a place that is “beautiful, but…” when I stopped to take the pictures of the soy fields in
Belterra. My gesture was much more automatic and unthinking. I was acting in accordance with
what I understood “doing research” to mean at that moment: to document by taking pictures. But
today, I can’t help remembering that moment with Neizinho and Cleo under this new frame: “the
beautiful that is not beautiful,” the presence of the soy field as an “object” (in the sense of
Ahmed), through the persistent work of erasing and silencing previous modes of living in that
area. I go back to the video recording I made with my cell phone, when Neizinho and I drove
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into the soy field, and as I listen to our conversation again, I realize that sensing “the beautiful
that is not beautiful” is also sensing the Desert: it is the awareness of the perverse dimension of
futurity that is generated in the places these soy fields have become. Sensing the “the beautiful
that is not beautiful” is the awareness that these places are, despite all, places. And while they are
deserted of many living things, while they are a product of desolation, they inhabit a temporality,
they point to a future. They point to places like Vila Planalto, and they also point to chains,
networks, assemblages: they point to the Cargill port in Santarém and the whole commodity
chain it is immersed in. Worse than that, they also point to cycles: cycles of making and
remaking place. They point to the many “technological fixes” that keep remaking places in states
of increasing precarity in order for extractivist neoliberalism to prevail. And these operations
also result in vast death and loss laying on the ground, and becoming part of the surface of place;
what Gan et al. have called “ghosts:”
As humans reshape the landscape, we forget what was there before. Ecologists
call this forgetting the ‘shifting baseline syndrome.’ Our newly shaped and ruined
landscapes become the new reality. Admiring one landscape and its biological
entanglements often entails forgetting many others. Forgetting, in itself, remakes
landscapes, as we privilege some assemblages over others (…) Deep histories
tumble in unruly graves that are bulldozed into gardens of Progress. (…)
Considered through ghosts and weeds, worlds have ended many times before.
(…) The landscapes grown from such endings are our disasters as well as our
weedy hope. (Gan et al 2017, G6-7)
The monocultured, pesticide-saturated desert is silent in its absence of diversity of life
(Carson 1962); silent in its absence of people dwelling there to tell the histories of listening to its
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transformations, and continues to exist as a monocultured, pesticide-saturated desert through a
regime of governmental agencies repeatedly silencing the complaints of small farmers who
remain (such as Manuel). Vila Planalto takes shape both through the process of land owners,
land speculators, and land buyers admiring new entanglements and forgetting many other,
previous ones (“the beautiful that is not beautiful”), and the acknowledgement by some people,
such as Neizinho and Cleo, that “Deep histories tumble in unruly graves that are bulldozed into
gardens of Progress” (Gan et al. 2017, G6): (“the beautiful that is not beautiful). This double
bind eternally frames this neighborhood as a place and as a desertic garden full of the ghosts of
progress.
This is how a desert, absent of many past life entanglements, silent as Carson’s “silent
spring,” also becomes full as a place: the new silences, the ghosts, the surveillance camera. Vila
Planalto as “an inert state welcoming a technological fix” (Povinelli 2016: 19) needs both
silencing as a performative gesture of erasure and for partial attunement of what is actually
always there (the production chain continues to speak louder than the small farmers affected by
pesticides), and needs new silences to be fabricated as a new kind of presence of place: the
surveillance cameras. The soy monoculture takes over the forest and the small farmers: one
silence over the other, destruction of silence as connected to pertença (silence of the water, Ana
Laide); fabrication of silence as connected to security and vigilance (security cameras); the guard
of the soy field over the encantados and the dogs of the forest and small farmers. And such
destruction and fabrication, such silencing over, is made possible by another silence: the silence
of nature made inert, ready for extraction.
Investigating the sounds of climate change in his book Towards a Sound Ecology, music
scholar Jeff Todd Titon writes: "In the presence of nature, I heard the sound of climate change
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and experienced its solemn, terrifying beauty. I felt the slow panic of the twenty-first-century
ecosublime, nature's market adjustment writ large" (Titon 2020, 249-250). Sensing the “beautiful
that is not beautiful” is indeed to sense the market, and may sound similar to Titon’s statement. It
is however, very different from it. First of all, it does relate to being “in the presence of nature.”
It is neither about the “ecosublime” nor its panic. It is, instead, sensing the cycles that exist
despite destruction, and on top of it. It is, I would argue, closer to what Ailton Krenak said when
he was giving an online talk in 2020, from the Krenak territory in Minas Gerais, Brazil, which
stands near the river that the Samarco mining company—a joint venture between the Brazilian
Vale do Rio Doce and the English-Australian BHP—has recently killed (the Watu river ).84 As
he was talking, he stopped for a second and brought attention to the sound of a horn honking
near him. He then said: “This honk from Vale (do Rio Doce), from Vale’s train that just passed
there, is part of their network. It takes the mountain, transforms it, hands it to them, and they
make it come back again in the form of gadgets like this (shows his cell phone)” (2020a85).
The honk, the extraction of the mountain, the transportation of a piece of the mountain, the
merchandise that comes back: Krenak’s way of framing the honk in mining invites us to think of
ways in which sounding and listening can make place while in circulation as part of an extractive
production chain. We must learn to sense the multi-material acoustic assemblages tied to the

“On November 5, 2015, a sea of toxic mud and mineral waste flooded out of the Fundão dams operated by
Samarco, killing 19 people, destroying homes and polluting waterways. Since the flood, which is widely regarded as
Brazil’s worst ever environmental disaster, life on the riverbank has been completely transformed.”
https://www.aljazeera.com/features/2017/7/3/life-for-brazils-krenak-after-fundao-dam-collapse. The collapse of the
Fundão dam released 43.7 million cubic meters of mine tailings into the Watu river (also known as Doce river).
Three years and two months after this environmental crime, in January 2019, Vale S.A. (previously known as Vale
do Rio Doce), was responsible for another major dam collapse in the same state of Minas Gerais, the Brumadinho
dam disaster.
85
Krenak, Ailton, Interview by Leandro Demori. Intercept Brasil. April 8, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeAI7GDOefg Original in portuguese: “Essa buzina da vale, do trem da vale
que passou ali, faz parte da rede deles. Ela pega a montanha, transforma, entrega pra eles, eles fazem ela voltar de
novo na forma de aparelhinhos assim.” Thanks to Rosa Acevedo for noting that interaction and pointing it out to me.
84
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sounds of “development” and devastation. It does not suffice to sense the loss and point to what
is cracking or what is no longer there. We must sense what is being made out of loss, on top of
loss, despite loss. We need to position ourselves in relation to that as well.
It is indeed true that, as Titon argues, "you don’t have to be a soundscape ecologist to know
that a loud buzzing, honking, croaking, singing patch of forest is a healthy one or that a silent
spring is not" (2020: 248-9). But acknowledging what else a silent spring entails is also
important. And this process is not about the slow panic of the ecosublime. It is about pesticides,
death, and about place building over place.
"In addition to the fact that we no longer have the forest, we are poisoned in our own
work and living environment,” said Heloise Rocha, the teacher in Belterra, to the journalists that
interviewed for a report on the advancement of soy monoculture in the area. What would it mean
to ask a question about “the sounds of climate change,” taking Rocha’s words into account?

2.6. Conclusion: place over place, silence over silence.
Development was a central part of the discourse through which soy monoculture took
over the Santareno Plateau, repeating, in Belterra, the false promises of the Fordism of decades
earlier (Pereira and Leite 2011). Development, as a horizon of desire, as an idea of a better (or
less bad) future, articulates times and spaces that emerge out of the reinvention of tragedy and
brutality into new sensorial possibilities, into new modes of fruition. It is what makes the soy
fields the beautiful that is, in fact, not beautiful. Development depends, after all, in the
transformation of a green desert without sounding animals and without the hauntings of the deep
forest and its spirits and encantados into a neighborhood of new surveilled silences and ghosts.
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This is not the result of a simple resurrection. It is the result of an operation where vast death and
loss lay on the ground, and become part of the surface of place.
Silence is part of an economy of predation and exchange that does not account for the
rooted multiplicity of the spiritual dimensions of the forest, and in so neglecting to do that and
tearing places apart as if they were mere resource providers, leaves marks that continue to
proliferate. Silences may be destroyed, but as they are destroyed, other silences appear: silences
which point to what becomes present when place has been radically deformed: pesticides,
toxicity, surveillance cameras, plaques and the ghosts generated by “progress.”
Developmental-extractive processes are also sensorial processes. A specific sensoriality
of development lies behind the material making of a forest into a soy field, and it also lies behind
the making of land of poor soil, post-soy monoculture into a surveilled neighborhood with land
lots for sale. Progress is a process of landscape reshaping as a process of forgetting previous
entanglements which made place, entanglements such as the ones named by Ana Laide: an
acoustic interaction which is as much about coexisting and making the forest, understanding the
limits of one’s relation to it, as it is about listening and praying. Progress is also a process of
hiding the histories of work and violence that lie behind the fictional existence of the
unidirectional line (Ahmed 2006) of wealth concentration, i.e., the land expropriation and
devastation which “is not beautiful.”
Silence is the silence of the water, but silence is also what lies behind the turning of the
forest into a soy field, and the surveillance cameras in the post-desertic place. Soy monoculture
farming fabricates multiple silences as it displaces people, desertifies place, and fills land with
pesticides as it substitutes the protectors of the forest for mechanisms of surveillance of private
property. Silence is not presence nor absence themselves. Silence is a point of view in the war
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between worlds in which worlds clash, worlds are fabricated and destroyed. It relates to the
friction in which worlds clash, die, and prey on each other. Silence is the material and debris of a
war between worlds as a war between senses-places makings.
Cleo said that the soy fields are the beautiful that is not beautiful. By now perhaps we can
face these fields and say, following her, that acknowledging that the beautiful is not beautiful is
the recognition that silence has gone over silence. To sense the beautiful that is not beautiful is to
sense the war between worlds. Relations over relations; war between relations; war between
words; war between silences.
Senses make displacements as they make place over place. “Our era of human destruction
has trained our eyes only on the immediate promises of power and profits” (Gan et al. 2017: G2).
However, the era of human destruction goes beyond landscape as in the domain of seeing, as the
domain of the eyes. It goes beyond the ear and hearing as well. Landscapes, as “overlaid
arrangements of human and nonhuman living spaces” (Gan et al. 2017: G1), demand that
relations be considered where sounds cannot create a scape of their own, in pure relation to other
sounds. Landscapes, thus, make sense when read in a statement such as “the beautiful that is not
beautiful,” which can directly point to one (of many) soy fields. This phrasing is a way to
acknowledge a state of things in relation as the surface of the storytelling that is necessary for
some things to be communicated. “The beautiful that is not beautiful” is the soy field as the
entanglements of multiple times and cycles.
***
My effort in this chapter was to argue that thinking about sound and listening in the midst
of devastation demands an attention to the complex entanglement of presence and absence which
are displaced and produced by extractivism. Silence, as “deployment of the limit” (Ochoa
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Gautier 2015), is destroyed and fabricated as part of the “economy of destruction” of
capitalism—when “you destroy a place in the world and then you call the building contractors to
reconstruct” (Krenak 2019).86 Development is sensorially fabricated in an economy which also
depends on the reanimation of deserts for capitalization (Povinelli 2016). Silence is not one
thing; it is also not an abstract idea. Silence is the material itself of such destruction and
fabrication. Silences tell how senses make place over place while land remains a contested
ontological ground.

2.7. “Every landscape is haunted by past ways of life:” monoculture, silence, spirits
and ghosts.
As we walked in the devastated soy fields in Belterra, Neizinho suddenly stopped to point
to a small plant coming from the ground: a subtle, disruptive presence I had not noticed, and
perhaps would never have noticed if it was not for him. “Look, Maria. Here, there used to be a
house. This is a garden plant. Its roots are deep, so it regrows even after the machines break
down the trees.”

86

Original in Portuguese: “Você destrói um lugar do mundo e chama as empreiteiras depois para reconstruir...”
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Figure 20: A potato plant in the middle of the soy and rice field—a small strip of
forest and de-rooted trees in the back. The potato plant is the ghost of a past life, a remainder
of a past before devastation in Belterra (Pará, 2019), one which Neizinho is able

I point to this situation in the end of this chapter not to conclude it with hope. The potato
plant is there, but it is hard to envision the small farmers returning now—when, among other
things, Jair Bolsonaro’s policies aggressively work to destroy the Amazonian lives and
territories. It is not possible to situate ourselves in that kind of poetic delirium right now. But,
still, if it is vital to argue for preservation of life as the preservation of multispecies
entanglements, and if it is necessary to find ways of dwelling in the end of the world, we need
then to insist on noting the presence of worlds that have ended many times before, because they
also inhabit the places we believe to be able to sense and make with today.
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***
Spirits of the forest. Ghosts of progress. Worlds have ended many times before.
Transformation and destruction take different shapes.
So do silences.

This is the beautiful that is not beautiful.
We must honor the loss.
We must honor the death.
We cannot just keep making place and making with.
There is no outside. There is still underneath.
***
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Chapter 3: “The machines will replace us, it is the same as with the
birds:” noises and the promises of infrastructure in a community in
the Extractivist Reserve Tapajós Arapiuns

Figure 21: Maripá, along the borders of the Tapajós River, as the night falls. March
2019.

The picture above is of Maripá, a small extractivist-rural community87 of around seventyfive families on the borders of the Tapajós River, in the state of Pará, which will be at the center

As Magalhães Lima briefly synthesizes, “In various regions of the Brazilian Amazon, the term comunidade
(‘community’) refers to a type of settlement where residents have their own political organisation, officers
(president, vice president, treasurer, etc.) and a democratic process of discussing their problems. The formation of
these rural communities was a result of the community empowerment and social work done by the Movimento
Eclesiastico de Base (MEB), an organization associated with the progressive wing of the Catholic Church that began
87
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of this chapter. Maripá is one of the seventy-four communities which are part of the Extractivist
Reserve Tapajós-Arapiuns (RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns), a type of sustainable use protected area
in Brazil composed of indigenous and riverine communities. The land in the Extractivist
Reservation Tapajós Arapiuns is legally owned by the state, but the people who live in the area
have the right to traditional extractive practices such as specific kinds of hunting, fishing, and
harvesting, which can be combined with small agriculture activities. Maripá’s central economic
activities are family farming and extractivism. Before COVID-19, they also had an emerging
effort to bring eco-tourism to the community.
I went to Maripá for the first time in September 2018, when I met Isolina and her
husband Manduca, two rural workers and inhabitants of the community, through the mediation
of Professor Jackson Rego and Raquel Tupinambá. Jackson is a professor at the Federal
University of West Pará, and Raquel is a current PhD student in anthropology. She is from
another RESEX community and at the time was teaching in the elementary school of Maripá and
living with Isolina. After this first visit, I then came back to Maripá for a few periods of time
between 2018 and 2019, and strengthened my connection with Isolina, who also has an active
leading role in the community.88
Initially, my plan was to investigate the use of loudspeakers in some of RESEX’s
intercommunitarian celebrations. There is a network of exchange between the communities that
are part of the Extractive Reservation. Each community has a calendar of festivities of local
associations, religious celebrations of local saints, and soccer tournaments that usually entail the

to work in the Amazon in the 1970s. As a result of MEB’s work (a combination of mission and outreach), the term
comunidade has come to define a politically organized locality whose population identifies itself as members of this
organization.” (Magalhães Lima 2014: 12)
88
One cannot simply arrive at a community in the Extractive Reservation without some kind of mediation and
agreement. Isolina would always inform the members of the community association of my visit, and as a protocol of
entry in RESEX, I had to register my name in the community book every time I arrived at the community.
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participation of neighboring communities from the Reservation and people coming from cities
nearby, such as Santarém. In my first visits to Maripá, Isolina told me about the coming dates of
festivities and tournaments that would take place there, and invited me to go with her to the
tournaments in some neighboring communities at RESEX as well. I thus planned a calendar of
return to the community according to these dates.
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Figure 22: Illustration of zoning of RESEX territory based on water courses. Maripá is
in the pink colored section in the top right side, the Low Tapajós region. The name of the
region is based on its positionality in relation to the flow of the Tapajós river: the Low
Tapajós is the area near the mouth of the Tapajós river. (PSA 2015 Cited in Andrade 2019:6)
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Tapajós-Arapiuns RESEX is located at a confluence of the Tapajós and Arapiuns rivers, in a
region that belongs to the municipalities of Santarém and Aveiro. The RESEX covers a surface
area of 647,610 hectares, most of which is located in Santarém: approximately 453,327 hectares.
The remainder, 194,283 hectares, is located in the municipality of Aveiro. The Extractivist
Reservation corresponds to a category of protected areas, or, closer to the term in Portuguese, a
conservation unit (Unidade de Conservação, UC), referenced in Law No. 9,985, of July 18, 2000,
which institutes the National System of Conservation Units (SNUC) in Brazil. I will delve into
that history with a bit more detail in the first section of this chapter.
The extractivism tied to the category of RESEX differs from an alternate sense of extractivism
I have been using in this dissertation. Up to now I have been using extractivism as an academic
trope for predatory exploration or, in the words of Marisol de la Cadena “a geo-techno-financial
corporate complex that desiccates lagoons, transforms forests into plantations, redirects and
contains rivers, irrigates deserts, replaces mountains with open-pit mines, and builds roads
connecting oceans” (2018). However, extractivism is also the word used to name a century-old
activity of collection of natural products from the forest for subsistence, which in traditional
communities often is complemented by small agriculture. Naming this specific kind of
conservation unit in Brazil, extractivism is in fact a way of recognizing the social use of land tied
to a notion of conservation. RESEX is a conservation unit category unique to Brazil, which is
focused on preserving the forest while recognizing the traditional modes of living which depend
on the rich biodiversity of this environment, as well as their activities considered of “low impact”
to it (Almeida 2018). A stated by Andrade,
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The management of any protected area involves different actors, devices and powers, and
operates at various levels of decision-making spheres—from comprehensive
compositions of international policies, to national budgetary agreements and regional
land use plans to day-to-day decisions that affect the livelihoods of people residing in or
near UC (conservation unit). (2019:76)
The specific Extractivist Reservation where Isolina, Manduca, as well as other members of their
family live, the Tapajós-Arapiuns RESEX, was legally created in 1998, transforming the area of
several communities along the Tapajós and Arapiuns rivers into a conservation unit under state
tutelage. While this was an important step in the struggle against the advancement of loggers in
the region, the creation of this RESEX also fueled a series of changes in the patters of land use,
occupation, and social organization in the area.89
As mentioned earlier, my initial idea when visiting RESEX was to understand the
circulation of loudspeakers in their intercommunitarian celebrations. As I stayed in Maripá,
however another sonic presence stood out to me as more pervasive than that of loudspeakers:
that of motors and generators. More specifically, the noisy motor of the boat in which we
travelled between communities, and the noisy generator which, in Maripá, was used to pump
water to the community. At night, Maripá would be dark, since most of the houses did not have
any source of electricity. The few lamps that I would note here and there depended on a few
solar panels installed in some houses of the community by an NGO in partnership with the
Organization of RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns Associations (Tapajoara)90, in the past. There were

89

The choice by working groups in the region and community leaders of the time, to fight to become an Extractivist
Reservation, was a strategic one. Amongst the possible protected areas of institutional options at the time, the
RESEX was considered the most appropriate juridical category available, “considering the urgency that the residents
of the area had in gaining some guarantee of permanence in the territory and the need to interrupt the actions of the
lumber companies in the shortest possible time.” (Andrade 2019: 120)
90
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also some generators owned by the community association, the church, and the school. These
few generators, however, were incredibly loud when they were turned on. I was surprised to note
how a place that could be so “quiet” at night, in terms of not having a lot of electronically
amplified sounds, and also in terms of resonating so much of the sounds of the forest—various
birds, multiple animals, and crickets, as well as the river, and the wind in the trees—could at
times suddenly be so mechanically noisy. Importantly, I noticed that these sounds bothered the
inhabitants of Maripá that I met as well, and that when talking about them, broader reflections
about the present and future of Maripá and RESEX came to the fore. The sentence quoted below,
which also gives the name of this chapter, springs from a conversation I had in Maripá, in March
2019, with Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho, a young friend of theirs. At some point, while
reflecting on the noise of some machines in Maripá – specifically the motorboats and
generators—Paulinho said:
They will replace each thing that happens, what we have been doing manually until
today, the machines will end up replacing us. It is the same as with the bird. We are
happily going about (a gente vai ser contente)… and we were used to waking up with the
songs (os cantos) of the roosters and the birds here… but now we'll wake up to the noise
(barulho) of the machines. (Paulinho, Maripá, Extrativist Reserve Tapajós-Arapiuns,
March 2019)
As we see above, a conversation about a noisy generator led to a reflection about the potential
future of manual work, in which Paulinho connects noise to a sense of replacement. This manual
work is here tied to the work of cultivating the land; and the disappearance of birds is directly
tied to the presence of the small extractivist farmers about to be replaced by machines. Such
articulation of presences and transformations through the key of noise deserves some attention.
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My effort in this chapter is to weave a narrative of the senses of futurity, tied to the presence and
promises of energy and circulation infrastructures that are communicated through a debate on
noises by Isolina, Manduca, Paulinho, and Leó (Isolina’s brother). And in order for that to
happen, as the quote by Paulinho above shows, birds also need to be taken into account.
Infrastructures bring with them promises and expectations.91 And what they promise is often
“a complex and unstable temporal alignment,” articulating relations between past and future
(Harvey 2018: 82). They “gesture toward uncertain futures, even as they attempt to stabilize and
channel the grounds of possibility for future lives” (ibid.: 99). The machines that Paulinho refers
to in the testimony above are the generators and motors that are central for the infrastructure of
water service and circulation of inhabitants of RESEX. As we will see in the “geopolitical
testimonies” (Impey 2018) cited in this chapter, the present and imaginary impacts that energy
and circulation infrastructures have on the community appear both as promises of improvement
and as generating fears of replacement. By tying a debate on noise to one about the complex
promises of energy infrastructures, I intend to address the ways in which Isolina, Manduca,
Paulinho, and Leó deal with temporal disjunctions that are also geopolitical ones: disjunctions
that are particular to the ways in which traditional communities have been immersed in the
projects of development in Brazil.
The debate on noise is vast, with writings that cut many disciplinary boundaries, from music
theory to information theory and the social sciences (Novak 2015). For the purposes of this
chapter, I will be in dialogue with a few selected reflections on the subject—the ones that help us
deal with the ways in which noise becomes part of the histories of listening to change, disruption,
promise and joy shared by these four inhabitants of Maripá. As stated by Meintjes, in dialogue

91

See, for example, the debate in Anand, Nikhil, Akhil Gupta, and Hannah Appel (org.) The Promise of
Infrastructure, 2018.
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with Feld (2012): “Singular voices carry within them multiple others, present and elsewhere.
They emerge in dialogue with others and in relation to ways of being heard” (Meintjes 2017: 17).
Noise, as a relational, temporal, and territorial category, matters here from the perspective of
storytelling. Noise is “a powerful antisubject of culture,” states Novak, which, in its mutable
oppositional character, raises “essential questions about the normative staging of human
expression, socialization, individual subjectivity, and political control” (2015: 133). The
reflections that inhabitants of Maripá make about noise frequently point to the creation of
RESEX, the challenges of the conservation unit status, fears about its dissolution, as well as the
ways in which the state might use its power of governance over it to bring “development”
(Andrade 2019).
In his book that frames noise as central to the political economy of music, Jacques Attali
claims “…any theory of power today must include a theory of the localization of noise and its
endowment with form” (1985, 6). In dialogue with Attali’s statement, I here contend that
reflections on modes of territorializing in the Amazon have much to gain from the storytelling of
noises. As a relational category, noise takes us to messy debates where multiple positioned social
groups share and dispute senses of disturbance and occupation (Sewald 2011), and it is also “a
fertile area of dissent and political negotiation” (Cardoso 2016). As Michael Heller states,
"Debates over noisiness (both its nature and its presence) call our attention to the many ways that
sound is assessed, valued, contested, and manipulated" (2015: 49). Here, while in dialogue with
this claim by Heller, I argue that debates over noisiness in Maripá call attention not only to
sound, but to how the borders and boundaries of Maripá and RESEX are “layered, contested, and
manipulated” in the context of the complex institutional mediations and notions of environmental
conservation and “sustainability” that are part of the shaping of the territory.
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The Latin root of the term “noise,” as Novak notes, is nausea, from the Greek root naus
for ship: “The reference to seasickness captures the basic disorientation of the term: noise is a
context of sensory experience, but also a moving subject of circulation, of sound and listening,
that emerges in the process of navigating the world and its differences” (2015: 125). Noise can
address a sense of disorientation and misunderstanding of sounds, peoples, ideas, and languages.
As we project noise into specific bodies, entities, and social groups, one of the questions is:
who/what becomes noise, when, why, and for whom? Asking these questions entails
acknowledging the temporal and material dimensions of noise as well: the ways in which noise
can be a mode of remembering or projecting transformative (or traumatic) events in time, in
relation to presences of place that have been or might be disturbed in the future. In this sense,
noise configures not only a sound that disturbs other sounds, but an acoustic presence that
disturbs a sense of place. These acoustic presences, here, are never an abstract or immaterial
sound, but are in fact inextricably tied to some objects and beings: motors, generators, birds.
The English word “noise” can stand for at least two words in Portuguese: barulho and
ruído. However, what I translate as noise refers only to the term barulho, which is the word that
Isolina, Manduca, Paulinho, and Leó use. I am more interested in the ways this term is mobilized
by them than by a dictionary definition of it, but it is also helpful to acknowledge that the
dictionary definition of barulho in Portuguese is: “a noisy disorder among many; great noise;
mix, confusion, disruption; notoriety.”92 Ruído is habitually used in more technical debates on
sound, as a term associated with the lack of periodicity of the vibrational waves or, in
information theory, as something that disorganizes the transmission of a message. Barulho, on
the other hand, carries the sense of disruption of noise while sometimes also tying it to a certain
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"barulho," in Dicionário Priberam da Língua Portuguesa [em linha], 2008-2021,
https://dicionario.priberam.org/barulho [consultado em 08-03-2021].
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aliveness. The term zoada, which also has a close meaning to barulho, will also appear in this
chapter. Zoada is “a sound similar to some flying insects: a buzz; a loud or constant noise; or
confusion, disorder.”93 I will translate zoada as “buzz,” but it is important to note that I am here
considering this term as pertaining to our debate on noise as well. Both barulho and zoada speak
of a relation between sounds and a sense of presence tied to mess, disturbance, and sometimes
also aliveness. Both terms are used not only to refer to machines, but also to the sounds of birds
and monkeys, often framed as creatures that one “cohabits” with, bringing also joy to everyday
life.
The next section will briefly review the history of emergence of RESEX Tapajós Arapiuns.
Then, I will describe some details about the energy infrastructures in Maripá so that we can later
engage in long fragments of conversations where noises will guide us to a debate on the promises
and fears tied to changing infrastructures in the region.

3.1 Brief history of RESEX-Tapajós Arapiuns in the context of Conservation Units
in Brazil
RESEX Tapajós Arapiuns was created in 1998, and its creation was an important
territorial political step in the fight of indigenous and traditional communities near the Tapajós
and Arapiuns Rivers: a struggle that was mostly about territorializing their modes of living
against economic activities of intense exploration which devastate natural resources. The
emergence of this specific RESEX, which was the first one in the state of Pará, Brazil, is part of
a broader history of creation of conservation units in the country, and more specifically the
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"zoada," in Dicionário Priberam da Língua Portuguesa [em linha], 2008-2021,
https://dicionario.priberam.org/zoada [consultado em 29-03-2021].
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creation and institutionalization of the conservation unit category of “Extractivist Reservation,”
which sprang from the rubber tappers social movement, led by Chico Mendes, in the state of
Acre, in the 1980s.
Aiming to guarantee their access to land, in a context of being expelled from the
territories where they lived, worked, and cultivated, struggling for survival in precarious work
conditions, and amidst continuous and deadly conflicts with loggers and big farmers in the
region (including the assassination of the leader of the movement, Chico Mendes, in 1988), the
rubber tappers movement came up in the late 80s with a “formulation of an innovative proposal
for a solution to the land issue—an agrarian reform inspired by the model of indigenous reserves
and in the conservation units, the Extractive Reserves” (Allegretti 2008: 46). The proposition by
the rubber tappers was to create a RESEX, joining the categories of social development and
environmental preservation that were seen as opposing each other at the time (ibid.). As Cunha
points out (2010), Extractivist Reservations in Brazil were born out a new notion of citizenship,
which emerged in the 1970s and 1980s in the country: the idea that one has the right to have
rights. In other words, citizenship would not be reduced to having access to previously defined
rights, but it also meant the efforts to design rights, in the context of multiple social movements’
struggles for the end of military dictatorship in the country. While initially, the main struggle and
flag of the rubber tappers movement was to guarantee their rights of access to land, later, “in
conformity with the international environmental movement, environmental issues were
incorporated into the political struggle” (Cavalcanti, 2002: 8, cited in Andrade 2019: 94).
With the internationalization of the environmental question, marked by a series of events
such as the World Commission on Environment and Development (1983), the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)—also known as the Rio de Janeiro
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Earth Summit, and Eco 92 (1992), and others, there was “greater organization by States to
develop normative systems capable of structuring actions in line with converging conservation
and development interests” (Andrade 2019: 71). “During the 1980s, discussions about concepts
such as sustainable development and traditional populations became more evident,” and these
came to be in dialogue with ways in which the environmental question would be internationally
debated in the 1990s” (ibid: 72). In Brazil, the creation of RESEX, emerged while joining this
international debate with the poignant question of the intensification of land conflicts and the
struggle of the social movement of the rubber tappers in the rural areas of the country.
The international events and episodes tied to the construction of international
environmental policies were very influential, but also, with time, the Brazilian state developed its
own way of navigating these questions: “the unfolding of these actions also followed, in
ideological, legal and political terms, an order that outlined the institutionalization of
Conservation Units” (Andrade 2019: 78). In 2000, the Brazilian System of Protected Areas
(Sistema Nacional de Unidades de Conservação, SNUC) was created, becoming “one of the
main theoretical and methodological frameworks for environmental policies in Brazil” (ibid.:
79). The SNUC is a formal, unified system for federal, state and municipal parks, responsible for
ensuring the creation, management and consolidation of conservation units in the country—the
Extractivist Reservations being one of them.94 While the first RESEX in Brazil, the Alto Juruá
Extractive Reserve, in Acre, was created and legally recognized in the 1990s, the creation of
SNUC generated a new institutional governance over these Reservations. The category of
RESEX consolidated in the SNUC is presented in Art. 18 as:
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These include environmental protection areas, areas of relevant ecological interest, national forests, state forests,
extractive reserves, wildlife reserves, sustainable development reserves, and private natural heritage reserves.
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an area used by traditional extractivist populations, whose subsistence is based on
extractivism and, in addition, subsistence agriculture and small animal breeding, and has
as its basic objectives to protect the livelihoods and culture of these populations, and to
ensure the sustainable use of the unit's natural resources. (BRASIL 2000: 10)95
There is thus, here, a necessary tie between a mode of living and a legal understanding of this
mode of living as bound to the conservation of the environment. And this also has implications
for the ways in which inhabitants of RESEX can conceive and imagine their modes of being in
that territory (Andrade 2019)96.
The creation of RESEX Tapajós Arapiuns, in Pará, where Isolina and Manduca live,
resulted from the fight of communitarians of riverine communities in the borders of the two
rivers—Tapajós and Arapiuns—with the help of the rural workers’ union, an NGO named Grupo
de Defesa da Amazonia, the progressive side of the Catholic church, and the Federal Public
Ministry. The creation of the reserve was the culmination of struggles taking place since the
1970s in the region, when inhabitants’ autonomy and control over the organization of the
territory and natural resources in the region started to be more intensely challenged by the
advancement of logging companies coming to the region with incentives from the federal
military government. In the 1970s, with these incentives, the logging companies Santa Isabel and
Amazonex were installed in the territory of the current RESEX, and began
to impact the forms of possession and appropriation of the space, delimiting areas
destined for the exploration of previously established residents and the areas that would

Original in portuguese: “uma área utilizada por populações extrativistas tradicionais, cuja subsistência baseia-se
no extrativismo e, complementarmente, na agricultura de subsistência e na criação de animais de pequeno porte, e
tem como objetivos básicos proteger os meios de vida e a cultura dessas populações, e assegurar o uso sustentável
dos recursos naturais da unidade.”
96
“The dilemma faced by traditional populations, according to Silva (2014, p. 2), is ‘to decipher and learn how to
move according to modern state rationality or be devoured by it’. (Andrade 2019: 30-1)
95
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be destined for the forest extraction. Subsequently, in the 1990s, faced with the negative
impacts of logging on flora and fauna, threatened with expropriation of the territory,
residents undertook a project to guarantee permanence in the territory, and the solution
found was through state intervention via the constitution of an Extractive Reservation.
(Andrade 2019: 250-1)
The RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns region “has historically been occupied by local populations who
have built and build their means of social reproduction based mainly on extraction, hunting,
fishing and small crops" (ibid: 99). The region of RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns also has a long
history of being inhabited by indigenous descendent communities, who have suffered vast
intervention of the Catholic church missionaries for centuries.
The communal mobilization to the creation of Tapajós-Arapiuns RESEX also happened
in concert with the emergence of an indigenous group (GCI), led by Florencio Vaz Filho, that
started reclaiming the indigenous identities of some communities in the region.97 The
institutionalization of this RESEX came at a moment and context of re-emergence of indigenous
identities in the area (Vaz Filho 2015). At that point, some communities that would previously be
recognized as caboclo started to more actively reclaim the legal recognition of their indigenous
identities. Today, communities along the region of RESEX are variously identified as caboclo98

97

"After the creation of RESEX, which gained adherence in most communities, the indigenous movement continued
its trajectory, involving some communities with a population, until then treated only as a cabocla, who claimed legal
recognition as indigenous" (Pena 2015:50). For a debate and the history of the process of re-indigenization in the
Low Tapajós region, which more intensely took shape in the 2000s, see Vaz Filho (2010). Both the movement for
the creation of the RESEX and the movement that created Grupo de Consciência Indígena (GCI) were directly
influenced by the actions of the Base Education Movement (Movimento de Educação de Base, MEB). MEB is tied
to the National Conference of Bishops of Brazil and is influenced by liberation theology and Paulo Freire’s
education philosophy. For a broader debate on the intersections between MEB and these two movements, see
Andrade (2019) and Vaz Filho (2010).
98
A complex category, shaped in relation to a sense of concurrence of indigenous and non-indigenous roots, tied to
the physical and symbolic violences that formed what is broadly seen as a contemporary Amazonian society, the
term caboclo in this chapter refers to the riverine communities that have not reclaimed an indigenous identity in the
past decades. The term caboclo has a long social history and according to Castro, “there is a strong segregatory and
discriminatory characterization in this concept, which is reflected in the discourse and policies corresponding to
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or indigenous, and such differences generate a realm of contention which I will not deal with in
this chapter, but it is worth noting that such differences complexify the ways in which the
reservation as a whole is identified by the state. Inhabitants of Maripá, as of the date of my
research, did not identify themselves as indigenous, though these lines are complexly drawn, as
the communities mainly share a mode of living and, in many ways, their ancestries as well.99
RESEX Tapajós Arapiuns also emerged in a context where a growing number of
Conservation Units (UCs) were being created in Brazil in the 2000s, driven by a shift in the way
the “traditional communities”100 and their role in the preservation of the environment was being
seen. The traditional populations in the area—“dispersed social groups with their way of life
based on the extractivism of rivers and forests”—started to be recognized as forest protectors. “It
was also in this context that the environmental movement coined the expression ‘Forest

how, historically, ethnic minorities have been represented by the dominant field of power” (Castro 2013: 432). As
affirmed by the same author, the identity of the caboclos is a “counter-identity.” It is a derogatory term that was used
to indicate people who did not understand themselves as having the same identity and that were seen as belonging to
the lowest social scale of colonial Amazonian society. However, through a complex equation, the term ended up
being used by that same population to refer to themselves in relation to the expectation of the dominating class.
(ibid). “the historical construction of the term and the use of the word caboclo reflects the history of the formation
of Amazonian society, with its class structure and the social representation of the categories and groups that
compose it.” I will not deal with the different senses this term has acquired in the present. More than anything, what
is important to note here is how the category appeared during fieldwork. During my fieldwork, I heard the term
caboclo used by people as a way of identifying their Amazonian riverine identity (in contrast to mine, for example),
but also at times, such as in a general RESEX assembly with members from communities from both the Arapiuns
and Tapajós communities, I heard some people from non-indigenous identified communities at RESEX refer to
themselves as “white” when referring to themselves in relation to the indigenous-identified people present.
99
I witnessed a situation, for example, when, during a RESEX general assembly in a community in the Arapiuns
River, an elderly man was bit by snake and needed urgent medical care that was not available in the community.
Indigenous leaders from some RESEX communities present in the general assembly tried to call the helicopter of
SESAI (Special Bureau of Indigenous Health, tied to the Ministry of Health) to help him, since he was isolated in a
community without medication or doctors. The old men, however, of evident indigenous ancestry, did not belong to
a community that had been registered as indigenous in FUNAI (National Indian Foundation). For this reason, he
could not have access to the helicopter service, and almost died waiting for an ambulancha (a boat ambulance) to
come take him on a long trip to the closest urban center. While he waited, one woman from an indigenous-identified
community said: “That’s why I tell you, we need to recognize we are indigenous!”
100
According to decree no. 6.040, of 07/12/2007, traditional peoples and communities are "culturally differentiated
groups that recognize themselves as such, that have their own forms of social organization, that occupy and use
territories and natural resources as a condition for their cultural, social, religious, ancestral and economic
reproduction, using knowledge, innovations and practices generated and transmitted by tradition."
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Peoples’” (Paiva 2015: 43).”101 In the region around RESEX there are today other federal
conservation units (such as FLONA – National Forest of Tapajós), as well as APAs
(Environmental Preservation Areas), and indigenous territories (TI Bragança-Marituba and
Munduruku-Taquara). The map below reveals this organization of the territory. As we note, this
map portrays the same region we have seen in the previous chapter, but in a different light. On
the right side, we can see Belterra and Mojui dos Campos, municipalities of the Santareno
Plateau debated in the previous chapter. Looking at the map below with that chapter in mind, we
can notice how these conservation units stand side-by-side with areas of intense advancement of
agribusiness in the region.

101

A convergence of factors such as the democratization of the country, the strengthening of social movements, and
the creation of a critical mass in defense of the environment, favored the emergence of the environmental question in
the 90s in Brazil. In the 1990s, social movements that had fought against the dictatorship started bringing the
environmental into their political agendas (Monteiro cited in Pena and Henriques 2015: 43).
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Figure 23: RESEX and other Federal Conservation Units (in green), as well as
Indigenous Territories (red) and Environmental Preservation Areas (orange and purple) in
the Low Tapajos region. (SFB, 2017 Cited in Andrade 2019:64)

After this brief history of creation of RESEX Tapajos Arapiuns, we can move on to the
questions this chapter will engage with.

3.2 Noisy machines, tournaments, and community infrastructure in Maripá.
It was a Saturday in April, the day of the anticipated soccer tournament in Maripá, hosted by
Juventus, one of the community’s soccer clubs. The tournament started in the morning and lasted
all day. This tournament was small compared to the ones of the year before, with roughly 60
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people, most from Maripá, and some from the neighboring communities. The tournament was
accompanied by music from beginning to end—a mix of popular music genres such as bregas,
and more recent versions of sertanejo.102 The music was amplified by medium-sized
loudspeakers rented from a man from Anã, one of the nearby communities. This man was also
the DJ for the day. The power that allowed for that music to be amplified in the loudspeakers, or
that “pulled the sound,” to use Isolina’s term, came from a generator that Juventus rented from
Igreja da Paz, the neo-Pentecostal church in the community. Juventus paid the church 200 reais
(now equivalent of 36 dollars) in order to use the generator for that day.
Transactions such as these are common at RESEX events, since usually a celebration,
festivity or tournament hosted by a club or association is accompanied by music amplified by
loudspeakers—be the event a live band playing or a more modest arrangement, such as a DJ who
owns a loudspeaker and rents it along with his service of playing his pen drive—and not all
associations own their own energy generators. As Isolina explained to me,
Each community has a generator, which is to generate energy for the community. But
sometimes, you know, machines always have a problem, so when there is a problem that
there is no energy, we rent it from another community, because in the community we
have an annual planning. Then there are the clubs, there is the community that celebrates
the patron saint of the community, there is the association, there is the school festivity
too, the cultural party that is in June… so we need, you know, energy to light up
(alumiar) and also to pull the sound (puxar o som), right, to play (music)…. Sometimes,

102

Sertanejo is a type of Brazilian country music, which style has changed throughout time. Two books on the
genre, in English and Portuguese respectively, are River of Tears: Country Music, Memory, and Modernity in Brazil,
by Alexander Dent (2009), and Cowboys do Asfalto: Música Sertaneja e Modernização Brasileira, by Gustavo
Alonso (2015).
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when we have a problem with the community one (generator), we rent one and we pay a
price that is kind of high…103

The community association of Maripá owns a generator that is mainly used to pump water to
the houses of its inhabitants. This is a common infrastructure service along different RESEX
communities. Houses served by generators, either for water or light, usually pay a monthly fee,
which is used to cover the costs of maintaining the generator in use. In the case of Maripá, there
is no generator to provide energy for use in the houses, and the community generator that pumps
water to the inhabitants is only used during a few hours in the mornings. There is a person whose
function is to be the motorista,104 who is responsible for turning the motor on and off every day,
receiving for that work a compensation of 150 reais per month (now equivalent to 27 dollars).
The motorista goes to the motor house in the early morning, around 5am, turns the generator on,
and since the water tank does not have a sensor, he turns it off when the water starts dripping
from it, a few hours later (around three hours, as Manduca told me). Though mainly used for
water, the association might rent the generator to other associations for other uses, such as
amplifying music, if there is a demand.
The soccer field where the tournament was taking place that Saturday is a short 5 to 8-minute
walk from Isolina and Manduca’s house. Juventus was initially going to rent the community
water generator for their day-long event that day. Since the small concrete structure that houses

Original in Portuguese: “É, no caso, cada comunidade, né, tem um gerador, que é pra gerar energia pra
comunidade, mas às vezes, né, maquina sempre tem problema, aí quando tem problema que não tem energia aí a
gente aluga de outra comunidade, né, pra vim, porque no caso na comunidade a gente tem um planejamento anual.
Aí tem os clubes, tem a comunidade que faz a festa da padroeira da comunidade, tem a associação, tem a festa da
escola também, a festa cultural que é em junho, então a gente precisa, né, de uma energia pra aluminar e também pra
puxar o som, né, que é pra tocar. Às vezes quando tá com problema o da comunidade a gente aluga, a gente paga
também um preço meio alto.”
104
Motorista derives from the word “motor,” which is the Portuguese word for engine. Motorista is also the
Portuguese word for driver.
103
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the community generator stands right next to Isolina and Manduca’s house, where I was
sleeping, I woke up very early in the morning—earlier than expected—on Saturday, alarmed by
the loud sound of the generator. The idea, I later understood, was to start pumping the water to
the community even earlier than usual, so that the generator would be available to the soccer
tournament still in the morning. Later, during the tournament, however, I was surprised to note
that the club ended up renting the generator from the Igreja da Paz church. “It is because the
cable did not reach the soccer field, only the barracão (shed which hosts events in the
community), so they decided to rent it from the church, because the church is closer to the field,
and they wanted to have the music there.” As we note, a rather complex logistic is necessary
every time some music needs to be amplified in an event or energy is needed for anything else.
And the machines, though they “always have a problem,” as Isolina said, are a central element in
the events that compose the annual planning of the community.
The tournament consisted of soccer matches and penalties, divided by gender. All was
accompanied by beer and dancing, two activities that became more intense and more central to
the event as the evening wore on. Usually, Isolina told me, there would be a night of live
serestas105 on Friday, day before the tournament, but that year the encounter lasted only a day,
and it was smaller and shorter than the ones of previous years due to budgetary restrictions.

105

Meaning here a type of popular music singing, associated with serenades.
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Figure 24: Juventus Tournament. People of different ages participate in the
tournament, either playing or watching and cheering, or just dancing and drinking. At this
moment in the afternoon, people were gathered to watch the penalties (left side of the
picture). In the center of the image, housed in a small wood and straw structure, is the
loudspeaker amplifying music for the event. The blue, wooden bar on the right ride is where
Juventus sold beer to participants of the event.

While the community generator in Maripá is used for water service, the municipal school
also owns a generator of its own, provided by the city council, that is used only for a few hours at
night, to illuminate the classroom spaces in the night shifts. As of 2019, the school lunch was
vastly composed of canned items, due to the absence of a constant energy service to store
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chicken, meat, or more perishable items.106 The food that is provided to students in the school
comes from Santarém, in boats.
In case the inhabitants of Maripá wish to have energy in their homes, they have to either buy
a small diesel generator for themselves, or install solar panels. As of 2019, most dwellers of
Maripá did not have a personal generator, and the houses that were sparsely illuminated at night
made use of solar energy that had been installed by an NGO, in partnership with Tapajoara, some
years before. Such panels allow for some lamps to be lightened up. They also allow people to
charge their personal cell phones. Given the proximity of Maripá to the tourist village of Alter do
Chão, the area has access to phone and internet signals (if inhabitants chose to pay for a plan by
one of the telephone companies), something that is not necessarily the case in other RESEX
communities.

106

One may wonder why the food provided in the school is not provided by the small farmers and extractivists of
the reservation, which would certainly allow for fresher produce to be part of the children’s meals while also fueling
the local economy. Though there is a federal program devoted to offering a healthy diet to students in the public
school system in Brazil (Programa Nacional de Alimentação Escolar - PNAE), in order for the small farmers of
RESEX to have access to such programs so that their cultivated produce becomes part the school meals they need to
navigate a very bureaucratic process. This process can be very confusing and exhausting in contexts where people
sometimes barely have access to the internet or a computer. One of the works that the NGOs acting in the region
(such as Projeto Saúde e Alegria / CEAPAC) have been doing is to minister workshops with RESEX inhabitants, in
order to help them learn how to organize themselves to access these public policies.
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Figure 25: Cajueiro Beach, in Alter do Chão, the tourist village of 7,000 inhabitants
which is an hour and a half from Maripá in a bajara.

Depending on the size and capacity of the solar panels, and the age of the battery that it
charges, the solar energy infrastructure also allows for the TV to be turned on sometimes.
Sometimes at night Isolina liked to watch the National News (Jornal Nacional) “to be informed
about what happens in the world,” as she said. Manduca would also watch soccer games or latenight soap operas. None of these activities lasted for too long, however, and the quality of the TV
transmission was often rather unstable. Almost no one in the community had a freezer or
refrigerator, since these demand a great deal of energy, more than the size of the few solar panels
could allow for. In order to conserve anything in a cold temperature, people need to buy ice in
Alter do Chão (about an hour and a half away, in a bajara, a small diesel driven motorboat), and
160

keep the ice in an insulated container for as long as it lasts: a time- and cost-intensive task. As an
exception, Raimunda, a friend of Isolina and Manduca who owns a small bar next to their home,
has a freezer powered by solar energy that she uses to store the beers and sodas she sells.

Figure 26: Maripá diesel driven generator, inside the motor house.
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Figure 27: Motor house for the municipal school generator.

After this description of some aspects of energy and water infrastructure of Maripá, I turn to
a conversation we had on the night of that soccer tournament, upon returning to Isolina and
Manduca’s home. This conversation, which I will return to in this chapter, will present us with
the complex debate on noises and replacement, as tied to the presence and possible arrival of
energy infrastructures in RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns.
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3.3 Motors, birds, and the multiple senses of noise and replacement
Isolina, Manduca, Paulinho, and I were in the kitchen of Isolina and Manduca’s house,
which is an annex in their wood-and-straw house and a common place for socialization in the
house. We were talking about the tournament, the generator, and musics and sounds of Maripá. I
had met Paulinho a few times before, and we had gone together to a soccer tournament in a
neighboring community a month before, but we had not yet talked about my research. I was
trying to explain to him what I was doing, and Paulinho kept talking about the music genres that
the younger generations listened to, in contrast to those of the older people in the community. It
was not the first time that my question about “sound” only made sense to someone when
thinking about music. Since I was confusing to Paulinho, Isolina and Manduca, who at the time
were familiar with my rather peculiar research interests, mediated my conversation with him,
translating what my research was about:
Manduca: But she wants to hear from you about the sound ...
Isolina: The sound…
Manduca: How is the flow of sound, how you come across the sounds… Isn't that it, Maria? I
don't know if this is it ...
Isolina: How you live today, for example… A sound, a way of ...
Maria: For example, you said "oh, when I hear that sound, I know it is the Igreja da Paz
Church because I live here and I know it." Since you have been here, have the sounds you
hear always been the same, or have there been things that changed and caught your attention?
Paulinho: Before, it was more the sound of birds and the sound of the machine; here in
Maripá, there always has been the rabeta machine (small motorboat). There was the machine
of the radio that worked for a short time was well.
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Maria: The radio engine?
Paulinho: No, there was a community radio here in Maripá. There still is, but it doesn't work
anymore. So there has always been the rabeta, because the main transportation here in Maripá
is the rabeta. And then this is different from the other sounds…
Maria: Different from what?
Paulinho: The sound of the rooster, the birds.
Maria: Ah, yes...
Paulinho: Sometimes we even let ourselves unlearn (desaprender) the sound that we live
(with), were born (with), and learned here.
Maria: Why do you unlearn?
Paulinho: Because we are already living in an industrialized country, right, one that lives on
the industries… and the machines will surpass (superar)…
Isolina: (correcting Paulinho) replace (substituir).
Paulinho: They will replace each thing that happens, what we have been doing manually until
today, the machines will end up replacing us. It is the same as with the bird. We are happily
going about (a gente vai ser contente)…, and we were used to waking up with the songs (os
cantos) of the roosters and the birds here… but now we'll wake up to the noise (barulho) of
the machines.
Isolina: Rabeta, motor...
Manduca: And it is easier for us to wake up with the sound of birds, the sound of the wind,
than the sound of machines.
Isolina: In this case, the bajara (another kind of motorboat, bigger than a rabeta) will be
leaving (Maripá) at 4am, and then he starts the motor here (referring to Manduca starting the
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motor of his boat), and then the sound of the noise of the motor already... then you will not
listen anymore... you will not listen…
Paulinho: It was prioritized that we will no longer listen to the bird. (Priorizou que o
passarinho a gente não vai mais escutar.)
Isolina: So, you’re not going to listen (to the bird) here.
Manduca: You don't have any more peace, you don't have any more peace here…
Maria: But do you remember waking up with the birds and today you wake up with the
machine?
Isolina: When the motor is not started, we wake up with the sound of birds. And in the case of
him, who lives further away (referring to Paulinho, who lives further away from the
community generator), he still wakes up with to the noise of the bird.
Paulinho: It's true.
Isolina: But today, for example, in the morning, in addition to listening to the bird, we listened
to the noise of the motor.
Paulinho: …of the machine.
Isolina: …the machine, so…
Manduca: We no longer hear the sound of the birds… because they already start the motor to
supply the water system (early in the morning). But in about some (time) … I'll promise you,
maybe when you come back here next time, this won't happen anymore, because we'll…
Isolina: There will be a solar (energy) system, then it will have calmed down… then you
will…
Manduca: God willing!
Paulinho: Then you will listen to the birds
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Isolina:…and the roosters singing (o cantar dos galos).
Manduca: Then you will no longer see the noise of the machine here.
Maria: Does that noise from the machine bother you?
Isolina: It bothers, it bothers.
Manduca: It bothers. Have an idea!... don't you think it is bothersome?
Maria: Yes, it bothers me, I just wanted to know if it bothers you too.
Isolina: It bothers us.
Manduca: It bothers us, and a lot.
Isolina: For example, that "tum tum tum tum" (imitating sound of a generator)... Then you get
scared and you don't sleep anymore.107

107

Original in Portuguese:
Manduca (M.): Mas ela quer saber de você do som...
I:Do som.
M;Como é o fluido do som, como é que você se depara com os sons...Não é isso Maria? Eu não sei se é isso....
I: (simultaneamente a SM) Como é que tu vive hoje, por exemplo...
Maria (Ma):Por exemplo, você fala “ah, eu sei que é a igreja da paz porque eu moro aqui e eu conheço.” O que que
mudou, você....
P-Antes era mais o som dos passarinhos e o som da maquina, aqui em Maripá sempre foi.
I:A rádio?
Ma: Qual máquina?
P:Não, da máquina de rabeta. Teve a máquina aqui da rádio que funcionou mas foi pouco tempo, por pouco tempo,
foi pouco anos.
Ma-O motor da rádio?
P:Não. Tinha uma rádio comunitária aqui no Maripá. Tinha não, ainda tem, só que não funciona mais. Aí sempre
funcinou aqui a rabeta, que é o maior, o maior transporte aqui no Maripá é a rabeta. Aí é diferente do outro som...
Ma:Diferente do que?
P:Do som do galo, dos passarinhos...
Ma: Ah sim, esses sons são diferentes, porque são de....
P: É. Aí às vezes a gente deixa até desaprender qual é o som que a gente vive, nasceu e aprendeu aqui.
Ma: Porque deixa de aprender?
P: Porque a gente já tá vivendo um país industrializado, né. E que vive das indústrias, e as máquinas vão superar
I: (corrigindo-bem perspicaz) substituir
P:Vão substituir cada coisa que acontece que era para a gente fazer hoje as máquina vão substituir a gente. É o
mesmo que ser do passarinho. A gente vai se acordar.. Se a gente era acostumado a acordar com os cantos dos galos,
dos passarinhos aqui, aí a gente vai se acordar com o barulho das máquinas.
M-Uhum.
P-É.
I- Rabeta, motor....
M-E é mais fácil a gente se acordar com o barul... o som dos passarinhos, o som do vento, do que das máquinas, né?
P-Era para a gente se acordar só que…
I: No caso a bajara vai sair 4 horas, aí ele ligou
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The conversation above raises a series of potential debates, and I am sure that I will not be
able to tackle all of them here. I would like to point out, first, that Paulinho started to answer my
question about sound by talking about the motors of boats (rabetas), while also recognizing these
are the major means of transportation in Maripá. He then contrasted the sound of these
motorboats to the sounds of birds and roosters, and stated that the sounds of these machines
might lead one to unlearn the sounds one lives with. Then, when I asked him to explain what this
unlearning meant, he used the frame of “noise” to address the machines, in contrast with the
singing of birds and roosters. Paulinho initially used the word “surpass” (superar) to describe
what machines have been doing, but Isolina quickly corrected his use of the word “surpass” as
in, the machines will not surpass us (superar), they will replace us (substituir). At this point,

M: Nós aqui....
I: E o som do barulho do motor já... aí tu não vai mais escutar o....
M:Tu não tem mais sossego, tu não tem mais sossego mesmo.
P: É, priorizou que o passarinho você nao vai mais escutar.
Ma: Mas vocês lembram de acordar com o passarinho e hoje em dia vocês acordam com a maquina?
M:Lembra sim
I: Quando não liga o motor a gente acorda com o som dos passarinhos
M: Chega no caso que ta no meio da floresta…
I: No caso ele que mora mais longe já acorda com o barulho dos passarinhos (Paulinho)
P: é verdade
I:mas hoje, por exemplo, de manhã, além de não escutar o passarinho a gente escutemo o barulho do motor aqui da
máquina, aí já não…
M:A gente não escuta mais o som do passarinho… pq eles já ligam o motor de luz para abastecer o sistema de água.
Ai daqui mais uns…. Vou prometer para você, talvez quando você vim de novo não vai ter mais isso, porque nós
vamos…
I:-vai ser sistema solar, aí já acalmou… aí dá para…
M: Se Deus quiser
I: Aí já vai te acordar com
P: Aí você vai escutar o passarinho
I: do cantar galos…
M: Você não vai ter mais o barulho da máquina aqui.
M.- Esse barulho da máquina incomoda vocês?
DI- Incomoda, incomoda…
Manduca-Incomoda sim (enfático). Pô, faça uma ideia… você não acha incomodado?
M- Sim, me incomoda. Só queria saber se incomoda vocês também.
Manduca-Então, incomoda muito. Aqui atras já incomoda… quem dirá você que mora mais na frente ali. …Entâo é
isso.
D.I.: Porque, por exemplo, aquele “tum, tum, tum”… aí tu se espanta e tu não dorme mais…
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Isolina and Manduca entered the conversation more actively, and the debate on noises oscillated
between a conversation about the motorboats and the energy generator in Maripá, with birds
presented as a means of contrast with the presence of these machines.
What does it mean to narrate the noise of machines as a kind of replacement? And, more
specifically, what does it mean to affirm that “the machines will replace us” in a context where,
as the brief description of the Juventus tournament in the previous section shows, machines are
already part of people lives, and not only as a source of annoyance (the “tum tum tum” of the
noisy generator), but also as a source or joy (the generator that amplifies music and illuminates
events in the celebration calendar of the community)? Paulinho said “So there has always been
the rabeta, because the main transportation here in Maripá is the rabeta.” What does it mean to
associate the noise of machines with replacement while machines are also recognized as having
always been there?
In order to engage with these questions, I propose we slowly analyze some of the aspects of
the conversations above, specifically noting how the presence and absence of birds and roosters
is mobilized in relation to the narration of changes happening in Maripá: the noise of machines
(boats and generators), in its relation to the presence, absence or coexistence with the sounds of
birds and roosters, narrates Maripá as a shifting ecosystem. There are, however, a few ways in
which these changes are presented, and the three people in conversation bring different layers to
this debate.
The singing of the birds and roosters and the noises of the motors and generators work as
categories of acoustic territorialization above. In academic and non-academic debates, birds are
commonly mentioned as connected to the spatial and territorial dimensions of sound. And they
also appear in two emblematic works deeply concerned with the question of noise. In the
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introduction of his book on noise, Attali frames bird sounds as noises, claiming them to be a tool
for making territorial boundaries: “Among birds a tool for making territorial boundaries, noise is
inscribed from the start within the panoply of power” (Attali 1985: 6). Shafer also dedicates a
considerable number of pages of his The Tuning of the World to birds, associating birds with the
sounds of life, and claiming that “no sound in nature has attached itself so affectionately to the
human imagination as bird vocalizations” (1977: 29). He hears in the call of birds the genesis of
the idea of acoustic space, while he also hears it as presenting an alternative notion of
territorialization of space which challenges private property:
In the territorial calls of birds we encounter the genesis of the idea of acoustic space, with
which we will be much concerned later. The definition of space by acoustic means is
much more ancient than the establishment of property lines and fences; and as private
property becomes increasingly threatened in the modern world, it may be that principles
regulating the complex network of overlapping and interpenetrating acoustic spaces as
observed by birds and animals will again have greater significance for the human
community also. (1977: 33)
Schaffer’s predictions related to private property are very inaccurate. Moreover, regimes of land
ownership in the Amazon are far more diverse and complex than a single notion of private
property and its dissolution. It is possible, however, to engage in Schaffer’s claim in a productive
way if we twist it around, forget his idealization of nature, and consider how the territoriality
revealed by the testimonies of Paulinho, Isolina, and Manduca above addresses a “complex
network of overlapping and interpenetrating” relations between birds, roosters, and machines
(which here mean motorboats and energy generators). And as we do so, we can engage in a
debate on noise that blurs Schaffer’s notion of sounds of nature.
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Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho’s ways of mentioning their possibility of listening or not
listening to the birds, as well as the words they use to describe the acoustic presence of birds,
slightly shift throughout the conversation. First, the machines seem to be in the process of
replacing the birds, when Paulinho claims: “and we were used to waking up with the songs
(os cantos) of the roosters and the birds here… but now we'll wake up to the noise (barulho)
of the machines.” But we also learn later in the conversation that this replacement has not
completely happened, since Paulinho himself, who does not live near the community
generator, still wakes up with the birds in the morning (“Isolina: And in the case of him, who
lives further away, he still wakes up with to the noise of the bird.”) Isolina and Manduca, on
the other hand, who live close to the generator, state a few different things. Isolina says that
they do hear the sound of the birds when the community generator is not turned on in the
morning (“Isolina: When the motor is not started, we wake up with the sound of birds.”), and
that when the generator is started, they listen to both the noise of generators and the birds in
the morning (Isolina: “But today, for example, in the morning, in addition to listening to the
bird, we listened to the noise of the motor.”). She also mentions that when Manduca starts the
bajara (another kind of small motorboat, larger than a rabeta) early in the morning, she does
not hear the birds (“In this case, the bajara will be leaving at 4 a.m., and then he starts the
motor here, and then the sound of the motor noise already ... then you will not listen anymore
...”). Manduca, later on, states that, because of the energy generator, they no longer hear the
birds in the morning, but also affirms that this will soon change when a solar energy system
substitutes the diesel generator to supply water for the community. (“Manduca: We no longer
hear the sound of the birds… because they already start the motor to supply the water system.
But in about some (time) … I'll promise you…”). This later fact is thus celebrated by the three
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of them, as they all mention how with the implantation of solar energy system, I will be able
to hear the birds and roosters again on my next visit to Maripá. The return of the bird and
rooster sounds, thus, contrasted with the noisy energy generators, is presented as deeply tied
to a hopeful future energy infrastructure option for Maripá.
Birds are common bioindicators.108 No wonder in Carson’s Silent Spring, already cited in
the previous chapter, she mentions how the non-selective chemicals “still the song of birds and
the leaping of fish in the streams” (1962, 7). Valter Freitas (Mestre D'Bubuia), a musician from
an indigenous-quilombola community in Barcarena, a city in the same state of Pará as RESEX
Tapajós Arapiuns, has composed songs that mention the disappearing of specific birds from the
region due to the killing of the local river by the mining industries there. In his work with the
Kaluli people, in Papua New Guinea, Steven Feld noted that rain forest birds, similar to village
bells, “habituate local listeners to a sense of place and produce consciousness of space and time”
(2012: xxviii). For the Kaluli, birds marked the cycle of the seasons, the daily cycle of events,
and also demarcated social space (2012: 61).
I have here no intention of synthesizing all possible ways in which birds are part of
the lives of the people living in Maripá or RESEX. For the purposes of this chapter, I will only
mention that birds appeared in several other conversations I had with Isolina, Manduca,
Paulinho, and also Leó, Isolina’s brother. On many of these occasions, the sounding birds were
also tied to other sounding animals that were part of the ecosystem of the forest. In strong
relation to what Paulinho said in the conversation above, “It is the same as with the bird. We are
happily going about (a gente vai ser contente),” birds, in these other conversations, were often
mentioned as an important aspect of everyday life, one that was capable of bringing joy; and they

“living organisms such as plants, planktons, animals, and microbes, which are utilized to screen the health of the
natural ecosystem in the environment” (Parmar et al. 2016, 110).
108
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were also associated with the presence of monkeys and some other forest creatures. In the words
of Isolina, “they are part of the cohabitation” (convivência) in this place. In the words of Leó,
“…the singing of the bird, the monkey, it is very good, right, they cheer up and brighten the day
because in this case they sing, the bird whistles, the monkey sings...” In the words of Isolina, “In
addition to the beauty of the day they also dawn with joy, right, making us happy in the
morning... for example, in the silence you hear the scream of each different animal… so it's a
very beautiful sound, right, that we hear.”109 As we note here, singing, screaming, whistling—
which are different modes of classifying sound—are all tied to a similar idea of cohabitation and
of joy.
In the long conversation fragment cited in the beginning of this section, birds are
sonically referenced in three different ways: the sounds of the birds, the singing of the birds, and
the noise of the birds. Most importantly, birds seemed to be present, have been already replaced
by the machines, and also coexisting with them. Such seemingly contradictory co-occurrence of
different modes in which birds are sensed as present, I would like to argue, is tied to the ways in
which a complex temporality of the energy and circulation infrastructures is present in the
territory. Noises, as a way of conveying the interrelation between machines and birds, lead us to
critically engage with the debate on energy and transportation infrastructures in Maripá. The
birds and roosters that are noise and song, that one wakes up with, no longer listens to, or listens
to with the motor, indicate how the presence of these infrastructures, and the promises that are
tied to their change, raises a complex debate.
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While the singing of birds was tied to joy, bird calls were also mentioned as capable of being bad omens, or
indicating that death was approaching the one who heard it. Isolina told me how, the night before the death of a very
close relative of hers, she heard the “tu tu ru tu tu” of the Urutau (a bird also known as mãe da lua), and then saw a
Suinara (type of owl): two presences she immediately associated with the coming death of this person. Isolina,
Paulinho, Leó, and Manduca also talked about the Tincoã, a bird whose different kinds of singing might be good or
bad omens. These birds are part of a broader Amazonian storytelling debate which I will not delve into here.
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As stated by Penny Harvey, attending to road construction in Peru, infrastructures
often offer “a complex and unstable temporal alignment,” articulating relations between past and
future” (Harvey 2018: 82). And here it is key to note the way in which Manduca promises me the
return of the birds and roosters once the solar energy system is installed as the power source for
the community generator in Maripá. Though they do not mention explicitly it in that
conversation above, Manduca and Isolina’s hopeful disposition to the solar energy system also
relates with their critical and skeptical view of another energy infrastructure which is promised to
soon arrive in the region: wired electricity provided by CELPA as part of the federal program
Light for All (Luz para Todos), focused on bringing electricity to rural areas in Brazil. I now
invite us to deal with this particular issue in the next section. Though it seems like a deviation
from the debate we started here, it is not. In fact, attending to the ways in which the TapajósArapiuns RESEX has been positioned in relation to federal energy infrastructure projects as well
as to how Isolina has a very specific critique of it will help us later go back to the complex and
multilayered ways in which a debate on “replacement” has appeared in the words of Paulinho
(by mediation of Isolina), above: “the machines will replace us, it is the same as with the birds”
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Figure 28: Isolina and Manduca's bajara, in front of their house in Maripá.

3.4 The promises of electricity at RESEX.
Infrastructures are “the physical networks through which goods, ideas, waste, power, people,
and finance are trafficked” (Larkin 2013: 327). As we saw in the previous section, the machines
that produce the noises that lead Paulinho to state that they “will replace us” are the machines of
infrastructure: either the motors of the boats people need to circulate in the river, or the engines
that the community needs to pump water to its inhabitants. Infrastructures also carry a sense of
futurity tied to notions of evolution and development with them. As stated by Larkin, in dialogue
with a broader debate on the theme:
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Infrastructure has its conceptual roots in the Enlightenment idea of a world in movement
and open to change where the free circulation of goods, ideas, and people created the
possibility of progress (Mattelart 1996, 2000). This mode of thought is why the provision
of infrastructures is so intimately caught up with the sense of shaping modern society and
realizing the future. They are 'mechanisms to control time,' write Graham & Marvin
(1996), 'instigating waves of societal progress' (p. 42; Edwards 2013), and possession of
electricity, railways, and running water came to define civilization itself. In this sense, it
is very difficult to disentangle infrastructures from evolutionary ways of thinking not the
least because this is such an intimate part of their appeal. (Larkin 2013: 332)
While modernity was exalted as a synonym of industrialization in the 1970s Brazil, as the
military dictatorship advanced with infrastructure projects in the Amazon, there was,
simultaneously, an intensification of the image of the region as associated with backwardness,
serving the purposes of resource provider for the “sensing of modernity” (Mrázek 2002 cited in
Larkin 2013) being fabricated at the time, and pouring the richness produced in the region
outside of it (either nationally, heading to the center-south of the country, or internationally)
(Cunha 2010). The notion of modernity associated with industrialization has long justified the
substitution of traditional practices and modes of living of traditional and rural communities
(considered to be “backwards”), as well as their territories, with infrastructure projects and
mechanized farming—so-called “progress” (Cunha 2010). Analyzing the promises tied to road
building in Peru, Harvey affirms:
(T)he time of infrastructure has its own plasticity. Projects can take many decades to
realize; they pass through many hands, and exist in dynamic tension with the material and
social conditions of their own emergence. The singularity of the project is tenuous. What
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emerges on the ground appears in fits and starts. Some aspects of a project appear long
before others, while some components of a system might begin to fail or decompose
before others have even begun. (…) The promise that is harbored by the project also
mutates over time, resonating with all those dimensions of life that never were integral to
how the project was conceived, articulated, or realized” (2018: 82 my emphasis)
The main source of electricity in Brazil comes from hydroelectric plants, considered to be
an abundant and low-cost source in the country. Low-cost, of course, only if one does not try to
calculate all the damages that the flooding and reservoir creation generate110. Hydro-energy, the
so-called renewable energy, as we already know and as the case of Belo Monte in the Xingu
River, cited in chapter one, starkly shows, is far from being an inoffensive energy infrastructure.
Places such as Maripá and RESEX were not at all integral to how the major federal projects of
energy infrastructure have been conceived, articulated, or realized in Brazil. Maripá is located on
the borders of Tapajós river: a river which has been in the past years at the center of
environmental conflicts regarding the construction of five hydroelectric plants, now temporarily
halted. As is the case with many riverine, indigenous, and traditional communities in the
Amazon, in the past decades the most concrete ways in which hydroelectric plants have appeared
in the lives of the inhabitants of the area has been as a threat: as that which could drastically
change the river course and the water flows in ways that would negatively impact their mode of
living. There is a striking imbalance between the proximity of RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns to the
rivers that provide energy to the state of Pará and the country, and the long time that it takes for
the energy from these rivers to get to the communities at RESEX.
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For one film (among others) addressing these issues, see independent documentary Belo Monte Announcement
of a War (2012).
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There has been an active effort from different community leaders in RESEX TapajósArapiuns in the past years to fight for the implantation of a wired electricity system in the area.
In April 2019 I attended a general meeting between representatives of communities throughout
RESEX and the organization responsible for its central administration (Tapajoara). In this
meeting I learned that, after many years of local demand, there was an actual plan for energy
from CELPA (the energy distribution company of the state) to arrive in all communities within
the reserve through the Light for All (Luz para Todos) federal program. In fact, as stated by
Andrade, there are registers of a collective mobilization by RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns
communities in search of the arrival of energy since at least 2009:
As recorded in the minutes of the Deliberative Council meetings, in 2009, representatives
of Tapajoara and ICMBio organized a document delivered to the competent authorities,
highlighting the importance of access to the Federal Government's Luz Para Todos
program for the Reserve. (…) Since 2017, residents of several RESEX locations have
been working in the form of joint efforts to open peaks and roads to install electrification
networks. (2019: 127-128)
As Andrade also describes, in his work on the social organization of this RESEX, the access to
electricity through generators has a high economic and social cost for the communities.
In several situations I heard reports about financial difficulties for maintaining engines
and buying fuel, as well as making trips to the city to buy them. Another factor of the
system's precariousness is the discomfort caused by the noise of the engines, clearly
affecting people's quality of life. The search for an alternative to this situation has been a
constant theme in the meetings of the management councils of the Reserve. (ibid. 127)
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The constant provision of energy would allow people to light their houses at night
without having to depend on noisy generators, and would, importantly, also provide the
possibility of storing some medications that are vital for health emergencies, such as antiophidic
serum (used in cases of snakebite) and insulin (for patients with diabetes). Snake bites are a
common cause of death in communities in the Amazon. During my time in the community in the
Arapiuns River that was hosting the general assembly of April 2019, for example, an elderly
person almost died of a snake bite. His daughter had to run to take a boat to a neighboring
community a few hours away, to be able to reach a phone signal, in order for them call the
medical emergency in the closest city. They then had to wait for half a day for a motorboat to
arrive, and then travel for seven hours more to reach a city where he could have access to
medical care.
However, as much as Light For All was celebrated and expected by many in this meeting
I attended, and as much as Andrade also described the “euphoria” of inhabitants of Boim,
another RESEX community, about the potential arrival of electricity networks (noting that
people were collectively mobilizing to open paths (picos) for it in the forest), this celebratory
position was also not a consensus. While she admits that there would be unquestionable benefits
that electricity would bring to the everyday life in RESEX, for example, Isolina also sees the
potential arrival of CELPA´s energy in Maripá with very skeptical eyes. In fact, by the way she
reacted to the promise of energy distribution arriving in the community in a conversation we had,
Isolina taught me that the boundaries of the community´s territory are in constant tension with
development and the kinds of “progress” that changing infrastructures can convey. I share her
words, in an interaction with me in a recorded interview, below:
Maria: To you, what would this energy be good for…?
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Isolina: Look, for us, in this case, energy is good, right? But today we see that there are
many young people who no longer want to work in agriculture as we work ... so this also
brings me a concern with energy ... I, for me… the energy, I know, it will light up my
house, I can have a fridge, my fruit pulps, right, because there is a period (of the year)
that we have the (fresh) fruit and a period that we do not. I will be able to leave my
food... But my concern is with those who will stop working… because there are many
people who will stop working “ah, at that time there is that TV program… at that other
time there will be the soap opera…” “At X time I will watch this….” Then this person
will not want to work, and then the other young people will go after in the same
direction….and then? Then when the energy bill comes, they will not have the money to
pay for it…. then they will be in debt, you know? Every day they will consume energy,
they will have little money to get by, and also will have to pay for the energy. So, to me
this is worrisome…. because today we do want a technical assistance for the community,
but one that can improve our work for us to develop…. but there are many people who
are not prepared for this...
M: Develop what?
I: To develop, for example, is... to diversify what we cultivate, have watering, then
energy to have a water system to water our manioc fields (roçado), our cultivated land
(plantação), because we suffer a lot in the summer (Amazonian dry season)... and these
things generate a resource, you know, so we can survive. But there are many people who
are not so prepared for that… They are not so prepared for this kind of use of energy, you
know, they will use it for something that will not be very real for their life, and will pay a
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high cost, and will end up getting used to being at home just listening to music, listening
to soap operas, to a movie that has nothing to do... so that worries me today as well.111

As Brazilian geographer Denis Castilho affirms, “The modernization process in Brazil
has a strong relationship with the expansion of electricity networks. Electricity, when
implemented, transforms landscapes, ways of life and the functioning of territories” (2017: 1).
Infrastructures connect, but connectivity is not always a good thing, and some places can also
become more marginal as they become more globally connected (Feld 2012). As we see in
Isolina’s words above, things are not as simple as now suddenly having an electricity network
arriving in the community. The timings of such arrivals also have political and territorial
implications, and depending on how and when they arrive, they promise to propel a
disconnection between people and their work in the land. While Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho
complained about the noise of the generator in the previous section and celebrated the quietness
of the solar panels infrastructure, the same was not true for the supposedly quieter energy
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Original in Portuguese:
Maria: Pra você a energia seria bom pra que?
Isolina: Olha, pra nós, no caso, eu disse assim, energia é bom, né, mas hoje a gente vê que tem muitos jovens que já
não querem trabalhar na agricultura como a gente trabalha... então também é uma preocupação com a energia... Eu,
pra mim, a energia eu sei que vai alumiar minha casa, eu vou poder ter uma geladeira, colocar minha fruta, as polpas
de fruta, né -- porque tem um período que tem e um período que não tem. Ai deixar minha comida pra alguma
coisa... Mas a minha preocupação é com os que vão deixar de trabalhar porque no caso tem muita gente, né, que vai
deixar de trabalhar ^ah, tal hora vai ser programa tal. Tal hora novela tal. Tal hora eu vou assistir isso^... Aí não vai
mais querer trabalhar também, aí o outros jovens vão atrás e aí? Quando a conta da energia vim não vai ter com o
que pagar, aí vai ficar em débito, né, e cada dia consumir mais energia e ter pouco dinheiro pra se manter e tá
pagando a energia. Isso pra mim é preocupante também. Porque hoje no caso a gente quer uma assistência técnica
pra comunidade mas que possa melhorar nosso trabalho pra nós desenvolver, mas tem muitas pessoas que não tá
preparado pra isso...
M: Desenvolver o que?
I: Desenvolver, por exemplo, é.. diversificar nossa plantação, ter como molhar, então uma energia pra ter um sistema
de água pra molhar nosso roçado, nossa plantação, que a gente sofre muito no verão... e essas coisas, pra gerar um
recurso, né, também pra a a gente poder sobreviver. Mas tem muitos que não tão preparados pra isso, então
também...Não tão preparados pra esse uso da energia, né, vai usar pra uma coisa que não vai ser muito, muito real
pra vida dele, e vai pagar um custo caro e vai acabar se acostumando a ficar em casa só ouvindo música, escutando
novela, um filme que não tem nada a ver... então também isso me preocupa hoje.
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provision by CELPA (which would not sound loud like the generators); for Isolina, in fact,
electricity by CELPA could still mean development as replacement. Thus, I suggest here, it is
more relevant to note how the question of noise mobilizes a debate on replacement tied to a
debate on development as detachment than it is to categorize what is and what is not noise, or
what would be a good or bad kind of noise in Maripá (as in a Schaeferian acoustic ecology
approach).
Isolina talks about the waning interest, among younger generations, in the family farming
way of life, and articulates such loss of interest by referencing consuming and listening habits
that would be intensified with the arrival of electricity: more time spent on music, movies, and
soap operas. Many people do not seem to be connected to the family farming way of life
anymore, and instead of using the energy that will be supplied to develop the rural work—as
with irrigation techniques and the diversification of agricultural production—and instead of
helping develop the rural life in Maripá, energy supply would lead to an even greater inertia of
the young people, and more family indebtedness. Isolina is concerned about young people not
committing to life in the community, when in the past, when she was a child, she told me, she
would wake up early to make breakfast and help her parents take care of her siblings as they
went to work in the swidden. But in the past, as Leó, her brother, also told me, there were less
families in the community, and these were far larger than they are today. Families had 15, 16
people. Now, there are many more families in the community, but smaller, with just a few kids.
In relation to these changes, Andrade makes an important historical connection in his work on
the changing social organization of communities of RESEX prior to and after the creation of the
reservation:
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If, prior to the creation of RESEX, children were an effective component of the
organization of family work, in the current context it has become a fundamental
criterion for family insertion in social assistance programs. The expansion of the
public school system, as well as the creation of programs such as Bolsa
Família,112 and other legal mechanisms to guarantee the rights of children and
adolescents, through institutions such as ECA and the Tutelary Council, constitute
instruments of social control that intervened in the socialization of children
through work. The consequences of these situations indicate a decrease in the
workforce of the family nucleus.
In the current context, the ways in which RESEX residents are integrated into the
market economy have also undergone changes. Access to financial resources
through pensions, Bolsa Família and, for some salaried residents, through the
provision of services in schools and health centers present in the communities,
and even in work activities outside the RESEX, provides the possibility of
purchasing of industrialized foods, sold in communities or in Santarém. (Andrade
2019: 248)
As we see, the debate on electrification is evidently not a simple one. The question of family
farming in relation to access to social programs and the way younger generations are being
socialized in the family farming in these communities today is also a rather complex debate I will
not delve into here. My point is that Isolina’s concerns cannot be understated and have broader
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Bolsa Familia is a social welfare program of the Government of Brazil which was inaugurated during the first
government of Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Lula) in 2003, as part of the government effort to eradicate hunger in the
country. The program consisted in the transfer of financial resources to low-income families whose composition
included pregnant women, children or adolescents between 0 and 17 years of age. In order for the families to receive
the money, all children need to be enrolled in school.
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implications. And while RESEX was created to guarantee the social use of land, it also brought
changes to the territory that placed people into a fraught relation with their own mode of living
that allowed them to fight for the RESEX in the first place.
The modern-developed / backward-traditional binomial was part “of an entire
construction in the Amazonian space, of its peoples and of the very history of Extractive
Reserves, reflected in different appropriations of the society / nature relationship” (Cunha 2010:
37). Family farming is not just a mode of living in Maripá; it is also what guarantees its status as
a reserve, and this status protects the territory from outside exploiters and gives to the local
families the right to live and work in the land. In the 1990s, Isolina was one of the people who
traveled to homes in various communities trying to convince small farmers not to sell their land
and move away. Today, even with all its contradictions, limitations to previous traditional uses
of the territory, and necessary mediations with the State that the people had to learn to deal with,
the fact that the community is part of a reserve has, among other things, prevented mechanized
soy monoculture from overtaking the area. This has begun to advance in the surrounding area of
the Santareno Plateau region since the 2000s, and could devastate the area and deplete it from its
current social use. Tapajós-Arapiuns RESEX is under a fifty-year concession of use113. This is
also part of Isolina’s concerns: if the new generations are not aware of what it took to create this
RESEX in the past, and what it might take to preserve their territory as theirs now, in a few
decades the contract defining status of the reservation might not be renewed.
I now propose we analyze Isolina’s testimony about her concerns about electricity in
relation to the interaction between her and Paulinho cited before—when she corrected his word
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Though this RESEX was created in 1998, it was on October 2011 that ICMBio (a federal autarky tied to the
Brazilian Ministry of the Environment) ceded the right of use of the reserve to Tapajora: the Organization of
RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns Associations. The 50 years count from this date.
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“surpass” for “replacement.” That was far from a random choice. Not only was she aware that I
was recording that interaction, thus mindful of what was being recorded, but, as a leader of an
older generation, she saw in Paulinho someone who might not follow the path of detachment
from the territory like other people of his generation. I propose we think of replacement in
relation to this detachment as well, and that we tie this debate back to a discussion on noise. And
we may do this through the key of listening, as in Isolina’s testimony cited above: “They are not
so prepared for this kind of use of energy, you know, they will use it for something that will not
be very real for their life, and will pay a high cost, and will end up getting used to being at home
just listening to music, listening to soap opera, to a movie that has nothing to do... so that worries
me today as well.”
As Sterne states in his work on the cultural origins of sound reproduction technologies in
relation to changing constructions of sound and hearing in the 19th century, audile techniques
articulated and elaborated over the long 19th century “reconstructed acoustic space as private,
interior phenomenon belonging to a single individual,” and such construction was central to the
“commodifying of sound-reproduction technologies and sound itself since commodity exchange
presupposes private property” (2003: 138). That is, acoustic space “had to be ‘ownable’ before
its contents could be bought and sold” (ibid.: 155). He adds, “This suggests that the diffusion of
audile technique is also the dissemination of a specific kind of bourgeois sensibility about
hearing and acoustic space over the course of one hundred years.” (ibid.: 159-60) Moreover, in
the age of technological production, he claims, listening became centered on directionality and
detail, against a “holistic” perception of the auditory environment. (ibid.). I find especially
relevant the ties that Sterne makes between a prevalent regime of property and the construction
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of a mode of listening: private property, and the isolation of listening as a private interior
phenomenon whereby one can still be in touch with a “world of sounds” (ibid).
We may extend Sterne’s argument about sound reproduction technologies to the
audiovisual reproduction technologies mentioned by Isolina above. And, most of all, as the main
sense she mentions in relation to them is listening, we could read Isolina’s critique as one that
points to the audile techniques mentioned by Sterne, whereby listening becomes an individual
experience, and an interior phenomenon detached from place. More precisely, this mode of
listening, tied to the logic of private property, is a kind of listening technique that allows for one
to be in contact with a world of sounds that does not belong to the place that one is surrounded
by. As Isolina says “this kind of use of energy, you know, they will use it for something that will
not be very real for their life…”
But what does it mean to think about the disconnection of listening from place, tied to
sonic reproduction technologies, in a context of a conservation unit that challenges the notion
private property per se? Is there such a thing as private acoustic space to begin with when all
land of the territory is owned by the state? Inhabitants of RESEX cannot sell or rent the land, and
their guarantee of staying in their territory is also granted in relation to their status as protectors
of the forest. How can a debate on listening and noise be situated in relation to that particular
placement? And how can we ask a question on modes of listening to sounds and sonic
reproduction technologies in relation to the sense of futurity they convey to someone like Isolina
who does watch TV to “stay informed about the world” but fears the amplification of these
practices as a detachment from the territory?
Noise, in relation to the audile techniques described by Sterne, is the disruption of private
acoustic space (Sterne 2003). But if Isolina is concerned about noise in some way here, such
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disruption is not the disruption of the bourgeois sensibility of private acoustic space. Noise, in
Paulinho’s statement, and the whole conversation with Isolina and Manduca that night, appears
closer to the disruption of joy and cohabitation that is tied to senses of place than to the
disruption of a private acoustic space. However, affirming this must not be equated to claiming a
romantic idea of connection to land, or claiming these small farmers are living in joy with the
birds and the noise of the machines detaches them from land.
Isolina Manduca and Paulinho celebrate the arrival of solar panels to provide water to the
community. As they say, solar energy supply will allow for the sounds of birds and roosters to be
heard at dawn again. What is here framed as a question of sound (unlike diesel motors, solar
energy is not noisy and does not pollute the air) is also about the fine thread that separates their
ambition for local development (as a kind of autonomy) and the traps of development as a
hegemonic material temporality of progress. However, nothing comes for free. Today, for
example, some inhabitants of Maripá have solar energy panels in their homes due to an NGO
project that financed it, at a cost of monthly instalments for the equipment, in the early 2000s.
After a few years the project was discontinued and the NGO came and took some of the
equipment back. They did not take all of panels, however, and for this reason some people still
have solar energy in their homes.
The solar energy system, as it exists today, is precarious. However, based on the use they
make of it today, Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho project it as the best available energy
infrastructure option for RESEX in the future. Isolina told me later in a conversation we had in
April 2019, right after the RESEX Deliberative Council meeting we attended, that a few years
ago, a man came from Brasilia, the capital of the country, and he said that it was possible to have
solar energy as the main energy system for RESEX. But if that system was indeed implemented,
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she said: “then it would burst all the politicians, right, because the organized communities have a
lot of power.”114
Any system of implementing changes in the communities of RESEX that is not part of a
major federal plan is done through the access to a “market of projects,” which the inhabitants of
RESEX had to learn to live with since the late 1990s, creating many associations (Andrade
2019). With the institutionalization of the Reservation, such associations have become central
ways in which the inhabitants of the communities manage to be in dialogue with external agents,
civil and state entities, and try to move forward with demands regarding communitarian issues
about the management of the conservation unit (ibid. 2019: 49).
While RESEX remains somewhat protected from the advancement of predatory
monocultures in the region, while Isolina and Manduca have the right to work on their land, and
while this brings a possibility of partial subsistence from small farming, from working the land
and cultivating, this condition is also fragile. More specifically, the continuation of such
practices, and of RESEX, relies on a fragile sense of futurity. Here, we note this through
Isolina’s concern with the younger generation’s ties to the land—expressed in a conversation
about energy infrastructures.
The machines carry a sense of replacement and thus become noise when they point to the
paradoxical inclusion of Maripá in regimes of land ownership, in which a territory makes sense
through one’s belonging to it (pertença), but where belonging is also mediated by the presence of
the state and NGOs, and the complex notion of sustainable development which, as promoted in
the environmentalism of 1990s, allowed for the social use of land to be recognized in these
reservations. As the text of the legal article of the Brazilian System of Protected Areas states,

Original in Portuguese: “aí arrebentava tudinho quanto é político, né, porque as comunidades organizadas elas
tem um poder muito grande.”
114
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RESEX “has as its basic objectives to protect the livelihoods and culture of these populations,
and to ensure the sustainable use of the unit's natural resources” (BRASIL 2000: 10). RESEX is
not private property, but it is also not the romantic commons. Noise, here, emerges not in sounds
per se, but in the paradox of trying to live in alliance with the phrasing of Ana Laide’s
grandmother, cited in chapter one, “Land is not to be sold. Land is to be cultivated,” but under
many conditions. In order for land not to be sold, and in order for land to be cultivated, land must
also be preserved and sustainably used. And in order for land to be preserved, the lives of people
must be traversed by multiple mediations, and they need to learn to live between many worlds.
They need not only cultivate the land and have the children in school to obtain the help from
Bolsa Familia; they also need to navigate a market of projects in order to gain support for local
projects, such as the solar panels.

3.5 Conclusion: the machines and the fears of replacement
As affirmed by Sterne, in dialogue with Corbin’s work on village bells in the 19th century
French countryside “Conflicts over what does and does not constitute environmental noise are
themselves battles over what sounds are admissible in the modern landscape” (2003: 13). Based
on his study cases in the São Paulo metropolis, the most populous city in Brazil, Leonardo
Cardoso has noted that the study of the regulation and control of environmental sound is an entry
point into how the state mediated “universal equality and individual freedom, welfare principles
and economic gain" in late 20th and early 21st century Brazil (2016). The three cases explored in
his article—evangelical lawmakers' attempts to minimize the impact of a noise ordinance on
religious services, an ordinance that required bars to close at 1a.m., and the attempt of a group of
acoustic engineers to lobby the city administration for the mapping of traffic noise—are used as
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an entry point into a discussion of citizenship in Brazil: a country where, Cardoso argues,
techno-scientific ideals of a North American and European urbanity continue to inform notions
of civility (2016). But what does it mean to deal with noise in relation to dimensions of life that
were never integral to the projects of making a nation modern and abiding to ideals of civility
and urbanity in the first place?
In this chapter, we have focused on the noise of motors and generators in relation to the
discussions about development and replacement raised by Paulinho, Isolina, Manduca, and Leó,
tracing the connections between the different senses of occupation and territorialization that the
noises of different machines in different uses convey as well as how the sounds of birds are
situated in relation to them. Noises connect to the bothersome presence of infrastructure that one
has to learn to live with, while in a fraught relation with senses of progress and what it might
concretely entail for the community. Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho are from different
generations, and lived different histories of Maripá. They were all born in the community, but
while Manduca and Isolina were near their 50s in 2019, and had participated in the struggle of
inhabitants of the community to become a RESEX in the 1990s, Paulinho was not yet alive at
that time.
Infrastructures carry with them a sense of modernity. As in the previously cited quote by
Harvey about infrastructure projects, “The promise that is harbored by the project also mutates
over time, resonating with all those dimensions of life that never were integral to how the project
was conceived, articulated, or realized” (2018: 82). In the case of the conversations in Maripá I
cited here, the promises of infrastructures do resonate in ways that noise and listening are framed
by Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho. When we attend to noise through histories of listening here,
we note that the supposed “environmental noise” of acoustic ecology triggers senses of
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modernity in different ways depending on the positionality of the listenings. Attending to these
positioned listenings does not entail simply thinking of different humans in the environment, or
different individuals to be understood as separate and as harmonized in a “democracy.”
Attending to these positioned listenings is, instead, acknowledging the “acoustic assemblages”
(Ochoa Gautier 2014) and histories of listening in relation to non-human beings, such as birds,
that shape the territory as well. As we note in Paulinho’ testimony, listening to the noise of the
generator is also listening to it in relation to the ways in which it is contrasted to the sound of the
birds and roosters, which are much more than just sounds, but presences that shape the everyday
life in Maripá.
“The machine will replace us, it is the same as with the birds.” But also, the machines are
already there. They are part of life, they pump the water, they allow people to move faster in the
rivers. They are necessary for everyday life, but also for soccer tournaments and any kind of
celebration counting on amplified music. In fact, the presence of these machines “that will
replace us” indicates that Maripá is a conservation unit where people also live—with machines.
And while they live with machines, they also live with “(t)he State's interposition aimed at
protecting these spaces by corresponding environmental conservation ideas” (Andrade 2019: 32).
Paulinho was 22 years old at the time of our conversation, in 2019. RESEX Tapajós
Arapiuns was created in 1998. This means that he basically grew up in that territory primarily
when it already was a conservation unit. In other words, in a place already traversed by senses of
environmental protection, in dialogue with the social movements and international
environmental debates of the 80s and 90s which I briefly charted in section one of this chapter.
This is thus a place under tutelage of the state where the lives of “traditional communities” are
recognized and valued as part of the social use of land, but also insofar as they are framed as
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“protectors of the forest.” The replacement mentioned by Paulinho and Isolina also brings forth
this tension: the tension between the multiple ways in which Maripá can be a place and remain a
place, under constrains of its conservation unit status, with the fear of what “development” might
do to it.
There are different temporalities, different senses of change and different fears and hopes
expressed in the conversations presented in this chapter. “Singular voices carry within them
multiple others, present and elsewhere. They emerge in dialogue with others and in relation to
ways of being heard” (Meintjes 2017: 17). The storytelling of noise helps us to “make the
seeming contradictions palpably intervocal, to keep the whole a more- questions-than-answers
sort of affair” (Feld 2012: 8-9). Noise in histories of listening points to the changes associated
with a somewhat fraught notion of development as it affects the community as well as to things
one must learn to live with even if in constant discomfort: the loud engine that provides water to
the community, the noisy motor of the small boats that wakes one up before the birds can sing.
Noise is the concrete, not at all romantic, reality of belonging. The storytelling of noise is the
storytelling of how a fragile sense of futurity is woven in relation with an ecosystem in
transformation.
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Conclusion: Resonances of land
In the three chapters of this dissertation, I have dealt with silence and noise as ways of
weaving a storytelling of places in transformations in the state of Pará, in the Brazilian Amazon.
We started with the broader debate on the Amazon as voiced through Ana Laide’s belonging and
political practice in the Xingu region, an area radically affected by the construction of the Belo
Monte mega-dam. With Ana Laide’s words about silence, and the debate I generated putting her
in dialogue with Vaz Filho’s broad claims about the four dimensions of the Amazonian world
(also tied to his belonging and his political practice) and the reflections on silence in the field of
ethnomusicology and acoustic ecology, I discussed a materiality of place that is beyond
extraction and yet can be destroyed by extraction. Such materiality is made evident in “the
silence of the water”. The silence of the water, here, ties to the incommensurable materiality of
place, while it contrasts to different silences which have also been making place in the Amazon:
the silent, inert nature, the silence as presence of nature as a quasi-transcendental totality to be
preserved.
Silences are multiple and material and they can also clash and be layered on top of each
other in operations of making and remaking place. This is the case of the agribusiness production
chain debated in chapter two. Silences are part of the techno-poetical work in which the making
of the soy commodity chain depends: the work of building a new surface on top of death and
devastation while trying to erase the ghosts that “tumble in unruly graves” (Gan et al 2017: G6),
and that a few people—as Neizinho and Cleo—are still able to note. Silences, here, are present in
plaques, guns, and also in the absences of small, rural farmers whose previous presence is
indexed in the garden potato plant. Silences, here, are the materials and debris of a war between
worlds. This is the war that is enacted in the conflict between agribusiness and small farmers and
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traditional communities, a war that is between senses-places-makings. That is, a war between
what Ochoa has called “acoustic assemblages:” a war between assemblages of “what different
peoples consider the given and what they consider the made that come together in the acoustic”
(Ochoa Gautier 2014: 22). The silent-inert-nature assemblage of the monoculture field is tied to
the soy field but also to the neighborhood built in its surroundings; the port of Cargill in the
urban center of Santarém, and the pesticides spreading all over the place and making life toxic to
people such as Manuel, Manoel, and Helena.
Capitalism is savage and messy (Tsing 2015), and the monocultural world, which comes
tied to monocultures of the sensorial, is also a world of a lot of recycling. Recycling depends on
the “tabula rasa” of extractivism (de la Cadena and Blaser 2018), on reanimating the desert
(Povinelli 2016), and the magical thinking that it is possible to destroy the world and then create
another one on top of it (Krenak 2021). This fantasy is tied to the layering and interposition of
silences as acoustic assemblages that assert and re-assert different modes of making silent-inertnatures possible: the camera, the guard, the pesticide, the crossing over of a name of a village
that turns it into a land allotment area and then renames it through a general sense of inhabitance
tied to a geography of monoculture—the plateau, Vila Planalto.
Chapter three starts a different debate, which in some ways deviates from the topics of
chapters one and two, because it addresses noise, but also because it addresses a part of
ethnographic work where I had a deeper and longer interaction with the people whose
geopolitical testimonies inhabit the pages. As Isolina, Manduca, Paulinho, and Leó discuss the
birds and motors of Maripá, they point to the contradictory ways in which it is possible to wish
for a sense of development in that community while also attending to the fact that not every
development makes sense to the territory. The question of what are the best kinds of
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infrastructures of circulation and energy to hope for is left unresolved, also because there is no
simple resolution to that question. And, as I tried to make evident throughout the previous
chapters of the dissertation as well, making place is never simply only about making place. It
also often entails making a beautiful that is not beautiful. This beautiful that is not beautiful may
be the soy monoculture fields already present in Belterra, which lie in an area neighboring the
Tapajós Arapiuns RESEX. But this beautiful that is not beautiful may also be the access to a
sense of being and living in place while detaching from what is real for life, as in the fear Isolina
expresses in relation to what electrification can generate to the younger generations in the
community.
While chapter three is about noise, this is not to say that noise is disconnected from
silence or quietness and it is important to note that these concepts do not stand in opposition.
While the noisy machine of the diesel-driven generator used for pumping water to the
community is described as masking the sounding birds and roosters in the morning, it is not the
supposedly silent energy electrification from Celpa that Isolina, Manduca, and Paulinho point to
as resolving the problem. If we take this into account, then it allows us to pay attention to how a
debate in which noise and silence are tied to the storytelling of place demands us to go beyond
the opposition or gradation between these two categories. Here, noise also surpasses the
conception of a sound that is bothersome and disturbs a sense of place. Noise is about the
contradictory sense of belonging while coexisting with the threats of replacement, while trying to
find a sense of development which makes sense to where one is.
Noises and silences, as acoustic assemblages, are ways of making notable a series of
other sounding beings, changes, destructions, expectations, fears, and presences. The noise of the
diesel generator in chapter three, for example, while contrasting with the singing birds, is in fact
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a way of naming the presence of a more complex entanglement: the generator that is turned on
and off, the birds and roosters singing in the morning, the solar panels that remained after the
NGO that installed them took many of them back, and the solar panel that might be installed to
substitute the diesel driven generator in the future, before my next visit to Maripá.115
Extractivism is tied to losing possibilities of hearing that are also like losing part of
oneself and staying adrift, as when one is no longer able to hear the encantados. And we also
know that not everyone loses that possibility, that belonging, that “land territory” (Cabnal 2010).
As Escobar stated, accumulation by dispossession comes at the expense of relational worlds
(2018). Many people who are implied in the accumulation that happens at the expense of these
worlds are not hunting or cultivating the land to hear the Curupira, which runs away when the
tractors of monoculture arrive. Extractivism, which is another name for a process of
accumulation by dispossession tied to the tearing apart of places to become resources, comes at
the expense of relational worlds. But what else? Is discussing relationality and the destruction of
relational worlds enough for us to take into account clashing notions of land, ownership,
inhabitance, and cohabitation that are at stake in the Amazon as the monoculture fields and the
mega-dams are constructed? And how do we situate the complex positionality of development to
the inhabitants of Maripá in relation to such debate?
As death lays on the ground and becomes the surface of place, is there anything left for us
to listen to beyond “the beautiful that is not beautiful” mentioned by Cleo when describing the
soy fields in the area? And if the Curupira runs away when the tractors of monoculture arrive, as
Leó stated in chapter one, would it be possible to find the place where this spirit of the forest
went to? These, are, for sure, questions I am far from aiming to answer, but which I think are

“But in about some (time) … I'll promise you, maybe when you come back here next time, this won't happen
anymore,” Manduca told me.
115
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important to enunciate so they can generate other questions that help us keep hesitating. I
mention hesitation here in the terms Isabelle Stengers uses in her definition of cosmopolitics: the
cosmos, of cosmopolitics, is not about the search for a “good common world,” but for creating a
space of hesitation in respect to what we do when we assume we are doing good. Respect and
good intentions are not enough, and they certainly cannot erase the difference between
knowledges and modes of making (2007).
The storytelling of noise and silence, considered in relation with each other, helps us
acknowledge the complicated entanglement between modes of listening, modes of making place,
making sense of being in place, owning place, and belonging to place. Belonging (pertença), as a
“body-land territory” (Cabnal 2010) is tied to some acoustic assemblages. Assemblages in which
there are “ample possibilities for equivocation” (Ochoa Gautier 2014: 23). Possibilities which, in
order to be taken in their real presence and not erased as a simple kind of an outside given, or
taken as a given of non-existence, demand hesitation. Hesitation defining what is ‘common’ and
what is ‘good,’ and in what it means to define what “is”—this I preserve, this I change.
There is no simple alternative between having and belonging, between land as a place to
cultivate and land as property. Belonging is complicated, messy, and, as we saw in chapter three,
sometimes also asks of people to learn to mediate between many different bureaucratic and
managerial sense of life, in a territory where the state and NGOs are also responsible for keeping
its boundaries. Making place is the work of many people; it is contradictory, sometimes violent,
and it does not cease. If objects and commodities are perceived as such while they are also
detached from the histories of work implied in their arrival—as stated by Ahmed in her dialogue
on the Marxian “commodity fetishism” (2006)—what can we say of place and belonging in
relation to that? How can we keep belonging to place while so many portions of it are becoming
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objects and commodities? People such as Manoel, Manuel, and Helena, who have to live with
pesticides while advancing crop monocultures in the areas increasingly surround their everyday
lives are having to do that. But are we not all living some degree of this in our daily lives? Are
we not made of the multiple alienations that then invite new, fetishized modes of retying to place
(as when we hug a tree somewhere)? Capitalism is a machine that devours worlds (Krenak
2021). How are we still surviving in the middle of this? Is listening always entailed in predation?
Being dizzy is a way of also being present. Being dizzy is a way of losing balance and having
then to figure out if it is best to stand still or keep on moving in order to stay ethically alive.
Rancière addresses the “distribution of the sensible” as what simultaneously establishes
something common that is shared and its exclusive parts. Such distribution determines the
manner in which something in common lends itself to participation and in what way people take
part in this distribution (2004:12). In relation to such distribution, politics (and art), he claims,
“like forms of knowledge, construct ‘fictions,’ that is to say material rearrangements of signs and
images, relationships between what is seen and what is said, between what is done and what can
be done” (39). There is a history of sensory transformations circumscribed by the
transformations caused by so-called development in the Amazon. This is not an abstract history
of sound or image. It is the history of the production / erasure of sounds and matters of places,
which in turn induces modes of listening and ways of sensing and making sense of the world.
Just as colonial histories have shaped modes of listening and categorizing personhood through
sound (Ochoa Gautier 2014), the temporality of “progress” in the Amazon has accrued layers of
sensoriality of its spaces and places—“regimes of audibility and visibility,” in the words of
Rancière—that are shaped by, but also shape its territories.
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The geopolitics of extractivism is tied to how the sense that a place can be a resource for
infrastructures of modernity is shaped by specific ways of sensing it from a distance. Such
geopolitics is also tied to ascribing a new sense of reality and cohabitation to the people who
have to stay and resist in staying in a place being radically transformed by people who do not
belong to it. On the other hand, beyond any romantic binary of destroyers and victims, we have,
as chapter 3 shows, a complex, affective politics of desire that has to be situated in relation to the
multiple contradictions of still reclaiming land as a place to cultivate for subsistence while also
desiring some kind of development. Resisting in belonging is not at all romantic. It is a clash
with localized senses of being, making, and living in the territories where these infrastructures
appear as a good promise and as something that also generates suspicions and fear.
Thinking about extractivism in the Amazon through a politics of the sensorial we may
here talk about an unequal distribution of the sensible. While some people in and outside of its
territories focus on the profits brought by loud tractors and pesticides, others deal with the
deafening noises, toxicity, and explosions that transfigure the places where they live. Such
unequal distribution of what is sensed and lived is also tied to the fact that Isolina’s fear for the
younger generation preferring to listen to movies and music over working in the land—the
possibility that this will make them engage with things that are not “very real” for their lives—
has real implications for the lives of the people themselves in ways that the PowerPoint
presentation by an engineer involved in the construction of a mega-dam in a territory he barely
set foot in, will not. The PowerPoint presentation is also not very real to the life of this engineer,
but that disconnection may not harm the survival of his nuclear-family community. This unequal
distribution of the sensible, thus, is also the unequal distribution of the need to be attached to
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reality as a shared ecosystem; and an unequal distribution of the need to deal with the
consequences of the chain of violence one’s gesture creates.
However, thinking through the senses is also thinking within limits. While it is undeniable that
some crystallized, sensorial machinations of neoliberalism destroy place from a safe distance, there is
always a great deal that does not fit these frames while not necessarily constituting an excess or an
outside of it. There is, thus, the distribution of visibles and invisibles, audibles and inaudibles, but not
only that. As Ochoa Gautier has argued, “an acoustemology is forged not only by ‘the ways in which
sound is central to making sense’ but also by the ways in which acoustic knowledge is located at the
nexus of what we are able to make sense of and what is beyond sense making but still affects us” (2014:
34). To this, I would add that an acoustemology is also forged by what we do not make sense of, may or
may not affect us, but which we can still destroy.
Land inequality / land belonging / land-territory / land inheritance / land property / land
destruction. And the ontology of private property persists in existing; in making sense and making place
over place. Being alive is also being in a world that is getting worse, and learning to find ethical grounds
while dizzy. Worlds are clashing. Perhaps, here, to hesitate is to decide to be and belong while trembling
with the resonances of these clashes—being alive, not negotiating our survival, but not exactly
recycling. Staying with the trouble, as stated by Donna Haraway (2016), and also staying with the
histories that make our “we” tremble.
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